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Hepatitis B virus dampens autophagy maturation via negative 
regulation of Rab7 expression

Tianhui Zhou1,*, Min Jin3,*, Yongsen Ding1, Yi Zhang4,5, Ye Sun1, Shiqian Huang2, Qing Xie1,**, 
Congfeng Xu2,3,**, Wei Cai1,**

1 Department of Infectious Diseases, Ruijin Hospital, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China;
2 Shanghai Institute of Immunology, Institutes of Medical Sciences, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, 

China;
3 Key Laboratory of Stem Cell Biology, Institute of Health Sciences, Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, Chinese Academy of 

Sciences and Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine, Shanghai, China;
4 Biomedical Research Center, Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai, China;
5 Shanghai Key Laboratory of Organ Transplantation, Shanghai, China.

1. Introduction

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection threats about 248 

million individuals' health globally. It remains a dreadful 
public health problem worldwide although the pervasive 
application of effective vaccination limits the number 
of newly HBV-infected patients dramatically (1). The 
availability of potent antiviral drugs decreases the 
morbidity and mortality inflicted by HBV infection. 
Nevertheless, almost all the current therapeutic measures 
are unable to completely eradicate the HBV DNA even 
after long-term antiviral therapy (2), and HBV could 
be reactivated when host immunity is compromised. 
The persistence of HBV DNA in the nucleus of infected 
hepatocytes is one of the intractable enigmas in 
approaches for the cure of chronic hepatitis B (CHB) (3). 
A better understanding of this refractory challenge may 
help to develop reliable priorities against HBV infection.
 Macroautophagy (hereafter autophagy), a highly 
conserved cellular self-digestive process, plays a pivotal 
role in the degradation of dysfunctional proteins and 

Summary Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection brings a huge challenge for medical health practitioners. 
It has been reported that invaded HBV escapes autophagic degradation through inhibiting 
lysosome maturation following enhanced autophagy formation, which putatively contributes 
to HBV replication and infection. However, the underlying mechanism by which HBV escapes 
from autophagic degradation remains elusive. In this study, we monitored the autophagic 
process using HepG2 cells and mice without or with transient HBV DNA plasmid transfection 
(pHepG2) or stable HBV infection (HepG2.2.15 cells) in vitro and in vivo. The results of 
Western blot, transmission electron microscopy and confocal microscopy, confirmed that 
HBV induced autophagy, while the fusion of autophagosomes with lysosomes was arrested. 
Furthermore, Rab7, a small GTPase that functions as a molecular switch responsible for the 
autophagosome-lysosome fusion, was inhibited, suggesting a potential mechanism for HBV-
induced inhibition of autophagic degradation. In conclusion, our study proposes a potential 
mechanism for how HBV escapes autophagic degradation, which might be a novel therapeutic 
target for controlling HBV infection. 
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damaged organelles to maintains cellular homeostasis 
or responses to harmful stimuli in higher eukaryotes 
(4). Autophagy initiates with the formation of an 
autophagosome, following docking and fusion with a 
lysosome. Only after the fusion can the contents of the 
autophagosome be degraded (5). Moreover, accumulating 
evidence shows that autophagy is also involved in many 
pathophysiologic processes of human diseases including 
microbial infection (6). For HBV, Sir D et al. first 
reported that HBV could activate the early autophagic 
pathway (7). But it seems like autophagy causes no 
harm to HBV (8). The precise underlying mechanisms 
why the enhanced autophagosomes promote HBV DNA 
replication instead of engulfing it need to be elucidated.
 Rab7, a small GTPase of Rab superfamily, functions 
as a key organizer of multiple membrane trafficking 
processes. It has been well established that Rab7 serves 
as a master regulatory component for the biogenesis of 
autophagosomes, lysosomes and other lysosome-related 
organelles (9). More recently, Rab7 has been implicated 
in the maturation of autophagosomes and their fusion 
with lysosomes. Hampered fusion of autophagosomes 
and lysosomes caused by deficiency of Rab7 has been 
covered in mycobacterium tuberculosis and human 
parainfluenza virus infection (10,11). Nevertheless, it is 
still uncertain whether Rab7 also plays an indispensable 
role in HBV-induced incomplete autophagy.
 In the study, HBV infection induced autophagy was 
investigated, and the potential molecular mechanism 
that hindered autophagosome-lysosome fusion in HBV 
induced incomplete autophagic degradation was further 
explored.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell culture

HepG2 cells were obtained from the American Type 
Culture Collection (ATCC) and maintained according to 
ATCC instructions. HepG2.2.15 cells, which contained 
a stably integrated 1.3-copy HBV genome and could 
support persistent replication of HBV and produce intact 
HBV particles (12), was provided by the Department 
of Infectious Diseases of Changzheng Hospital. It was 
maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium 
(Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 380 µg/
mL G418 (Sigma), 125 µg/mL penicillin and 50 µg/
mL streptomycin at 37°C in a humidified incubator 
containing 50 mL/L CO2 (13).

2.2. Plasmids and cell transfection

HBV DNA plasmid (pHBV), which contains the 1.3-
mer overlength HBV genome, and backbone plasmid 
pUC19 were a kind gift of professor James Ou from 
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA (14). 

Transient transfection into HepG2 of pHBV (pHepG2) or 
the backbone plasmid pUC19 (as the mock-transfected 
HepG2) were performed using Fugene 6 reagent (Roche) 
according to the manufacturer's instructions, respectively. 
HepG2 cells were lysed for both protein and RNA 
analysis after 48 h transfection. Meanwhile, level of 
HBsAg in the cell supernatant was determined using 
the ARCHITECT i2000SR HBsAg QT assay (Abbott). 
The cut-off value for determining if HBsAg is positive 
is S/N ratio ≥ 0.05, and the reporting units are S/N ratio. 
Level of HBV DNA in the cell supernatant was detected 
using the Roche COBAS HBV Amplicor MonitorTM 
assay. Tandem mRFP-GFP-LC3 expressing plasmid 
ptfLC3 (Addgene) was obtained from Addgene (15), and 
transfection was performed using Lipofectamine 2000 
(Invitrogen).

2.3. Animal analysis

C57BL/6 mice (8 weeks old, male) were injected via the 
tail vein with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) in a volume 
that was equivalent to 8% of the body weight. The PBS 
with or without 10 µg of pHBV was delivered within 5 
to 8 sec. Four days later, mice were sacrificed and liver 
tissues or serums were collected. Total liver protein was 
analyzed. Serum levels of HBsAg and HBV DNA of the 
mice were determined.  The animal experiments were 
approved by the Ethics Committee of Ruijin Hospital.

2.4. Immunoblotting

Cells were directly lysed with RIPA containing protease 
and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche) and proteins were 
separated by SDS-PAGE after denaturation (16). 
Immunoblot analysis was performed by initial transfer of 
proteins onto polyvinylidenefluoride filters using a Mini 
Trans-Blot (Bio-Rad) followed by a blocking step with 
5% nonfat dried milk plus 0.1% Tween 20 for 2 hours 
at room temperature and exposed to primary antibodies 
diluted 2,000-fold that recognized microtubule-associated 
protein light chain 3 (LC3, Cell Signal), autophagy-
related protein 5 (Atg5, Cell Signal), Rab7 (Cell Signal), 
or 5000-fold for GAPDH (Santa Cruz) overnight at 4°C 
and subsequently washed. The blots were then incubated 
with a secondary antibody conjugated with Horse 
Radish Peroxidase diluted 5000-fold for 1 hour at room 
temperature. Signals were detected by a FluorChem E 
system (Alpha Innotech Corp). For some immunoblots, 
band densitormetry was quantified using ImageJ 
software (National Institutes of Health).

2.5. RT-PCR

RT-PCR for Rab7 was performed as previously described 
(17), the primer pairs used in the study were as follows: 
Forward: 5'-ATGACCTCTAGGAAGAAAGTGTTGC
TG-3'; Reverse: 5'-TCAGCAACTGCAGCTTTCTGCC
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variance followed by the Turkey post-hoc test was 
used for all statistical analyses in the study using SPSS 
18.0. A value of p < 0.05 was considered as statistically 
significant.

3. Results

3.1. HBV DNA stimulates the formation of autophagosomes

In order to study whether HBV DNA induces autophagy, 
first we established an HBV infection cellular system. 
In our system, the levels of HBsAg and HBV DNA 
in cell supernatant were monitored. Compared to the 
HepG2 control and the mock-transfected HepG2, 
HepG2.2.15 and pHepG2 showed significantly higher 
levels of both HBsAg and HBV DNA (Figure 1A, B). 
Atg5 and LC3, two pivotal ubiquitin-like proteins that 
are involved in the initiation of autophagy, serve as 
hallmarks of the formation of autophagosomes (5). 
In the current study, markedly elevated LC3-II and 
Atg5 were detected in pHepG2, and HepG2.2.15 cells, 
similar to that in starved HepG2 cells (Figure 1C, D). 
Additionally, autophagy-featured intracellular double 
membrane structures were readily observed in pHepG2 
under transmission electron microscopy, whereas there 
were barely double membrane vacuoles in HepG2 
(Figure 1E). Collectively, it suggests that HBV infection 
induces autophagosome formation.

3.2. HBV infection induces autophagosome accumulation 
in vivo

To decipher whether HBV infection could induce 
autophagosome formation in vivo, pHBV was injected 
into C57BL/6 mice to simulate infection of HBV. 
Compared with those in the control, serum HBsAg 
and HBV DNA levels significantly increased in the 
pHBV injection group (Figure 2A and B). Histology 
showed disorganized hepatic lobules and lymphocytic 
infiltration in portal tracts, which indicated obvious 
inflammation in liver tissue (Figure 2C). Higher 
expression of LC3-II and Atg5 protein levels were 
observed in liver tissue of pHBV transfected mice 
than that of control mice (Figure 2D). Thus, our data 
indicates that HBV infection induces the formation of 
autophagosomes in vivo.

3.3. Autophagy maturation is hampered in pHepG2 
cells

Autophagy maturation (docking and fusion of lysosome) 
is a key step for microbial degradation and is susceptible 
to pathogen hijacking. To uncover the underlying 
mechanism by which HBV induced autophagy promoted 
HBV replication instead of engulfing it, HepG2 cells 
were transfected with pHBV, followed by transfection 
with mRFP-GFP-LC3 plasmid. GFP is susceptible to 

GAG-3'. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent 
(Invitrogen), and RNA was reverse transcribed using 
Superscript II (Invitrogen) and a random hexamer primer. 
The cDNA was used as template for PCR with Rab7-
specific primer pairs, and PCR products were analyzed 
by agarose gel electrophoresis and visualized under UV 
light with ethidium bromide.

2.6. Transmission electron microscopy

For ultrastructure analysis, cells were trypsinized, 
centrifuged, and fixed with 2.0% glutaraldehyde in 
0.2M PBS (pH 7.2) for 12 h at 4°C, and washed with 
PBS, then post-fixed with 1% OsO4 in 0.2M PBS (pH 
7.2) for 2 h at 4°C. After a further wash with PBS, cells 
were dehydrated via a graded ethanol series and then 
embedded before trimming and sectioning. Embedded 
cells were sectioned at a thickness of 75 nm using a 
Reichert Ultramicrotome and mounted onto 200-mesh 
copper grids. After counterstaining with uranyl acetate 
and lead citrate for 5 min, the grids were visualized using 
a CM-120 transmission electron microscope (Philip) 
with an operating voltage of 80kV (18).

2.7. Fluorescence confocal microscopy

Fluorescence confocal microscopy was performed as 
previously described (16). Cells grown on coverslips 
were fixed in BD Cytofix/Cytoperm solution (BD 
Biosciences) at room temperature for 15 min. These 
coverslips were visualized with single-line excitation at 
488 or 594 nm for Alexa Fluor on an Olympus Fluoview 
confocal microscope with appropriate emission filters 
(Olympus).

2.8. Autophagy analyses

For starvation, the cells were incubated in serum-
free Earle's balanced salt solution (Invitrogen) for 6 
hours. Autophagy was analyzed by immunoblotting or 
fluorescence microscopy, as described previously (19). 
In the immunoblotting analysis, cells were treated as 
indicated, and cell lysates were immunoblotted with 
anti-LC3 antibody to monitor the LC3-II generated 
during the formation of autophagosomes. In the 
fluorescence confocal microscopy analysis, cells were 
transfected with a mRFP-GFP-LC3 expressing plasmid 
ptfLC3 construct and treated as indicated. These cells 
were imaged by fluorescence confocal microscopy and 
autophagy cell numbers were recorded. Total LC3-
positive dots (GFP+RFP+ and GFP-RFP+ dots), early 
autophagosomes (GFP+RFP+ dots) and autolysosomes 
(GFP- RFP+ dots) were analyzed.

2.9. Statistical analysis

The 2-tailed Student t test or one-way analysis of 
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Figure 1. HBV DNA induces autophagosome accumulation. HepG2 cells were starved, transfected with pHBV or pUC19 
for 48h, respectively. (A, B) Levels of HBsAg and HBV DNA in supernatant of HepG2, mock-transfected HepG2, pHepG2 and 
HepG2.2.15 were measured. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. (C) The Atg5 and LC3 levels in HepG2, starvation treated 
HepG2, mock-transfected HepG2, pHepG2 and HepG2.2.15 were assessed by Western blot. (D) The bands density ratios of Atg5/
GAPDH or LC3-II/GAPDH were determined by Western blot, and the results of control HepG2 was taken to be 100%. It was 
calculated as the average value of the data obtained from 3 independent experiments. *, p < 0.05. (E) Autophagic vacuoles in 
HepG2 and pHepG2 were observed by electron microscopy. The arrow indicates autophagosome, "m" represents mitochondria, 
and "n" represents nuclear. 

Figure 2. pHBV increases autophagosome formation in mice. Male C57BL/6 mice (8 weeks old) were randomly injected 
with (pHBV, n = 3) or without (control, n = 3) 10 μg of pHBV. Ninety-six hours later, mice were sacrificed and liver tissues or 
sera were collected. (A and B) Mice serum HBsAg and HBV DNA levels were measured. **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001. (C) Liver 
tissues of mice in control and pHBV-treated mice were stained with hematoxylin-eosin staining. (D) Atg5 and LC3 levels in mice 
liver tissue were assessed by Western blot.
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acidified conditions, while mRFP signals are relatively 
stable, so the autophagosome is displayed as yellow 
punctate dots (both red and green) before fusion with 
lysosome, and red for mature autolysosomes. As shown 
in Figure3A, yellow punctate dots were more obvious 
in pHepG2 cells than HepG2, while only sporadic red 
punctate dots were observed, confirming dominant 
presence of autophagosomes (yellow punctate dots), 
with rather few autolysosomes (red punctate dots). Cell 
numbers of HepG2 with autophagy were significantly 

increased after transfection with pHBV (Figure 3B). 
Above all, our data indicates inhibitory effects on 
autopahgy maturation.

3.4. HBV infection induces reduction of Rab7

Small GTPase Rab7 has been considered as a master 
molecular switch during the formation of autolysosomes 
(20). Consequently, the expression of Rab7 was 
investigated to determine the role of Rab7 in HBV 
induced autophagy. Our results showed significant 
drops in Rab7 protein expression in pHepG2 cells 
and HepG2.2.15 cells (Figure 4A, B), as well as in 
Rab7 mRNA level (Figure 4C, D). Thus, it shows that 
HBV infection inhibits Rab7 expression and dampens 
autophagy maturation.

4. Discussion

Autophagy, a conserved cellular protective mechanism, 
has been regarded as a key component of the innate 
immune system (21). Induction of autophagy results 
in the elimination of invading pathogens, whereas 
some microbes have evolved strategies to manipulate 
autophagy for their own benefit. Several reports 
have proclaimed that HBV infection is able to induce 
autophagy (7,22,23), and transfection of pHBV in 
hepatic and hepatoma cell lines both promote formation 
of autophagosomes (23). Consistently, our results also 
discovered increased autophagy in pHepG2 cells and 
HBV-expressing HepG2.2.15 cells. Furthermore, the in 
vivo results support our conclusion when transfecting 
C57BL/6 mice with pHBV. 
 HBV-induced autophagy have been extensively 
investigated, and the views of its effect on HBV and 
chronic infection were still elucidated. Several studies 
suggested that HBV could manipulate autophagy 
to affect virus production and chronic infection 

Figure 3. Autophagosome-lysosome fusion-block by pHBV 
transfection. (A) HepG2 cells transfected without or with 
HBV DNA plasmid (pHepG2) were grown on coverslips, 
then transiently transfected with mRFP-GFP-LC3 expressing 
plasmid ptfLC3. Digital images were captured with confocal 
microscopy. (B) Under confocal microscopy, cells with yellow 
punctate dots was identified as cells with autophagy. The 
number of autophagic cells was recorded in every 100 cells 
counted. The results were calculated as the average value of the 
data obtained from 3 independent experiments. ***, p < 0.001.

Figure 4. HBV DNA downregulates Rab7 expression. HepG2 cells were starved, transfected with pHBV or pUC19 for 48h, 
respectively. (A) The cellular lysis was subjected to Western blot for Rab7 protein expression analysis. (C) The cellular Rab7 mRNA 
levels in HepG2, starvation treated HepG2, mock-transfected HepG2, pHepG2 and HepG2.2.15 were detected by RT-PCR. (B, D) 
The bands density ratios of Rab7/GAPDH were determined by Western blot and RT-PCR, and the results of control HepG2 was 
taken to be 100%. It was calculated as the average value of the data obtained from 3 independent experiments. *, p <  0.05.
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establishment (24,25). On the contrary, Tian et al. 
indicated that incomplete autophagy could regulate 
HBV DNA replication instead of HBV virions in 
vivo (26). However, how autophagy might implement 
regulation and help pathogen escape from the following 
autophagic degradation still remained elusive. A recent 
study demonstrated that hepatitis B virus x protein 
impaired lysosomal degradative capacity by disturbing 
its acidification without influencing the fusion of 
autophagosomes and lysosomes (27). Intriguingly, 
one of the most important findings from our current 
study turned out that the fusion of autophagosomes 
and lysosomes was hampered in pHepG2 cells. This 
discrepancy might be due to transfection of a different 
pHBV in our experiment system. Besides, the effects 
of different cell lines also should be considered. Some 
intracellular pathogens, mycobacterium tuberculosis and 
human parainfluenza virus (10,11), hijack autophagy 
and inhibit its maturation for their replication, prompting 
us to speculate that HBV might induce autophagosome 
formation as its replication site to facilitate the viral 
life cycle but block the following autophagosomes-
lysosomes fusion to evade autophagic degradation. 
 Fusion proteins, such as VAMP1, 2, 7 and 8, Vti1b, 
syntaxin1, and 8, VPS28, LAMP2 and Rab7, play a key 
role in the fusion of autophagosomes and lysosomes. 
Our data suggested that a difference merely existed 
in Rab7 mRNA levels between HepG2 and pHepG2. 
Rab7, a late endosome-/lysosome-related small GTPase, 
may be the only lysosomal Rab protein identified so far 
(9), which functions as a crucial molecular switch in 
autophagy. Rab7 can act as a master factor to regulate 
the biogenesis and maintenance of lysosomes (28). 
Furthermore, blocking Rab7-mediated trafficking 
machineries downregulate autophagy-mediated clearance 
(29). Extensive research delineated that Rab7 could 
promote maturation of autophagosomes and regulate 
their fusion with lysosomes (30). However, abnormal 
expression of Rab7 has been implicated in invasion of 
many other pathogens. For example, Hu D et al. reported 
that Rab7 could be blocked to prevent autophagosome-
lysosome fusion in mycobacterium tuberculosis 
infection (10). Hampered fusion of autophagsomes and 
lysosomes caused by deficiency of Rab7 has also been 
covered in human parainfluenza virus infection (11). 
Moreover, Inoue J et al. has reported that HBV could 
hijack Rab7 for its replication, as siRNA-mediated 
depletion of Rab7 dramatically augmented the secretion 
of virions (31). Accordingly, our data showed that HBV 
infection inhibited Rab7 expression in pHepG2 cells and 
HepG2.2.15 cells. Whereas, starvation treatment, which 
induced autophagy in the whole process, increased 
expression of Rab7 in HepG2 cells. Combined with these 
findings, our study made it clear that Rab7 might be 
responsible for the HBV-induced incomplete autophagic 
progress, which could convincingly show how HBV 
could enhance the formation of autophagosomes and 

escape subsequent autophagic degradation. 
 In conclusion, this study confirms that HBV induces 
autophagosome formation but blocks autophagy 
maturation. Moreover, it supports the idea that HBV 
dampens Rab7 expression, which is responsible for the 
autophagosome-lysosome fusion. Our findings help to 
clarify the role of Rab7 in HBV-induced incomplete 
autophagic degradation and provide a potential target for 
further manipulation of autophagy in the treatment of 
HBV infection.
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1. Introduction

Myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (I/R)-induced cardiac 
injury after myocardial ischemia, cardiac surgery, or 
cardiac arrest leads to a high mortality rate in humans 
with coronary heart disease. I/R injury causes local 
myocardial inflammation and apoptosis, resulting in 
irreversible damage to the myocardium (1). Several 
mechanisms underlying myocardial I/R injury have 
been elucidated, including formation of oxygen 
free radicals, intracellular Ca+ overload, neutrophil 
activation, and vascular endothelium damage (2). 
However, the complete profile of molecular pathways 
associated with myocardial I/R injury is not yet fully 
understood. 

 MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are highly conserved, small, 
noncoding RNAs that can regulate cell proliferation, 
migration, differentiation, apoptosis, and immune 
response at the post-transcriptional level. Recent 
studies have reported that miRNAs play an important 
role in myocardial I/R injury and may become potential 
targets for diagnosis and therapy. As an example, miR-
93 inhibits I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis by 
targeting PTEN (3). miR-17 attenuates apoptosome 
formation and cardiomyocyte apoptosis by regulating 
apoptotic protease activation factor 1 (4). 
 Mounting evidence has indicated that miR-613 is 
involved in multiple processes, including tumorigenesis, 
metastasis, lipogenesis, and lipoprotein metabolism (5-
8). However, the role of miR-613 in myocardial I/R 
injury has not been examined. The current study found 
that miR-613 suppresses cardiomyocyte apoptosis 
induced by hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/R) in H9c2 
cells. PDCD10 was identified as a direct target of miR-
613. This study also examined the level of expression 
of p-Akt and downstream signaling proteins such as 
CHOP, p-JNK, and Bcl-2. miR-613 was found to affect 
I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis by regulating the 

Summary MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are important gene regulators in both biological and pathological 
processes, including myocardial ischemia/reperfusion (I/R) injury. This study investigated 
the effect of miR-613 on I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis and its molecular mechanism 
of action. Hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/R) significantly increased the release of lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH), levels of malondialdehyde (MDA), and cardiomyocyte apoptosis, but 
these effects were attenuated by an miR-613 mimic. Programmed cell death 10 (PDCD10) was 
identified as a target gene of miR-613. miR-613 significantly increased the phosphorylation of 
Akt (p-Akt). An miR-613 mimic lowered the level of expression of pro-apoptotic proteins, C/
EBP homologous protein (CHOP), and phosphorylated c-Jun N-terminal kinase (p-JNK), and 
it up-regulated the expression of the anti-apoptotic protein B-cell lymphoma-2 (Bcl-2). All of 
these effects were reversed by restoration of PDCD10. Taken together, the current findings 
indicate that miR-613 inhibits I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis by targeting PDCD10 by 
regulating the PI3K/AKT signaling pathway.
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PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. Together, these findings 
reveal part of the miR-613/PDCD10 /PI3K/Akt pathway 
that mediates I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell culture and miRNA transfection

H9c2 cells were cultured in DMEM containing 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37°C with 5% CO2. 
An miR-613 mimic, an miR-613 inhibitor, and a 
corresponding control (miR-NC) were synthesized 
by GenePharma (Shanghai, China). H9c2 cells were 
cultured in six-well plates and transfected with an 
miR-613 mimic, an miR-613 inhibitor, or miR-NC 
using Lipofectamine 2000 reagent according to the 
manufacturer's instructions (Invitrogen, USA). 

2.2. Construction of vectors

The EGFP coding region from the pEGFP-N2 vector 
was subcloned into pcDNA3. The 3'-UTR of wild-
type or mutant-type PDCD10 was then cloned into a 
pcDNA3-EGFP vector. A PDCD10 expression plasmid, 
pcDNA3-PDCD10, was constructed by cloning the 
coding sequence of PDCD10 into a pcDNA3 vector.

2.3. Detection of LDH and MDA

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and malondialdehyde 
(MDA) commercial kits were purchased from Sangon 
Biotech (Shanghai, China). LDH and MDA were 
measured according to the manufacturer's instructions.

2.4. In vitro hypoxia/reoxygenation (H/R) model

Cardiomyocytes were perfused in normal Hank's solution 
with a gas mixture of 95% O2-5% CO2 at 37°C, pH 7.4. 
To simulate an ischemic environment, cardiomyocytes 
were perfused in Hank's solution at a pH of 7.4 at 37°C 
without glucose or calcium. Cells were then exposed 
to a gas mixture of 95% N2-5% CO2. To simulate a 
reperfusion environment, cells were again perfused 
in normal Hank's solution with a gas mixture of 95% 
O2-5% CO2 at 37°C, pH 7.4 (9). Cells in a normoxic 
environment served as the corresponding control.

2.5. Analysis of apoptosis

Cell apoptosis were detected using the Annexing 
V-FITC/propidium iodide (PI) apoptosis detection 
kit (BD Biosciences, Shanghai, China). Cells were 
harvested and collected after centrifugation for 5 to 
10 minutes at 2,000 rpm. Cells were then washed with 
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and suspended in 300 
μL of Binding Buffer. An Annexin V-FITC solution 
(5 μL) was added to the cell suspension, which was 

incubated for 15 min in the dark. Five μL of PI was 
then added to the suspension. 
 Cell apoptosis was analyzed with a flow cytometry 
system (BD Bioscience, Shanghai, China). Healthy living 
cells are denoted as FITC-/PI- cells, early apoptotic cells 
are denoted as FITC+/PI- cells, and necrotic and late 
apoptotic cells are denoted as FITC+/PI+ cells.

2.6. Reverse transcription-quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (RT-qPCR)

Total RNA and microRNA were extracted using Trizol 
reagent (Invitrogen) and the mirVana miRNA isolation 
kit (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). RNA integrity was 
verified with agarose gel electrophoresis. cDNA was 
obtained using the Taqman® RNA reverse transcription 
kit. cDNA was then subjected to RT-qPCR using SYBR 
Premix Ex Taq (TaKaRa, Dalian, China) to measure 
the relative level of miR-613 and PDCD10 mRNA 
expression. β-actin and U6 served as corresponding 
controls. The relative level of gene expression was 
analyzed using the 2–ΔΔCt method. 

2.7. Western blot analysis

Cell protein was extracted with the RIPA lysis buffer 
(BLKW Biotechnology, Beijing, China). Equal amounts 
of protein were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and 
then transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. The 
membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk for 2 h 
and then incubated with primary antibodies that were 
purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. The primary 
antibodies used were as follows: PDCD10 (1:500), 
p-AKT (1:1,000), glucose-regulated protein (GRP) 78 
(1:500), caspase-12 (1:500), CHOP (1:1,000), p-JNK 
(1:1,000), and Bcl-2 (1:500). Goat anti-rabbit secondary 
antibody was added and cells were incubated at room 
temperature for 2 h. Bands were visualized with an 
enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) regent (Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, CA, USA). Glyceraldehyde phosphate 
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) served as the internal control. 

2.8. EGFP reporter assay

Cells were transfected with an miR-613 mimic, an miR-
613 inhibitor, or a reporter plasmid carrying a wild-type 
or mutant PDCD10-3'UTR. Fluorescence intensity was 
detected with an F-4500 fluorescence spectrophotometer 
(Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). An RFP expression vector 
served as a reporter control. The relative fluorescence 
intensity of EGFP was determined with respect to the 
RFP intensity.

2.9. Statistical analysis

The statistical software Graphpad 5.0 was used to 
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3.3. miR-613 suppressed H/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis in vitro

The above results suggested that miR-613 expression 
decreased in H9c2 cells after H/R, so the question was 
then whether or not miR-613 protected cardiomyocytes 
from H/R-induced injury by affecting cell apoptosis. 
The effect of miR-613 on cardiomyocyte apoptosis 
was detected using flow cytometry. Data indicated that 
overexpression of miR-613 significantly reduced the rate 
of apoptosis during H/R. However, inhibition of miR-
613 markedly increased the rate of apoptosis compared 
to that in cells treated with H/R alone (Figure 3A). 
 To further explore the potential molecular mechanism 
of action of miR-613, expression of apoptosis-related 
proteins such as GRP78, caspase-12, cytochrome c, 
Bax, and caspase-3 was examined. Results suggested 
that H/R markedly increased the level of expression of 
these proteins, but that increase was reversed by miR-
613 overexpression. In contrast, inhibition of miR-

analyze data. Data are expressed as the mean ± standard 
deviation (mean ± S.D.). One-way ANOVA was 
used to compare differences among groups. A two-
tailed Student's t-test was used to compare differences 
between two groups. A p-value of less than 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

3. Results

3.1. miR-613 was down-regulated in H9c2 cells after 
H/R

To explore the potential role of miR-613 in myocardial 
I/R injury, the expression of miR-613 was detected in 
H9c2 cells after 10 h in a hypoxic environment and 
2 h of deoxygenation. Data indicated that miR-613 
expression was reduced by almost 43% in H9c2 cells 
after H/R treatment compared to cells under normoxia. 
This result suggested that miR-613 may play a role in 
the H/R injury of H9c2 cells (Figure 1). 

3.2. MiR-613 alleviated H/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
injury

Since the release of LDH is an important sign of cell 
injury, the release of LDH by H9c2 cells was examined. 
Results indicated that H/R treatment significantly 
increased the release of LDH. The miR-613 mimic 
decreased the release of LDH by approximately 49% 
while the miR-613 inhibitor increased the release of 
LDH by almost 1.3-fold in response to H/R in H9c2 cells 
(Figure 2A). 
 MDA is a key index of membrane lipid peroxidation. 
Levels of MDA were also measured. As shown in Figure 
2B, levels of MDA in cells increased significantly after 
H/R treatment in comparison to levels in control cells. 
Similarly, miR-613 decreased an H/R-induced increase 
in MDA levels by 52% while inhibition of miR-613 
increased MDA levels by almost 1.4-fold (Figure 2B). 

Figure 1. miR-613 was down-regulated in H9c2 cells after 
H/R. RT-qPCR was used to detect the expression of miR-613 in 
H9c2 cells after H/R or under normoxia. Cells under normoxia 
served as the control group. The level of miR-613 expression in 
the control group was normalized to 1. U6 served as a loading 
control. *p < 0.05.

Figure 2. miR-613 alleviated H/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
injury. (A), Release of LDH. (B), Levels of MDA. *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01. (Note: H/R+miR-613: H9c2 cells were transfected 
with an miR-613 mimic after H/R treatment; H/R+miR-613 
inhibitor: H9c2 cells were transfected with an miR-613 
inhibitor after H/R treatment. Data are expressed as the mean 
± S.D.)
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Figure 4. miR-613 directly targeted PDCD10 by binding to its 3’-UTR. (A) The potential binding site for miR-613 in the 3'-
UTR of PDCD10 mRNA. (B) EGFP reporter analysis was performed to detect relative EGFP activity after a wild-type or mutant-
type reporter plasmid was co-transfected with an miR-613 mimic, an miR-613 inhibitor, or miR-NC control in H9c2 cells. Relative 
EGFP intensity was determined as the ratio to the RFP intensity. (C) RT-qPCR was used to detect the level of PDCD10 mRNA in 
transfected cells. β-actin was used as the corresponding control. (D) The level of PDCD10 protein was detected with Western blot 
analysis in transfected H9c2 cells. Normalization was performed using GAPDH. **p < 0.01.

Figure 3. miR-613 suppressed H/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis in vitro. (A) The rate of cell apoptosis was detected with an 
Annexin V/Propidium iodide apoptosis assay after transfection with an miR-613 mimic or inhibitor. (B), Western blot analysis of the 
level of GRP78, caspase-12, cytochrome c, Bax, and caspase-3 proteins with or without transfection of miR-613 after H/R treatment. 
Levels of protein expression in the control group were normalized to 1. GAPDH served as the internal control. (C), Statistical 
analysis of levels of protein expression. The histogram shows the mean ± S.D. for normalized GAPDH. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. 
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613 significantly increased the level of expression of 
apoptosis-related proteins (Figure 3B and 3C).

3.4. miR-613 directly targeted PDCD10 by binding to 
its 3'-UTR

miRNAs act by regulating target genes. To investigate 
the exact mechanism by which miR-613 affects cell 
apoptosis induced by H/R, TargetScan, miRanda, and 
PicTar were used to predict the potential target genes of 
miR-613. PDCD10 was chosen for further study along 
with genes that may be responsible for cell apoptosis. 
Bioinformatic analysis revealed that the 3'-UTR of 
PDCD10 contains a putative binding region of miR-
613 (Figure 4A). To determine whether or not miR-613 
directly targets PDCD10, an EGFP reporter analysis was 
performed. EGFP reporter vectors carrying the 3'-UTR 
of wild-type or mutant-type PDCD10 were transfected 
into H9c2 cells when miR-613 was over-expressed or 
inhibited. When miR-613 was overexpressed, the level of 
expression of the 3'-UTR of the wild-type decreased by 
almost 55%, while inhibition of miR-613 increased the 
the level of expression of the 3'-UTR of the wild-type by 
approximately 1.8-fold (Figure 4B). However, the level 
of expression of the 3'-UTR of the mutant-type was not 
affected by a change in miR-613 expression.
 RT-qPCR and Western blot analysis suggested that 
the miR-613 mimic decreased the level of expression 
of PDCD10 mRNA and PDCD10 protein; when miR-

613 was inhibited, however, PDCD10 expression was 
up-regulated (Figure 4C and 4D). All of these findings 
indicated that miR-613 down-regulates PDCD10 
expression by directly binding to its 3'-UTR.

3.5. miR-613 affected I/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis by regulating the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway

PI3K/Akt is an intracellular signaling pathway that is 
associated with cardioprotection (10). To further explore 
whether or not miR-613 also protected cardiomyocytes 
from I/R-induced injury by regulating the PI3K/Akt 
pathway, the level of expression of marker proteins such 
as p-Akt, the level of expression of the pro-apoptotic 
proteins CHOP and p-JNK, and the level of expression 
of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 were detected. Results 
suggested that miR-613 reduced the level of CHOP 
expression by 42% and that of p-JNK by 52% while it 

Figure 5. miR-613 suppressed I/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis by regulating the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. 
(A) Western blot analysis of the level of p-Akt, CHOP, 
p-JNK, and Bcl-2 proteins when an miR-613 mimic was 
transfected into H9c2 cells. (B) Statistical analysis of levels of 
protein expression. The histogram shows the mean ± S.D. of 
normalized GAPDH. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Figure 6. Restoration of PDCD10 counteracted the effect 
of miR-613 on the release of LDH, levels of MDA, and 
H/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis. (A) Western blot 
analysis was performed to detect PDCD10 protein expression 
in H9c2 cells with or without restored PDCD10. (B) Ectopic 
expression of PDCD10 neutralized inhibition of the release 
of LDH by miR-613. (C) Ectopic expression of PDCD10 
neutralized inhibition of MDA levels by miR-613. (D) 
Ectopic expression of PDCD10 counteracted inhibition of 
cardiomyocyte apoptosis by miR-613. (E) Restoration of 
PDCD10 counteracted the effect of miR-613 on the PI3K/Akt 
pathway. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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increased the expression of p-Akt by 1.8-fold and the 
expression of Bcl-2 by 1.5-fold (Figure 5).

3.6. miR-613 affected I/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis by directly targeting PDCD10

The data above indicate that miR-613 down-regulates the 
expression of PDCD10 at both the mRNA and protein 
levels. To further determine whether or not PDCD10 
was the functional target gene, a rescue experiment was 
performed. miR-613 and a PDCD10 expression plasmid 
without the 3'-UTR were transfected into H9c2 cells, 
and results indicated that overexpression of PDCD10 
neutralized the decrease in PDCD10 expression induced 
by miR-613 (Figure 6A). Restoration of PDCD10 
counteracted the effect of miR-613 on the release of 
LDH, levels of MDA, H/R-induced cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis, and PI3K/Akt signaling pathways (Figure 
6B-6D). These findings suggest that miR-613 acts on I/
R-induced cell apoptosis by directly regulating PDCD10.

4. Discussion

Recent animal experiments and clinical studies have 
indicated that cell apoptosis is closely related to 
myocardial I/R-induced injury. Thus far, numerous 
miRNAs have been reported to be associated with 
myocardial I/R injury by regulating target genes, 
including miR-451, miR-133a, and Lin28a (11-13). The 
current study investigated the potential role of miR-
613 in myocardial I/R injury and results indicated that 
the level of miR-613 expression decreased by 43% 
in H9c2 cells after H/R treatment in comparison to 
the level of expression in the controls. This finding 
suggests that miR-613 may play a role in I/R injury to 
cardiomyocytes.
 The specific effects of miR-613 were determined. 
Results indicated that an miR-613 mimic decreased 
an H/R-induced increase in the release of LDH, levels 
of MDA, and cardiomyocyte apoptosis. Furthermore, 
several apoptosis-related proteins were significantly up-
regulated as a result of H/R injury, but this increase was 
reversed by overexpression of miR-613. These findings 
indicate that miR-613 suppressed cardiomyocyte 
apoptosis and it protected cardiomyocytes from H/
R-induced injury.
 To further illustrate the molecular mechanism 
by which miR-613 functions, its target genes were 
predicted and eventually verified. PDCD10 is also 
known as cerebral cavernous malformation 3 (CCM3), 
and it plays an important role in regulating apoptosis, 
neoangiogenesis, and certain tumor signaling pathways 
(14-16). Mounting evidence indicates that PDCD10 
plays a pivotal role in regulating cell survival and death. 
In different type of cells, PDCD10 is reported to be both 
pro-apoptotic (17) and anti-apoptotic (18), suggesting 
that apoptosis by PDCD10 is context-dependent. 

Bioinformatic analyses suggested that PDCD10 is 
a potential target of miR-613. This prediction was 
confirmed by an EGFP reporter assay. Moreover, miR-
613 down-regulated the expression of PDCD10 at both 
the mRNA and protein levels. A rescue experiment was 
performed to further explore whether or not PDCD10 
is a target gene of miR-613. A PDCD10 expression 
plasmid without the 3'-UTR and an miR-613 mimic 
were co-transfected into H9c2 cells. Results showed that 
restoration of PDCD10 counteracted the effect of miR-
613 on the release of LDH, levels of MDA, H/R-induced 
cardiomyocyte apoptosis. That is, miR-613 acts in I/
R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis by directly targeting 
PDCD10. 
 The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is a major signaling 
that promotes cell survival and proliferation (19). When 
PI3K is activated, it acquires the ability to phosphorylate 
PIP2 into PIP3 and leads to activation of Akt. Activated 
Akt then translocates from the cell membrane to the 
cytoplasm and nucleus and can activate or suppress 
many downstream proteins to regulate cellular functions 
(20). Phosphorylated PI3K/Akt inhibits pro-apoptotic 
substrates, such as CHOP and p-JNK, while it promotes 
the anti-apoptotic substrate Bcl-2 (21). Recent evidence 
suggests that PDCD10 is associated with the activation 
of Akt signaling protein (22). The current study found 
that miR-613 significantly increased the level of p-Akt 
and Bcl-2 expression; when miR-613 was overexpressed, 
however, the level of expression of the pro-apoptotic 
proteins CHOP and p-JNK decreased significantly. 
Furthermore, ectopic expression of PDCD10 restored 
the effect of miR-613 on the PI3K/Akt signaling 
pathway. These findings indicate that miR-613 can 
inhibit I/R-induced cardiomyocyte apoptosis by targeting 
PDCD10 by regulating PI3K/Akt signaling pathways. 
 Taken together, the current findings are the first 
to show that miR-613 can suppress I/R-induced 
cardiomyocyte apoptosis by down-regulating PDCD10 
and activating PI3K/Akt pathways. PDCD10 is a direct 
target gene of miR-613. The current results reveal 
the molecular mechanism by which miR-613 affects 
I/R-mediated apoptosis, and this finding may help 
facilitate the treatment of myocardial I/R injury. 
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Silence of MACC1 decreases cell migration and invasion in 
human malignant melanoma through inhibiting the EMT
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1. Introduction

Human malignant melanoma is characterized as highly 
aggressive with metastatic potential, which has been 
considered as one of the deadliest forms of skin cancer 
(1). It is estimated that more than seventy thousand 
melanoma cases were diagnosed in 2014 in the United 
States (2) and is still rapidly increasing compared 
to any other solid tumors (3). Over the past years, 
some progress has been made in surgery removal, 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy (4,5). However, the 
incidence and mortality rate have been increasing for 
higher recurrence and metastasis. Considering the lack 
of effective therapies, better understanding of molecular 
mechanisms underlying malignant melanoma metastasis 
and development is urgently required to improve the 

treatment strategies for this devastating disease.
 Metastasis-associated colon cancer 1 (MACC1), 
was first identified in colon cancer by genome-wide 
data analysis (6), and subsequently has been found to be 
overexpressed in various other types of cancer, including 
lung cancer (7), gastric cancer (8) and hepatocellular 
carcinoma (9). Moreover, MACC1 could promote tumor 
proliferation and invasion in vitro in these cancer types. 
In addition, MACC1 has been demonstrated to be an 
independent prognostic indicator of recurrence and 
disease-free survival, as well as be involved in cancer 
initiation and development (10). Recently, various studies 
have revealed that MACC1-induced tumorigenesis is 
closely correlated with hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/
c-MET signaling pathway activation (6,10) leading 
to enhanced cell motility, invasion and metastasis 
(11). Furthermore, MACC1 could increase vimentin 
and suppress E-cadherin in colon cancer cells, but its 
silencing reversed these changes (12). To our knowledge, 
there is no report on its role regulating cell metastasis, as 
well as the underlying mechanism in carcinogenesis of 
malignant melanoma in the literature.
 In the present study, RNA interference was first used 
to knockdown MACC1 expression in melanoma cell 

Summary Metastasis-associated colon cancer 1 (MACC1) has been demonstrated to promote metastasis 
of several cancers via regulating epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). However, its 
biological behavior in human malignant melanoma remains unclear. In this study, MACC1 
downregulation was established in two melanoma cell lines (A375 and G361 cells) using 
RNA interference, as confirmed by quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR) and Western 
blot analysis. Subsequently, we investigated the effects of MACC1 silencing on cell mobility, 
migration and invasion using scratch wound and Transwell assays. Our results indicated 
that knockdown of MACC1 significantly suppressed cell migration and invasion ability of 
both melanoma cell lines. Moreover, downregulation of MACC1 upregulated E-cadherin, 
N-cadherin and Vimentin, as confirmed by qRT-PCR, Western blot and immunofluorescent 
Staining analysis. These findings suggest MACC1 might serve as a new molecular target for 
the treatment of melanoma by a novel mechanism underlying the metastasis of melanoma 
cells.
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lines. Then the biological behavior of MACC1 silencing 
was analyzed on melanoma cells, including cell mobility, 
migration and invasion, as well as possible mechanisms 
underlying these functional assays.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell lines and culture

Two human malignant melanoma cell lines, A375 
and G361 were obtained from American Type 
Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA) and 
maintained in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium 
(Welgene, Daegu, Korea) supplemented with 10% 
fetal bovine serum and 100 U/mL each of penicillin 
and streptomycin (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA). All 
cells were cultured in a fully humidified atmosphere 
containing 5% CO2 at 37°C.

2.2. Small interfering RNA (siRNA) sequences and 
transfection

The targeted MACC1 and one scrambled siRNA 
sequences (5'-AAAGACAGAAGGAGAAAGGAA-3' 
and 5 ' -AAAGACAGAAGGAGAAAGGAA-3' ) 
were chemically synthesized and purified. For 
MACC1 silencing, A375 or G361 cells were placed 
in 6-well plates, seeded at a quantity of 1 × 105 
cells, and transfected with siRNA against MACC1 
(siMACC1) or negative scrambled siRNA (siCtrl) using 
Lipofectamine™ RNAiMAX (Invitrogen, Merelbeke, 
Belgium) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were 
harvested for mRNA expression detection and Western 
blot analysis. Stably transfected cells were selected for 
migration and invasion assays.

2.3. Quantitative real time PCR (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted from cells using Trizol 
reagent (Ambion/Thermo-Fisher Scientific, Grand 
Island, NY, USA) according to the manufacturer's 
instructions. For cDNA synthesis, 1 μg RNA was 
transcribed using the SuperScript First-Strand Synthesis 
Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Quantitative real-
time PCR was performed using Power SYBR green 
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, 
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer's protocol 
on a LightCycler® 480 II (Roche, West Sussex, UK). 
Primers used included the following: MACC1 (forward): 
5'-TTCTTTTGATTCCTCCGGTGA-3'; MACC1 
(reverse): 5'-ACTCTGATGGGCATGTGCTG-3'; 
E-cadherin (forward): 5'-TCTGGAAGGAATGGA 
G G A G T C - 3 ' ;  E - c a d h e r i n  ( r e v e r s e ) : 
5'-AATTGGGCAAATGTGTTCAGC-3'; N-cadherin 
(forward): 5'-GCTCCCTTAATTCCTCAAGT AGTG-
3'; N-cadherin (reverse): 5'-TTCAGTCATCACCT 

C C A C C AT A C - 3 ' ;  V i m e n t i n  ( f o r w a r d ) : 
5'-ATTCCACTTTGCGTTCAAGG-3'; Vimentin 
(reverse): 5'-CTTCAGAGAGAGGAAGCCGA-3'; 
G A P D H  ( f o r w a r d ) :  5 ' -  T G A C T T C A A C A 
GCGACACCCA-3'; GAPDH (reverse): 5'- CACCCTG 
TTGCTGTAGCCAAA-3'. GAPDH was used as a 
control to normalize amounts of cDNA among samples. 
Differences were calculated using the threshold cycle (Ct) 
and comparative Ct methods for relative quantification. 
Results were expressed as the relative expression of 
mRNA levels compared to controls. The experiment was 
performed in triplicate.

2.4. Western blot analysis

Total cellular protein were extracted from A375 and 
G361 cells using 2 × SDS sample buffer (100 mM 
Tris-HCl, 10 mM EDTA, 4% SDS, 10% Glycine) 
supplemented with protease inhibitors (PMSF, Sigma-
Aldrich). Approximately 30 μg of protein were separated 
by 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and then transferred onto 
Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, 
Bedford, MA). Membranes were than blocked with 
5% skim milk for 2 h at room temperature, and then 
incubated with primary antibodies against MACC1 
(Sigma, Louis, MO), E-cadherin (Cell Signaling 
Technology, Danvers, MA), N-cadherin (Cell Signaling 
Technology, Danvers, MA), Vimentin (Cell Signaling 
Technology, Danvers, MA) and GAPDH (Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA) overnight at 4°C. 
GAPDH was used as the loading control. The signals 
were detected by enhanced chemiluminescence 
(Millipore, Billerica, MA).

2.5. Scratch wound assay

Forty-eight hours after transfection with siRNAs, cells 
were incubated overnight until grown to about 90% 
confluency. Then a standard 200 μL plastic filter tip was 
drawn across the well to produce a wound. The floating 
cells were eliminated and wells were washed with PBS. 
The lodged cells were incubated in fresh complete 
medium for another 24 h. The wound areas were 
observed at 0 and 24 h time points and photographed 
under a fluorescence microscope. Wound healing effects 
were determined by measuring the percentage of the 
wound area compared with the area of total cells. Each 
sample was analyzed in triplicate. The experiment was 
performed in triplicate.

2.6. Cell migration assay

For cell migration assay, A375 (2.0 × 104 cells/well) and 
G361 cells (3.0 × 104 cells/well) were seeded in serum-
free media in upper Transwell culture chambers (8 µm 
pore size, Millipore, MA, USA) coated with collagen 
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2.9. Statistical analysis

Numerical data were analyzed using SPSS13.0 software 
and expressed as means  ±  standard deviation (SD) of 
at least three independent determinations. Statistically 
significant differences between groups were assessed 
using analysis of the Student's t test. p < 0.05 was 
considered to be statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Establishment of MACC1 silencing A375 and G361 
cells

It has been reported that MACC1 is closely associated with 
metastatic carcinomas in various tumors. To investigate the 
potential role of MACC1 in human malignant melnoma, 
the expression of MACC1 was specifically downregulated 
in melanoma cell lines A375 and G361 using siRNA 
transfection, as confirmed by qRT-PCR and Western blot 
analysis. As shown in Figure 1A, the mRNA (p < 0.001) 
and protein levels of MACC1 were significantly decreased 
in A375 cells following siMACC1 transfection, indicating 
a considerable knockdown efficiency. Similar results were 
also observed in G361 cells (Figure 1B, p < 0.001). Taken 
together, we successfully constructed a MACC1 silencing 
melanoma cell model.

3.2. MACC1 silencing inhibits the motility of A375 and 
G361 cells

To investigate whether MACC1 silencing inhibits A375 
and G361 cell mobility, a wound healing assay was 
performed. As shown in Figure 2A and C, a continuous 
rapid movement was observed in the control group 
compared with cells following siMACC1 transfection. 
Quantitative analysis further indicated that the wound 
areas in the siCtrl group was significantly decreased 
compared to the siMACC1 group in both A375 (Figure 
2B, p < 0.001) and G361 cells (Figure 2D, p < 0.001) 
after incubation for 24 h.

for 24 h. Then 1 mL medium was added to the bottom 
chamber. After 24 h incubation, migrated cells in the 
membrane were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and 
stained with 0.02% crystal violet. Finally, the number 
of migrating cells on the lower membrane surface was 
counted in five random 200× fields under a microscope. 
The mean number of cells per field was calculated as 
cell counts. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate. The 
experiment was performed in triplicate.

2.7. Cell invasion assay

For cell invasion assay, A375 (2.0 × 104 cells/well) 
and G361 cells (3.0 × 104 cells/well) were seeded in 
serum-free media in upper Transwell culture chambers 
(8 µm pore size, Millipore, MA, USA) coated with 
matrigel (BD Biosciences) for 24 h. Complete media 
containing 10% FBS was added to the lower chamber 
as chemoattractant. Finally, the number of invasive 
cells on the lower membrane surface was counted in 
five random 200× fields under a microscope. Similarly, 
the mean number of cells per field was calculated as 
cell counts. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate. The 
experiment was performed in triplicate.

2.8. Immunofluorescent staining

The A375 cells were cultured in a 24-well plate after 24 
h transfection. The cells were then washed three times 
with PBS for 5 min and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
in PBS, followed by permeabilization with 0.1% Triton 
X-100 in PBS for 5 min, and then blocked for 1h with 
PBS containing 5% bovine serum albumin. The cells 
were incubated with E-cadherin, N-cadherin or Vimentin 
antibody overnight and washed with PBS three times for 
5 min. They were then incubated with the corresponding 
secondary antibodies for 1 h and washed three times with 
PBS for 5 min. A drop of 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 
(DAPI, Invitrogen) was added into the 24-well plate. The 
cells were visualized using a fluorescence microscope 
(VANOX-S, Olympus, Melville, NY, USA).

Figure 1. Stable knockdown of MACC1 was successfully constructed in melanoma cells. The mRNA and protein levels of 
MACC1 were analyzed in A375 (A) and G361 (B) by qRT-PCR and Western blot analysis. GAPDH was used as a loading control. 
***p < 0.001, shown siMACC1 vs. siCtrl group.
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3.3. MACC1 silencing suppressed migration and 
invasion of melanoma cells

It has been demonstrated that cancer metastasis is 
inseparable with cell migration and invasion. Therefore, 
the effects of MACC1 on A375 and G361 cell migration 
were determined by Transwell cell migration assay. 
As shown in Figure 3A and B, treatment of A375 and 
G361 cells with siMACC1 led to a significant decrease 
in cell vertical migration through the Transwell 
chamber (p < 0.001). Subsequently, cell invasion was 
measured by Transwell matrigel invasion assay and the 
results are shown in Figure 3C and D. This indicated 
that the invasive ability of A375 and G361 cells was 
remarkably reduced by siMACC1 treatment. These 
consistent results suggested that MACC1 silencing 
could effectively reduce the metastatic potentials of the 
melanoma cells.

3.4. MACC1 silencing altered EMT expression in 
melanoma cells

To further investigate the possible mechanisms 
underlying MACC1 silencing suppressed cell migration 
and invasion, the expression of the epithelial markers 
E-cadherin and N-cadherin, as well as the mesenchymal 

marker Vimentin were determined in A375 cells after 
transfection with siMACC1 or siCtrl using qRT-
PCR and Western blot analysis. As shown in Figure 
4A, the mRNA and protein levels of E-cadherin were 
obviously upregulated in A375 cells after MACC1 
knockdown, whereas those of N-cadherin (Figure 
4B) and Vimentin (Figure 4C) were both significantly 
downregulated in A375 cells induced by MACC1 
silencing. Immunofluorescent staining of E-cadherin, 
N-cadherin and Vimentin showed the same results 
as those from qRT-PCR and Western blot analysis 
(Figure 5). Collectively, these results support the idea 
that knockdown of MACC1 decreased migratory and 
invasive ability through alteration of EMT expression 
in melanoma in vitro.

4. Discussion

Malignant melanoma is the most deadly type of skin 
cancer with a high metastatic potential. Due to the 
complicated mechanism underlying its metastasis, 
there is currently no effective treatment for malignant 
melanoma. In this study, we investigated for the first 
time the biological behavior of MACC1 in melanoma 
pathogenesis. We found decreased MACC1 resulted in 
significant inhibition of cell migration and invasion in 
melanoma through modulating EMT expression. Our 

Figure 2. MACC1 silencing inhibits the mobility of melanoma cells. Cell in monolayers were wounded by 200 μl plastic 
filter tip and the remaining cell monolayers were incubated in the medium for 24 h. At the 0 h and 24 h, the wound areas were 
photographed in A375 (A) and G361 (C) under a fluorescence microscope and the percentage of wound area was calculated A375 
(B) and G361 (D) as described in the methods section. ***p < 0.001, shown siMACC1 vs. siCtrl group.
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Figure 3. MACC1 silencing inhibited cell migration and invasion ability of melanoma cells. A375 and G361 cells were 
placed in upper Transwell culture chambers, which were coated with collagen or matrigel. Cell penetration through to the lower 
surface were stained with crystal violet and photographed under a light microscope, then counted in A375 (A) and G361 (B) 
cells. Cells that penetrated through with matrigel to the lower surface were stained with crystal violet and photographed under 
a light microscope, then counted in A375 (C) and G361 (D) cells. Quantitative results were obtained from three independent 
experiments. ***p < 0.001, shown siMACC1 vs. siCtrl group.

Figure 4. MACC1 silencing altered EMT expression in A375 cells. Knockdown of MACC1 increased E-cadherin expression, 
but decreased N-cadherin and Vimentin expression as shown by qRT-PCR and Western blot analysis. GAPDH was used as a 
loading control. **p < 0.05, *p < 0.01, shown siMACC1 vs. siCtrl group.
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results may provide a new target for intervention in 
melanoma treatment.
 Accumulating evidence have indicated there is a 
close relationship between MACC1 and proliferation 
and metastasis in a variety of tumors. Consistent with 
our results, downregulation of MACC1 remarkably 
inhibited cell migration and invasion in gastric cancer 
(13), glioma (14) and ovarian cancer (15). Previous 
studies have demonstrated that deregulation of HGF/
c-MET signaling, governed by MACC1 induces various 
malignant behaviors in cancer (16). EMT plays an 
important role in HGF/c-MET signaling regulation, 
which are mainly involved in the initiating step for 
the cascade of tumor invasion driven by various genes 
(11,17,18). Therefore, we speculate MACC1 might be 
associated with the EMT phenotype. To confirm this 
speculation, we focused on hallmarks of EMT. Our 
results showed that MACC1 silencing could upregulate 
expression of E-cadherin, while downregulating 
expression of N-cadherin and vimentin.
 E-cadherin, as the hallmark of EMT (19) is an 
essential adhesive tumor suppressor (20) in the 
establishment of epithelial adhesion junctions and a 
tight polarized cell layer, whose downregulation is a 
leading event in the progression of various tumors into 
the metastatic cascade (21,22). Thus, the upregulation 
of E-cadherin induced by MACC1 silencing in 
cells implicated that MACC1 plays a crucial role in 
impairing epithelial characteristics. N-cadherin is a 
mesenchymal marker and is also correlated with the 

migratory and invasive phenotype (23). Vimentin, 
an intermediate filament during EMT, is shown to be 
required for remodeling of cytoskeleton elongation 
and facilitating mesenchymal cell migration (24). After 
downregulation of MACC1, we found that these two 
representative mesenchymal markers were consistently 
decreased. Collectively, MACC1 plays an important 
role in melanoma metastasis.
 In summary, it is not hard to suggest how the 
oncogene MACC1 affects the malignancy of melanoma, 
as originally shown in our current cellular experiments. 
Our findings demonstrate MACC1 might be a potential 
therapeutic target for inhibiting EMT in melanoma 
invasiveness. Furthermore, more experiments are still 
needed to determine whether MACC1 silencing will 
reduce melanoma tumorigenicity in mouse xenograft 
models, as well as the specific mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

Aging of the ovaries is characterized by a gradual decline 
in both the quantity and quality of oocytes. At the 16th-
20th week of fetal development, the ovaries contain 
6-7 million primordial follicles (1,2), which serve as a 

source of developing follicles (1,3,4). Unfortunately, the 
number of oocytes inevitably declines with age. At birth, 
approximately 1-2 million primordial follicles remain in 
the ovaries (5). By the onset of puberty, the number of 
primordial follicles declines to only 300,000 to 400,000 
(6,7). At child-bearing age, the number of primordial 
follicles decreases steadily at a rate of about 1,000 
follicles per month and drops below 1,000 at the average 
age of 51 years (menopause) (8-10). 
 As the follicle count decreases with age, oocyte 
quality also diminishes. The products produced by 
oxidative stress during daily metabolism may cause aging 
(11). Long-term greater oxidative stress damage may be 
involved in the process of ovarian aging (12,13). Previous 
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studies have indicated that oxidative stress harms oocyte 
development. A study that examined the relationship 
between oxidative stress and poor oocyte quality 
suggested that women who undergo IVF have a higher 
proportion of degenerative oocytes and a significantly 
higher level of 8-hydroxy-2'-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG, 
a marker of the degree of DNA oxidation) in the ovarian 
follicular fluid (14). When women who failed to become 
pregnant after IVF were given antioxidants, they had a 
markedly lower level of 8-OHdG in the follicular fluid 
and a higher pregnancy rate. Recent studies have also 
suggested that mitochondrial dysfunction is involved in 
age-related damage to oocytes. The undesirable changes 
caused by excessive free radicals can result in cellular 
injury that increases with age (15,16). Along with an 
age-related decrease in estrogen levels, the absence of 
the beneficial effects of estrogen on oxidative stress 
finally causes damage to the ovaries. This may explain 
the significantly increase in the rate of congenital birth 
defects in women over age 38 (17). The accumulation 
of oxidative damage and an accompanying diminishing 
of antioxidant defenses will ultimately lead to ovarian 
aging.
 Based on these findings, a new a model of accelerated 
ovarian aging was created to induce a decline in both the 
quantity and quality of oocytes by superovulation and 
ozone inhalation. Repeated ovulation was induced in 
mice by sequentially administering pregnant mare serum 
gonadotropin (PMSG), human chorionic gonadotropin 
(hCG), and prostaglandin F2α (PGF2α) to reduce the 
primordial follicle pool. Ozone inhalation was used 
to increase oxidative damage throughout the body, 
including the ovaries. 
 Previous studies have suggested that stem cells 
have the ability to differentiate into a variety of cell 
phenotypes, so they can be used to treat various diseases. 
Given this contention, suitable stem cells could most 
likely be used to delay ovarian aging. Stem cell therapy 
has been found to restore the fertility of patients, 
although its mechanism is unclear (18). Mesenchymal 
stem cells (MSC) derived from Wharton's jelly of the 
human umbilical cord (human umbilical cord MSCs, 
or hUCMSCs) have displayed characteristics similar 
to those of bone marrow mesenchymal stromal cells 
(BMSCs). Compared to BMSCs, hUCMSCs have many 
merits as a cell treatment because of their relatively 
large capacity for ex vivo expansion, low risk of viral 
infection, lack of donor morbidity, and less pronounced 
immunogenicity (19-21). Evidence has shown that 
hUCMSCs have unique advantages compared to 
BMSCs (22), which make them a promising source of 
cells for treatment. According to previous studies, stem 
cells to treat ovarian injury are primarily administered 
via intravenous injection (IV) or in situ ovarian micro 
injection (MI) (23-26). However, very few studies have 
examined suitable forms of hUCMSC therapy to delay 
ovarian aging. The current study sought to evaluate 

2 different forms of hUCMSC therapy for protection 
against ovarian aging in an animal model in order to 
offer a better form of cell therapy.

2. Materials and Methods

This study was conducted in the Stem Cell Research 
Laboratory in Gynecology & Obstetrics. This study 
followed procedures consistent with the guidelines 
for the care and use of laboratory animals issued by 
the Academy of Tongji Medical College at Huazhong 
University of Science and Technology.

2.1. Preparation, culture, and identification of hUCMSCs

hUCMSCs were prepared, identified, and cultured 
according to a recently published protocol (23). At 
passage 6, the expression of cell surface markers 
was analyzed with flow cytometry using fluorescein 
isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated human monoclonal 
antibodies such as CD14 (BioLegend, 325623), CD31 
(BioLegend, 303103), CD34 (BioLegend, 343603), 
CD105 (BioLegend, 323203), CD45 (BioLegend, 
304005) ,  CD44 (BioLegend,  338803) ,  CD73 
(BioLegend, 344015), human leukocyte antigens-D 
region (HLA-DR, BioLegend, 307603), phycoerythrin 
(PE)-conjugated human antibodies against CD90 
(BioLegend, 328109), and PE-CD29 (BioLegend, 
303003). Adherent cells were detached by treatment 
with 0.25% trypsin ethylene diamine tetraacetic acid 
(EDTA) and incubated with monoclonal antibodies, re-
suspended in 0.4mL phosphate buffer solution (PBS), 
and immediately analyzed using a flow cytometer. To 
further detect the differentiation potential of hUCMSCs, 
osteogenic and adipogenic experiments were conducted, 
and alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and oil red O staining 
were used to indicate differentiation.

2.2. Creation of an animal model 

Female C57BL/6 mice (6 weeks old, weighing 
16.7 ± 0.8 g) were obtained from Beijing HFK Bio-
Technology (Beijing, China). All mice were housed 
in a specific pathogen-free (SPF)-grade facility with 
a controlled temperature (25°C) and light cycle (12 
h light, 12 h dark). To create a model of accelerated 
ovarian aging, mice were super-ovulated via an 
intraperitoneal injection of 5 IU of pregnant mare serum 
gonadotropin (PMSG) (Hangzhou Animal Medicine 
Factory, Hangzhou, China). Forty-eight hours after 
PMSG administration, the mice were intraperitoneally 
administered 5 IU human chorionic gonadotropin 
(hCG) (Livzon Pharmaceutical Group Inc., Guangzhou, 
China); 19 hours later, 25 IU of PGF2α (Hangzhou 
Animal Medicine Factory, Hangzhou, China) was 
administered intraperitoneally. Five hours after PGF2α 
administration, the sequential administration of the 
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a micro injector while mice in the MI-p2w and MI-
p1m groups were injected with 10 μL of PBS alone 
to serve as a control. No leakage was apparent after 
transplantation.

2.6. Ovarian follicle counts and morphological analysis

Two weeks or 1 month after cell transplantation, 6 mice 
from each group were sacrificed and their ovaries were 
removed and fixed for sectioning. Mouse ovaries fixed 
in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 h were transferred to 
70% ethanol, embedded in paraffin, and successively 
cut lengthwise into sections of 5 μm. Every fourth 
section was mounted on a glass slide. Ever other 
slide was stained with hematoxylin and eosin and 
analyzed under a microscope by 2 researchers who 
were blinded to the origin of the sections. Only follicles 
containing oocytes with a nucleus were scored in 
histomorphometric evaluation, as originally described 
(34). In all sections, the numbers of primordial, 
growing, and antral follicles were tallied to obtain the 
count of each type of follicle in a given ovary.

2.7. Hormone examination

Sterile non-heparinized tubes were used to collect blood 
samples from non-pregnant mice during the diestrus 

three agents was repeated 10 times in 30 days (27). To 
induce ozone inhalation, mice were placed in a half-
open system in which an ozonator (manufactured by 
Beijing Kang Er Xing Technology Development Co. 
Ltd., Beijing, China) had been placed on a rack. An 
ozone meter (manufactured by Beijing Kang Er Xing 
Technology Development Co. Ltd., Beijing, China) 
was used to measure the ozone concentration inside 
the cage during the experiment. Once the ozonator was 
turned on, the fresh airflow that entered the ozonator 
was regulated to maintain the ozone concentration in 
the center of the cage at 1.2 mg/m3 (28,29). The mice 
were exposed to ozone for 8 h (20:00-04:00) each day 
until the end of the last cycle of superovulation. A 
photograph of intraperitoneal injection and a diagram 
of the ozone chamber are shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Animal groups

One hundred and twenty-six mice were randomly 
divided into 2 groups. The normal control group (NC, 
n = 12) consisted of untreated normal mice and the 
model group (Mod, n = 114) consisted of mice with 
accelerated ovarian aging. Once the model was created, 
6 mice from each group were sacrificed to assess 
ovarian function. The remaining mice were divided into 
8 groups: IV-u2w, IV-p2w, MI-u2w, MI-p2w, IV-u1m, 
IV-p1m, MI-u1m, and MI-p1m. Each group consisted 
of 12 mice.

2.4. PKH26 labelling

hUCMSC membranes were labeled with a lipophilic dye, 
PKH26, usong the PKH26 Red Fluorescence Kit (Sigma-
Aldrich) according to the manufacturer's instructions (30). 
The labeled cell suspension was diluted to almost 1 × 106 
cells/mL. The collected cells were then stained with trypan 
blue to ensure cell viability was over 95%. Cells were then 
used for cell therapy.

2.5. hUCMSC transplantation

Mice in the IV-u2w and IV-u1m groups were 
administered hUCMSCs via the tail vein for 2 weeks 
and 1 month, respectively, and the IV-p2w and IV-p1m 
groups were treated with PBS. As shown in Figure 2, 
mice in the intravenous group (IV-u2w, IV-u1m) were 
injected intravenously with 1 × 106 hUCMSCs in 100 μL 
of PBS as described in previous studies (31-33). Mice 
in the IV-p2w and IV-p1m groups were injected with 
100 μL of PBS alone. The same amount was injected the 
following day. In the IV-u1m group and IV-p1m group, 
PBS was injected again 15 and 16 days after the first 
injection.
 In the in situ micro injection groups (MI-u2w and 
MI-u1m), a total of 2 × 106 hUCMSCs in 10 μL of PBS 
was injected directly into the bilateral ovaries with 

Figure 1. Model setup. (A) Intraperitoneal injection. (B) 
Ozone inhalation. (C) Diagram of the ozone chamber. Note: 1. 
Ozone generator; 2.Timer; 3. Exhaust fan; 4. Ozone chamber.

Figure 2. hUCMSC transplantation. IV: Intravenous 
injection; MI: In situ ovarian micro injection.
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of the estrous cycle in sterile non-heparinized tubes. 
The blood samples were centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 5 
minutes, and serum was collected and stored at -80°C 
until analysis. Levels of serum E2 and P were measured 
using an enzyme-linked immune sorbent assay (ELISA) 
according to the manufacturer's instructions (Cayman 
Chemical Company, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). 

2.8. Estrous phase and fertility tests

Five mice in each group were used in estrous cycle and 
fertility tests. The estrous cycles of the female mice were 
regularly assessed every morning between 08:00 and 9:00 
AM using vaginal cytology (35,36). Mating trials were 
initiated 20 days after hUCMSC treatment and lasted for 
4 months. The number and survival rate of fetuses and 
the time of birth were recorded to evaluate reproductive 
performance.

2.9. Detection of apoptosis

Apoptotic cells in ovarian tissue sections were identified 
with an in situ Cell Death Detection Kit, POD (Roche, 
Germany) according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
Paraffin sections of the ovaries were dewaxed, 
rehydrated, digested with proteinase K (10 µM) for 5 
min, incubated in TUNEL enzyme (10% v/v; Roche) 
and TUNEL label (90% v/v; Roche) for 60 min at 37°C, 
and mounted in ProLong Gold medium containing 
4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Negative 
control sections were incubated with a TUNEL reaction 
mixture without enzyme (terminal deoxynucleotidyl 
transferase, TdT). Finally, the sections were observed 
and digital images were recorded using a Leica inverted 
SP5 confocal laser-scanning microscope (Leica 
Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany).

2.10. Real-time fluorescence quantitative polymerase 
chain reaction (qPCR)

Total RNA in the ovaries was extracted. Real-time 
PCR was performed using the AB StepOne Plus 
PCR machine (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, 
USA) as described in a previous study (37). The PCR 
amplification of all transcripts was performed with the 
gene-specific primers listed in Table 1. Primers were 
found in the literature or designed with software Primer 
3.0. The quality and identity of each PCR product was 
determined using melting curve analysis. The expression 
of mRNA was calculated using the delta-delta Ct method, 
with relative gene expression = 2-(∆Ct sample-∆Ct control) (38). All 
data were normalized to expression of glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH).

2.11. Western blot analysis

Western blot analysis was performed as previously 

described (39). Cell membranes were incubated 
overnight at 4°C with a primary antibody against 
superoxide dismutase 2 (SOD2, Abcam, UK, ab13533, 
1:5,000 dilution), catalase (CAT, Abcam, UK, ab16731,1: 
2,000 dilution), Bcl-2 associated X protein (Bax, Abcam, 
UK, ab32503, 1: 5,000 dilution), Bcl2 (Abcam, UK, 
ab32124, 1:1,000 dilution), or β-actin (Sigma,1: 1,000 
dilution). Afterwards, membranes were incubated with 
a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit or 
antimouse antibody (1:3,000 dilution) for 30 minutes 
at room temperature and washed 3 times with tris-
buffered saline tween20 (TBST). After incubation with a 
chemiluminescent substrate for 5 minutes, protein signals 
were detected with BIO-RAD ChemiDocTM XRS (USA) 
and analyzed with Image LabTM Software. 

2.12. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the software 
SPSS®17.0 with data expressed as the mean ± SEM. 
Student's t-test was used to compare the NC and Mod 
groups to assess the model. One-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was used to compare hormones, follicle 
counts, apoptosis rates, and gene expression among the 
groups. Differences in estrous cycles were evaluated 
using ANOVA with a post-hoc Tukey's test. Values 
with p < 0.05 were considered to indicate a significant 
difference.

3. Results

3.1. Characterization of hUCMSCs

At least 10 days was needed for the first colonies of 
hUCMSCs to appear, and an extra week was required for 
them to reach 50-60% confluency. Isolated hUCMSCs 
in culture were characterized using microscopy and 
flow cytometry. The morphology of cultured hUCMSCs 
resembled fibroblasts with few other cells (Figure 3A). 
To determine the extent to which induction resulted 
in hUCMSC differentiation into adipocytes versus 
osteoblasts, the cells were examined with oil red O and 
ALP staining. As shown in Figure 3B and 3C (red cells), 
isolated hUCMSCs were able to differentiate into both 
adipocytes and osteoblasts. In addition, flow cytometry 
was used to recognize the expression of surface 
markers at passage 6. Results indicated that the cultured 
hUCMSCs were negative for HLA-DR, CD14, CD31, 
CD34, and CD45. However, more than 95% of the cell 
population was positive for the markers CD29, CD44, 
CD73, CD90, and CD105 (Figure 3D).

3.2. Assessment of the animal model 

In order to assess whether the mouse model of 
accelerated ovarian aging was effectively created, ovarian 
morphology, ovarian follicle counts, plasma estrogen 
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and progesterone levels, and reproductive performance 
were studied. Once the model was created, examination 
of the ovaries indicated that the ovaries of the NC mice 
contained numerous follicles in each stage. However, the 
ovaries of the mice in the Mod group mostly consisted 
of secondary follicles and atretic follicles, with fewer 
primordial follicles and primary follicles. Moreover, the 
plasma levels of estrogen and progesterone decreased, 
along with fertility, in the Mod group compared to levels 
in the NC group. These results indicated that the Mod 
group of mice had diminished ovarian reserve. The 
specific results are shown below.

3.3. hUCMSCs restored ovarian function in terms of both 
ovarian follicle counts and morphology

Two weeks after PKH26-labeled hUCMSCs were 

intravenously injected, those cells were tracked in mouse 
ovaries. However, the labeled cells did not develop into 
follicles or oocytes. Follicles stained with hematoxylin 
and eosin in each stage in all groups are shown in 
Figure 4A-J. Female mice who were super-ovulated and 
subjected to ozone inhalation exhibited physiological 
ovarian aging. The NC group of mice had61.5 ± 10.3 
primordial follicles, and the Mod group of mice had 
38.0 ± 7.1 primordial follicles (Mod vs. NC, p < 0.01). 
There were fewer primordial and primary follicles in 
the ovaries of the mice in the Mod group than in the NC 
group. Moreover, the number of secondary follicles and 
atretic follicles in the Mod group was higher than that in 
the NC group (p < 0.01 for secondary follicles and p < 
0.05 for atretic follicles). 
 The hUCMSCs were administered intravenously 
or via in situ micro injection. Ovaries were removed 

Table 1. List of specific primers and amplification conditions for real-time PCR

NCBI accession

NP_032110
NP_031553
NP_803129
NP_033934
NP_038699

Aliases

GAPDH
Bax
Bcl2
CAT
SOD2

                       Reverse

GGGGGCTAAGCAGTTGGTG
AGCCGCTCACGGAGGAAGT
ACGACGGTAGCGACGAGAG
GTGTGCCATCTCGTCAGTGAA
CTCGGTGGCGTTGAGATTGTT

                    Forward

AAGGGTGGAGCCAAAAGGG
CCCGAGAGGTCTTCTTCCG
GATGCTGGAGATGCGGACG
GGAGGCGGGAACCCAATAG
CAGACCTGCCTTACGACTATGG

Tm, Cycles

60, 30
60,30
60,30
60,30
60,30

Size (bp)

141
181
240
102
113

Sequence (5'-3')

Figure 3. Isolation and identification of hUCMSCs. (A) hUCMSCs have a typical fibroblastic morphology. (B) hUCMSCs 
differentiate into adipocytes. (C) hUCMSCs differentiate into osteoblasts. (D) Flow cytometry analysis of hUCMSCs. Cells were 
positive for CD29, CD90, CD105, CD73, and CD44 and negative for CD14, CD31, HLA-DR, CD34, and CD45.
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2 weeks or 1 month after treatment, and the number 
of each type of follicle was determined. Ovaries from 
mice that were treated with hUCMSCs (IV-u2w, IV-
u1m, MI-u2w, and MI-u1m) had similar numbers of 
primordial follicles, primary follicles, and secondary 
follicles in comparison to the Mod group of mice and the 
corresponding groups treated with PBS (Figue 4K-M) 
(p > 0.05). Groups treated with hUCMSCs had a greater 
number of healthy antral follicles than did groups treated 
with PBS except for the MI-u2w and MI-u1m groups. 
After treatment, however, atretic follicles decreased in 
the IV-u2w, IV-u1m, and MI-u1m groups compared to 
the corresponding groups treated with PBS. The follicle 
count did not differ significantly in the IV-u1m group or 
the IV-u2w group except in terms of the number of atretic 
follicles. Nevertheless, the atretic follicle count decreased 
substantially with the duration of hUCMSC treatment in 
the IV-u1m group than in the IV-u2w group. As shown 

in this study, 1 month may be the optimal duration of 
stem cell therapy. The number and percentage of follicles 
in each group during various stages of development are 
shown in Figure 4K-Q.

3.4. hUCMSCs restored ovarian function in terms of sex 
hormone levels

Follicular development was evaluated in all groups 
by monitoring estrous cycles with vaginal smears, 
and estrogen and progesterone levels in serum were 
measured. Two weeks or 1 month after hUCMSC 
treatment, the serum levels of estrogen and progesterone 
in the treated groups increased significantly compared 
to those in the corresponding groups treated with PBS 
(p < 0.05). Levels of estrogen and progesterone did 
not differ significantly in the MI-p2w group or the MI-
u2w group. Estrogen levels in mice increased with the 

Figure 4. The effect of transplantation on follicle morphology and number in each group during various stages of 
development. (A-J) Representative histological images of the ovaries in each group of mice. Once the model was created, the 
ovaries of the Mod group had fewer primordial and primary follicles compared to the NC group. However, the number of secondary 
follicles and atretic follicles in the Mod group increased significantly. Atretic follicles decreased and healthy antral follicles increased 
after treatment with hUCMSCs for 2 weeks or 1 month. Bar = 200 μm; Pri: primordial follicles; Se: secondary follicles; An: antral 
follicles; Atr: atretic follicles; CL: corpus luteum. (K-Q) Numbers of each grade of follicles in all groups. (K) Primordial follicles. 
(L) Primary follicles (M) Secondary follicles (O) Antral follicles (P) Atretic follicles. (Q) The percentage of follicles in each group 
during various stages. The * symbol represents the Mod group versus the NC group or groups treated with hUCMSCs versus 
corresponding groups treated with PBS, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; The # symbol represents IV-u1m group versus IV-u2w group, #p < 0.05.
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duration of treatment and differed significantly in groups 
treated with hUCMSCs for 1 month or 2 weeks (the 
MI-u1m group vs. the MI-u2w group, p < 0.05; the IV-
u1m group vs. the IV-u2w group, p < 0.05) (Figure 5A-
B). The levels of progesterone in the IV-u2w, IV-u1m, 
and MI-u1m groups increased significantly compared 
to the corresponding groups treated with PBS. Similar 
to estrogen, progesterone levels did not differ in the MI-
u2w group or MI-p2w group.

3.5.  hUCMSCs restored the estrous cycle and 
reproductive performance

All mice in the NC group exhibited a regular 4-5-d 
estrous cycle and each phase of the estrous cycle had a 
normal length. Once the model was created, the mice 
displayed a prolonged estrous cycle with a significant 
increase in the duration of the metaestrus phase; 37.5% 
of mice had irregular cycles and 62.5% had cycles that 
ceased. Two weeks or 1 month after hUCMSC treatment, 
a significantly higher percentage of mice in the IV-u2w 
(25%), MI-u2w (12.5%), IV-u1m (37.5%), and MI-
u1m (25%) groups had regular cycles compared to the 
corresponding groups treated with PBS, i.e. the IV-p2w 
(0%), MI-p2w (0%), IV-p1m (0%), and MI-p1m (0%) 
groups. Mice treated with hUCMSCs for 1 month were 
compared to those treated with hUCMSCs for 2 weeks. 
Results revealed that the percentage of mice with a 

regular cycle increased with the duration of hUCMSC 
treatment, regardless of the method of transplantation 
(Table 2). The decline in fertility and fecundity is the 
most obvious outcome of ovarian aging, so the mean 
litter size and mean number of litters were analyzed 
in both groups after 4 months of breeding. Both the 
number of newborns per litter and the total number of 
litters decreased markedly in the Mod group (7.4 ± 1.3; 
37) compared to those in the NC group (10.2 ± 1.5; 51). 
The pregnancy rate did not decrease significantly in any 
group (Table 2). Moreover, no external morphological 
abnormalities were noted in the offspring of the groups. 
Mice treated with hUCMSCs for 2 months had similar 
numbers of litters and numbers of newborns per litter 
compared to their counterparts, which suggests that 
short-term transplantation of hUCMSCs does affect the 
reproductive performance of mice. When female mice 
were treated with hUCMSCs for 1 month and mated 
with normal males of proven fertility, those females 
were significantly more fertile than the female controls. 
The number of newborns per litter and the total number 
of litters increase in the IV-u1m (9.8 ± 1.7, 49) and MI-
u1m (10.2 ± 1.6, 51) groups in comparison to those in 
the IV-p1m (7.6 ± 0.9, 38) and MI-p1m (8.2 ± 2.1, 41) 
groups, which suggests that 1 month of treatment may 
be more suitable to restore fertility (p < 0.05) (Table 2). 
In addition, the pregnancy rate and survival rate were 
similar among the groups.

Figure 5. Estrogen and progesterone levels in different groups. After hUCMSC treatment, serum levels of estrogen (A) and 
progesterone (B) increased significantly compared to levels in the corresponding groups treated with PBS, and those levels did 
not differed significantly in the MI-u2w group and the MI-u2w group. The * symbol represents the Mod group versus the NC 
group or groups treated with hUCMSCs versus corresponding groups treated with PBS, *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001; The # symbol 
represents the IV-u1m group versus the IV-u2w group or the MI-u1m group versus the MI-u2w group, #p < 0.05.

Table 2. Effect of hUCMSCs on the estrous cycle (n = 5) and reproductive performance (n = 5)

Reproductive performance

Regular cycles (%)
Irregular cycles (%)
Cessation of cycle (%)
Total number of newborns (n)
Mean litter size (n)
Gross survival rate (%) 

NC

100
0
0
51

10.2 ± 1.5
100

IV-p2w

0
25
75
39

7.8 ± 2.1
89.7

Mod

0
37.5
62.5
37

7.4 ± 1.3*

95.1

IV-u2w

25
37.5
37.5
47

9.4 ± 1.0
91.7

MI-p2w

0
12.5
87.5
41

8.2 ± 0.6
92.6

IV-p1m

0
37.5
62.5
38

7.6 ± 0.9
94.7

MI-u2w

12.5
25

62.5
45

9 ± 1.1
93.3

IV-u1m

37.5
50

12.5
49

9.8 ± 1.7*

98.0

MI-p1m

0
50
50
41

8.2 ± 2.1
95.1

MI-u1m

25
37.5
37.5
51

10.2 ± 1.6*

96.1
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3.6. hUCMSCs reduced the apoptosis of granulosa cells 

Once the model was created, granulosa cells and other 
cells in the ovaries experienced dramatic apoptosis. Blue 
staining in the ovaries indicates the nucleus and green 
staining indicates TUNEL-positive GCs. The apoptosis 
of GCs in the Mod group was almost 1.5-fold of that in 
the NC group. Two weeks and 1 month after hUCMSC 
transplantation, the percentage of TUNEL-positive GCs 
in these 2 treated groups was significantly lower than that 
in groups treated with PBS, as shown in Figure 6A-B. 
The number of apoptotic GCs decreased after hUCMSC 
treatment (the IV-u2w group vs. the IV-p2w group, p < 
0.05; the IV-u1m group vs. the IV-p1m group, p < 0.05; 
the MI-u1m group vs. the MI-p1m group, p < 0.05). The 
percentage of apoptotic cells decreased in the MI-u1m 
group compared to that in the MI-u2w group (p < 0.05) 
but did not differ significantly in the MI-u2w group or 
the MI-p2w group. Values are expressed as the mean ± 
SEM.

3.7. hUCMSCs restored ovarian function via antioxidant 
and anti-apoptotic enzymes

Gene expression in the groups treated with hUCMSCs 
was compared to that in the groups treated PBS, 
revealing that some genes that regulate antioxidant and 

anti-apoptotic action were altered. The groups treated 
with hUCMSCs expressed more SOD2, CAT, and Bcl2 
mRNA and less Bax mRNA than did the groups treated 
with PBS (Figure 7). Levels of mRNA expression of 
some genes (SOD2 and Bcl2) were significantly higher 
in the IV-u1m group than in the MI-u1m group but those 
levels did not differ significantly in the IV-p1m group or 
the MI-p1m group (Figure 7A, D). The level of expression 
Bcl2 mRNA was much higher in the IV-u2w group than 
in the MI-u2w group (p < 0.05), as shown in Figure 7 D.
 The level of protein expression was examined, 
revealing a trend like that observed with mRNA levels, 
as shown in Figure 8. Antioxidant and anti-apoptotic 
proteins increased and pro-apoptotic proteins decreased 
in the groups treated with hUCMSCs. hUCMSCs were 
found to restore ovarian function, and this observed 
effect was presumably due to high levels of antioxidant 
and anti-apoptotic enzymes since the ovaries did not 
form any oocytes or GCs. Hence, this action means that 
hUCMSCs are suitable for regenerative cell therapy.

4. Discussion

A woman's fertility is known to decline with age. The 
gradual loss of fertility becomes more prominent after 
the age of 35 and stops during menopause at a mean age 
of 50-51 years (40). The ovaries have accelerated aging 

Figure 6. Apoptosis in the ovaries decreased after hUCMSC treatment. (A) Representative images of ovarian tissue obtained 
from all groups of mice. Data from 2 weeks and 1 month after hUCMSC treatment indicate that apoptosis was attenuated by the 
transplantation of hUCMSCs. Bar = 50 μm. (B) The rate of GC apoptosis in each group. Values are expressed as the mean ± SD. 
The * symbol represents the Mod group versus the NC group or groups treated with hUCMSCs versus corresponding groups 
treated with PBS, *p < 0.05; The # symbol represents the MI-u1m group versus the MI-u2w group, #p < 0.05. 
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relative to the aging of other body systems, and ovarian 
aging is described as a gradual decline in the quantity 
and quality of ovarian follicles (41). The current study 
attempted to utilize continuous superovulation via 
repeated injections of PMSG, hCG, and PGF2α to 
accelerate the consumption of follicles as well as ozone 
inhalation to increase oxidative damage to the ovaries 
in order to create a model of accelerated ovarian in 
mice.
 Once the model of accelerated ovarian aging was 
created, ovarian reserve diminished and the number of 
atretic follicles increased. Current evidence suggests 
that the estradiol level decreases relatively late in the 
process of ovarian aging and that the plasma level of 
progesterone does not change significantly (42-44). 
The current results indicated that the plasma levels of 
estradiol and progesterone decreased in the Mod group 
of mice. The estrous cycles of older mice were longer 
and then the capacity for maintaining cycles finally 
disappeared. Most of the vaginal lavages from acyclic 
mice were leukocytic (i.e. diestrus or metaestrus) (45). 
In the current study, the percentage of mice in the Mod 
group with irregular cycles and cycles that ceased 
increased markedly with a decrease in plasma levels 

of estradiol and progesterone. Menstrual changes are 
therefore considered to be an early manifestation of 
ovarian dysfunction. A decrease in the follicle count 
with age indicates the onset of cycle irregularity and 
the final cessation of menses (46,47), which is the final 
step in the process of ovarian aging. Moreover, the 
corresponding age-related decline in oocyte quality is 
widely known to be a major impetus for low pregnancy 
rates in aging females. In the current study, fertility and 
fecundity declined markedly in the Mod group of mice. 
 The current results indicated that the plasma 
levels of estradiol and progesterone increased in the 
group treated with hUCMSCs for 1 month and the IV-
u2w group. This finding may be due to the increase 
in normal healthy antral follicles and the decrease in 
atretic follicles. The percentage of regular cycles also 
increased after hUCMSC transplantation. A higher 
percentage of mice treated with hUCMSCs for 1 
month exhibited regular cycles and higher numbers 
of newborns per litter. The current results indicated 
that transplantation via injection in the tail vein and 
treatment for 1 month are more suitable for restoration 
of ovarian function. In this study, both methods of 
transplantation yielded satisfactory results in terms 
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Figure 7. Effects of hUCMSCs on expression of mRNA of 
genes coding for antioxidant and anti-apoptotic enzymes 
in ovaries. Relative levels of expression of the genes SOD2 
(A), CAT (B), Bax (C), and Bcl2 (D) were determined 
using real-time PCR. The level of SOD2, CAT, and Bcl2 
expression decreased significantly in the Mod group. After 
hUCMSC treatment, the expression of mRNA of antioxidant 
and anti-apoptotic genes increased significantly. Levels 
of expression increased more in the groups treated with 
hUCMSCs for 1 month than in those treated with hUCMSCs 
for 2 weeks. The levels of Bax increased in the Mod group 
and decreased in the IV-u 2m, IV-u 1m, and MI-u1m groups 
compared to the corresponding groups treated with PBS. 
The * symbol indicates the Mod group versus the NC group, 
groups treated with hUCMSCs versus corresponding groups 
treated with PBS, the MI-u1m group versus the IV-u1m 
group, or the MI-u2w group versus the IV-u2w group, *p < 
0.05, **p < 0.01; The # symbol indicates the IV-u1m group 
versus the IV-u2w group or the MI-u1m group verus the MI-
u2w group, #p < 0.05.

Figure 8. Effect of hUCMSCs on the expression of 
antioxidant and anti-apoptotic proteins in mice ovaries. (A) 
Representative Western blots of SOD2, CAT, Bax, and Bcl2 in 
the ovaries of mice. (B-E) The relative levels of expression of 
SOD2, CAT, Bax, and Bcl2 protein in each group. The level 
of expression of SOD2, CAT, and Bcl2 increased and the level 
of expression of Bax decreased in the IV-u1m, IV-u2w, and 
MI-u1m groups. The level of protein expression did not differ 
significantly in the MI-u2w or MI-p2w groups. The * symbol 
indicates the Mod group versus the NC group, groups treated 
with hUCMSCs versus corresponding groups treated with PBS, 
the MI-u1m group versus the IV-u1m group, or the MI-u2w 
group versus the IV-u2w group, *p < 0.05.

B                                                                          C

D                                                                          E
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of restoring ovarian function, although these two 
approaches did differ significantly in some respects. 
Intravenous injection has several advantages over in 
situ ovarian micro injection. Intravenous injection is 
generally less invasive, it has more marked effects, and 
it can more effectively restore ovarian function.
 After hUCMSC treatment, ovarian function in mice 
recovered as expected, although transplanted cells did not 
develop into follicle components. Apoptosis is likely to 
be a relevant mechanism in the process of ovarian aging 
(48-50). Previous studies have shown that stem cells can 
inhibit apoptosis through secretion of stanniocalcin-1 
and paracrine factors and they can enhance the oxidative 
stress response pathway. Apoptosis generally increases 
to a very high level when mice are subjected to oxidative 
stress. After hUCMSC treatment, the number of 
TUNEL-positive cells decreased significantly, indicating 
that hUCMSCs can reduce apoptosis caused by 
superovulation and oxidative stress.
 Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are considered to 
be an underlying factor for aging and may initiate aging 
by causing oxidative damage (51). Increased levels of 
endogenous ROS and diminished antioxidant defenses 
lead to a wide range of cellular oxidative damage, which 
includes a subsequent decrease in ovarian quality. The 
current results also indicated that ovarian expression of 
SOD2 and CAT decreased considerably compared to 
that in the NC group. After hUCMSC transplantation, 
expression of SOD2 and CAT increased in all groups 
except the MI-u 2w group. In the IV-u1m group of mice, 
the expression of SOD2 and CAT was markedly higher 
than that in the IV-u2w and MI-u1m groups. Thus, the 
observed effect was most probably due to enhanced 
expression of genes coding for antioxidant and anti-
apoptotic enzymes.
 Over the past few years, human MSCs have been 
extensively studied in clinical trials to treat various 
conditions such as neurological diseases, cardiovascular 
diseases, immune diseases, gastrointestinal diseases, 
and blood diseases. However, only a few studies 
have determined an optimal method for stem cell 
transplantation, at least in the field of reproductive 
medicine. The current study compared 2 general forms 
of stem cell therapy and findings revealed that IV, which 
is widely used in clinical settings, is more suitable 
to restoring ovarian function. Recent clinical studies 
have suggested that traditional Chinese medicines such 
as Kuntai capsules can effectively alleviate clinical 
symptoms, increase levels of estrogen, and decrease 
levels of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and 
luteinizing hormone (LH) in the women with diminished 
ovarian reserve or premature ovarian failure (52,53). 
Traditional Chinese medicines are usually taken orally. 
Nonetheless, IV may be the best route for administration 
of traditional Chinese medicines. Regardless, a better 
understanding and proper use of hUCMSCs may offer 
hope to women with aging ovaries who wish to conceive.
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T cells and TNFa production in the OVX-mouse model for 
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1. Introduction

Several epidemiologic trials have revealed a strong 
inverse correlation between levels of sex steroid 
hormones, such as dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) 
and estrogen, and the occurrence of several well-
known geriatric syndromes, such as osteoporosis and 
cardiovascular disease (1,2). DHEA and its sulfate 
ester, DHEA sulfate (DHEAS), are the most abundant 
circulating hormones produced by the adrenal gland, 
and levels of these hormones decrease with age, 
sometimes decreasing to 10-20% of the levels found 

in young individuals (3). This age-related decrease 
has been called the "adrenopause" phenomenon. The 
decrease in DHEA in the elderly is more marked than 
the decrease in other hormones. 
 DHEA and DHEAS are both pre-hormones (4). 
However, only DHEA can be converted into more 
potent androgens and estrogens in peripheral tissues, 
while DHEAS is maintained as a circulating stock 
(3). In premenopausal women, 50-75% of estrogens, 
and the majority of androgens, are produced from 
DHEA, while almost all androgens and estrogens 
are synthesized from it during postmenopause (5). 
Postmenopausal osteoporosis (PMO) is a well-known 
estrogen deficiency-induced geriatric syndrome and 
is also a worldwide health problem. It manifests as a 
progressive systemic skeletal disorder characterized by 
reduced bone mass that leads to increased bone fragility 
and fracture risk. DHEA levels may be associated with 
bone marker levels and DHEA treatment might increase 
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bone mass (6,7). An in vitro analysis of primary human 
osteoblasts indicated that aromatase converts DHEA 
into estrogen (8). Thus, the role of DHEA in regulating 
bone metabolism in PMO has garnered increasing 
attention.
 Many studies have suggested a beneficial effect 
of DHEA administration on preventing trabecular 
bone mineral density (BMD) loss in women with an 
estrogen deficiency (8,9). The current authors have 
conducted a number of previous studies on the effect 
of DHEA on bone. DHEA improved bone mass in 
ovariectomized (OVX) mice and appeared to have 
greater potential clinical value for the prophylactic and 
therapeutic treatment of PMO than estrogen (E2) (10); 
DHEA improved murine osteoblast growth via the 
mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling 
pathway, independent of either androgen receptors or 
estrogen receptors (11); DHEA protected OVX rabbits 
from atherosclerosis by alleviating inflammatory 
injury in endothelial cells (12); and DHEA promoted 
osteoblast differentiation by regulating the expression 
of osteoblast-related genes and Foxp3+ regulatory T 
cells in mice (13). However, what is still unclear is how 
DHEA affects other immune cells that may play a role 
in bone metabolism and whether DHEA regulates the 
immune cells only through its hormonal end products or 
as a result of its direct action through certain receptors.
 Recent studies have reported an association between 
pathogenetic changes due to PMO and disturbances in 
the endocrine-immune network. Some researchers have 
contended that PMO can be classified as an inflammatory 
condition (14). Skeletal system homeostasis is greatly 
influenced by endocrine as well as immune factors (15). 
After menopause, diminished ovarian function has a 
deleterious effect on bone metabolism. Estrogen has 
been also known to regulate the functions of the immune 
system and T cells. Increased proliferation of activated 
T cells, and their longer lifespan, in OVX mice results 
in an expansion of the T cell pool in bone marrow (16). 
Bone loss has been induced in nude mice by OVX and it 
has been restored by transferring wild-type T cells into 
nude mice (17), and depletion of T cells by treatment 
with anti-CD4/CD8 antibodies protects mice from bone 
loss due to OVX (18). These findings indicate that T 
cells may play an essential role in the development 
of PMO. Immunophenotypical analyses of peripheral 
blood lymphocytes in osteoporotic patients suggested an 
increase in several subsets of T lymphocytes, including 
CD4+ T cells (19). OVX may also up-regulate TNF-α 
production, which is the most potent stimulator of 
osteoclastogenesis when estrogen is depleted (20). 
Moreover, CD4+ T cells secrete TNF-α and receptor 
activator for nuclear factor-κ B ligand (RANKL), 
which is an osteoclastogenic mediator (21). Therefore, 
enhancing the endocrine-immune network appears to 
positively modulate bone metabolism in PMO.
 Various positive immunologic actions of DHEA 

have been noted in various human diseases and animal 
models (22-24). These findings, coupled with the fact 
that DHEA promotes additional factors that modulate 
BMD in postmenopausal women, emphasizes the need 
for more information concerning the potential beneficial 
impact of DHEA on the interplay between the immune 
and skeletal systems. The current study investigated 
the effects of DHEA administration, with or without an 
aromatase inhibitor, on bone morphometry, E2 levels, 
CD4+ T cell expansion, and TNF-α production in OVX 
mice in order to determine the potential value of DHEA 
as a therapy for PMO and its mechanism of action.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Reagents and chemicals

Mouse lymphocytes from bone marrow and the 
spleen were cultured in complete RPMI-1640 medium 
(Wisent Inc., St-Bruno, QC, Canada) supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), penicillin (500 U/
mL), and streptomycin (500 mg/mL). Saline, DHEA, 
17-β-estradiol, letrozole, calcein, hematoxylin and 
eosin, and a tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) 
staining kit and a von Kossa staining kit were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). A toluidine 
blue staining solution was purchased from Leagene, 
Inc. (Beijing, China). An estradiol (E2) enzyme 
immunoassay (EIA) kit was purchased from BioCheck 
Inc. (Burlingame, CA, USA). A TNF-α enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit was purchased 
from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN, USA). FITC-
conjugated anti-mouse CD3, PE-conjugated anti-
mouse CD4, and PE-CY5-conjugated anti-mouse 
CD8a antibodies were purchased from BD Biosciences 
(Mississauga, ON, CA). Magnetic beads coated with 
anti-mouse CD4 antibody were supplied by Miltenyi 
Biotech (Auburn, CA, USA). Trizol was purchased from 
GIBCO-BRL, Invitrogen Corp. (Carlsbad, CA, USA). A 
Revert AidTM H Minus first strand cDNA synthesis kit 
was obtained from Fermentas (St. Leon-Rot, Germany). 
A Light Cycler 480 SYBER Green I Master was supplied 
by Roche Diagnostics Pvt., Ltd. (Mumbai, India).

2.2. Creation of an animal model of PMO and in vivo 
experiments

Animal experiments were performed in accordance with 
the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care (National 
Institutes of Health publication number 85-23, revised 
1985). The animals used were 64 female BALB/c mice, 
8 weeks old, with a body mass of between 20 and 30 g, 
that were purchased from the Laboratory Animal Facility 
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). 
 In the first in vivo experiment, 24 mice were 
randomly divided into four groups. The sham group 
(5 mice) underwent surgery without an ovariectomy. 
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was sectioned (5 µm). These sections were stained with 
toluidine blue and the von Kossa procedure as indicated 
in a standard protocol (27). 
 T h e  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  s t a t i c  a n d  d y n a m i c 
histomorphometry were quantified using undecalcified 
proximal tibia sections (5 µm). To evaluate the number of 
osteoclasts, the decalcified proximal tibia was embedded 
in paraffin. Serial sections were prepared from paraffin 
blocks (6 µm thickness) and sections were stained 
for TRAP activity. The bone volume (BV), osteoblast 
surface (Ob. S), osteoclast number (Oc. N), bone 
surface (BS), bone volume/tissue volume (%) (BV/TV), 
osteoblast surface/bone surface (%) (Ob. S/BS), osteoid 
surface/bone surface (%) (OS/BS), osteoclast surface/
bone surface (%) (Oc. S/BS), osteoclast number/bone 
perimeter (1/mm) (Oc. N/BP), and eroded surface/bone 
surface (%) (ES/BS) were measured using the Osteo-
Measure Histomorphometry System (Osteometrics, 
Atlanta, GA, USA) according to standardized protocols. 
All of these parameters were in accordance with the 
histomorphometric nomenclature and definitions of the 
American Society of Bone Mineral Research.

2.5. Calcein labeling

To label the sites of active bone formation in mice, 
double labeling was used, with calcein as a marker 
(28). First, 2.5 mg/mL of calcein was prepared in a 2% 
solution of sodium bicarbonate. The mice were weighed 
and injected twice, intraperitoneally, with calcein at 
a dose of 10 mg/kg body weight at 3-day intervals 
(29). The mice were sacrificed 2 days after the second 
injection.
 Calcein double label ing was verif ied with 
fluorescence microscope measurements to determine 
the mineral  apposi t ion rate  (MAR) and bone 
formation rate (BFR), which were evaluated on two 
nonconsecutive sections for each animal. The double 
calcein-green labels were measured on bone trabeculae 
using fluorescence microscopy (Olympus BX-60) 
with an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and emission 
wavelength of 510 nm. The mineralizing surface/BS 
(%) (MS/BS), MAR (µm/day), and BFR (µm3/µm2 
per year) were measured using the Osteo-Measure 
Histomorphometry System (Osteometrics, Atlanta, 
GA, USA) according to standardized protocols. All 
of these parameters were in accordance with the 
histomorphometric nomenclature and definitions of the 
American Society of Bone Mineral Research.

2.6. Flow cytometry

After autopsy, bones and spleens were collected and 
placed in PBS. Bone marrow was flushed out and 
labeled with fluorescent antibodies for analysis of CD4+ 
T cells. In brief, total lymphocytes were isolated from 
bone marrow with Hisep LSM 1084 (Himedia) by 

One week after surgery, the mice were treated with 
a vehicle (gum acacia in distilled water) daily. A 
bilateral oophorectomy was performed on 19 mice. 
During the experimental period, 4 mice died during the 
administration of anesthesia, but there were no deaths 
due to other causes. The mice that died were excluded 
from analysis. One week after OVX, the mice were 
then randomly divided into 3 groups (OVX, OVX + 
DHEA, and OVX + E2; n = 5 per group). 
 The OVX control group was intragastrically 
administered saline (n = 5), the OVX + DHEA group 
was intragastrically administered 5 mg/kg per day of 
DHEA (n = 5) (10), and the OVX + E2 group was 
intragastrically administered estrogen (17-β-estradiol, 
E2) (100 µg/kg per day, n = 5) (10,11,21) daily. Twelve 
weeks after treatment, all mice were weighed, sacrificed 
after the final treatment, and blood and tissue samples 
were harvested for further investigation. A successful 
ovariectomy was confirmed in all OVX animals by 
observing the lack of ovarian tissue and atrophied 
uterine horns.
 An additional in vivo experiment was performed 
to determine whether DHEA acted via an estrogen 
derivative or metabolite. A bilateral oophorectomy 
was performed on 40 mice; 20 were then treated with 
saline while the other 20 were treated with DHEA. 
OVX mice treated with saline or OVX mice treated 
with DHEA were then divided into the following 4 
treatment groups: a group receiving the carrier solvent, 
and 3 groups receiving a 0.04, 0.2, or 2-μg/d injection 
of the aromatase inhibitor letrozole for 3 months (n = 5, 
all groups). Letrozole was dissolved in 0.1 mL of 0.3% 
hydroxyl propyl cellulose and given as a subcutaneous 
injection. Letrozole doses were selected as previously 
described (25).

2.3. Analysis of bone mineral density

To determine bone mineral density, the left femur and 
lumbar vertebrae were isolated after dissection. Dual 
energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) was performed 
using an animal PIXImus densitometer (Lunar; GE 
Copr.). A consistent region of interest (the distal 4 
mm of the femur) was selected to maintain uniformity 
during the analysis of samples.

2.4. Bone histomorphometric analysis

All bone histomorphometric analyses were performed 
in accordance with a previously described protocol 
(26). Briefly, the left tibia was isolated from each 
mouse; later, the proximal end was trimmed off and 
fixed in PBS-buffered 3.7% formaldehyde for 18 hours 
at 4°C. After incubation in 70% ethanol for 24 h, the 
undecalcified left proximal tibia was dehydrated in 
ascending alcohol concentrations, cleared in xylene, 
and embedded in methyl methacrylate; later, the tibia 
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means of the density (1.084 ± 0.0010 g/mL) gradient 
centrifugation technique. 
 Cells from bone marrow or the spleen were labelled 
with anti-CD3, CD4, and CD8a antibodies, FITC-
conjugated anti-mouse CD3, PE-conjugated anti-
mouse CD4, and PE-CY5 conjugated anti-mouse 
CD8a antibodies to assess the percentage of CD4+ in 
CD3+ cells. The specificity of immunostaining was 
ascertained based on the background fluorescence of 
cells incubated with Ig isotype controls. Fluorescence 
data from at least 10,000 cells were collected from each 
sample. Immunostaining was done according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. FACS Caliber and FACS 
Arya (BD Biosciences Mississauga, ON, CA) were used 
to quantify the percentage of CD4+ in CD3+ cells in all 
groups.

2.7. Isolation of CD4+ T cells from the spleen or bone 
marrow

Single cell suspensions were obtained from the spleen 
or bone marrow and incubated with magnetic beads 
coated with anti-mouse CD4 antibody. CD4+ T cells were 
isolated according to the manufacturer's instructions. 
These purified cells were then collected in Trizol for real-
time PCR.

2.8. Quantitative real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted from isolated CD4+ T cells 
using Trizol. cDNA was synthesized from 1 µg of 
total RNA with the Revert AidTM H Minus first 
strand cDNA synthesis kit. SYBR green chemistry 
was used for quantitative determination of TNF-α 
and GAPDH mRNAs according to an optimized 
protocol. The design of the sense and antisense 
oligonucleotide primers was based on published 
cDNA sequences using the Universal Probe Library 
(Roche Diagnostics, USA). The resulting cDNA was 
used in a PCR reaction using gene-specific primers 
for TNF-α (5'-TCTTCTCATTCCTGCTTGTGG-3' 
and 5'-GGTCTGGGCCATAGAACTGA-3') and 
GAPDH (5'- AGCTTGTCATCAACGGGAAG -3' and 
5'- TTTGATGTTAGTGGGGTCTCG -3'). For real-
time PCR, the cDNA was amplified with Light Cycler 
480 (Roche Diagnostics Pvt., Ltd.). Double-stranded 
DNA-specific dye SYBR Green I was incorporated 
into the PCR buffer provided in the Light Cycler 
480 SYBER Green I Master to allow for quantitative 
detection of PCR products in a 20-µL reaction 
volume. The temperature protocol for the reaction 
was 95°C for 5 min, 40 cycles of denaturation at 94°C 
for 2 minutes, annealing and extension at 62°C for 
30 seconds, and extension at 72°C for 30 seconds. 
GAPDH was used to control for differences in RNA 
isolation, RNA degradation, and the efficiency of 
reverse transcription.

2.9. Measurement of serum E2 and TNF-α levels

At the end of the experiment, mice were anesthetized 
and sacrificed. A blood sample was quickly obtained 
by cardiac puncture. Blood volumes up to 1 mL have 
frequently been obtained from mice via this method. 
Serum samples were prepared by centrifugation. The 
serum samples were inactivated at 56°C for 30 minutes 
and filtered with a 0.2 -μm filter and then stored 
at -20°C for determination of the levels of E2 and 
TNF-α. Furthermore, the E2 level in serum samples 
was measured using an E2 ELISA kit according to 
the manufacturer's protocol. Serum TNF-α was also 
measured in all groups using an ELISA kit according to 
the manufacturer's instructions.

2.10. Statistical analysis

All values are expressed as the mean ± SD. Data were 
analyzed with aid of the software SPSS, and variance 
was evaluated using one-way ANOVA. Differences 
were accepted as significant at p < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Both DHEA and E2 administration increased BMD 
in OVX mice

As shown in Figure 1A, a significant decrease in femur 
and vertebra BMD was noted in OVX mice compared 
to sham-treated mice (p < 0.01, Figure 1). The OVX 
animals that were administered DHEA or E2 had a 
significantly higher femur and vertebra BMD compared 
to the OVX group (p < 0.01, Figure 1). Femur and 
vertebra BMD did not differ significantly in the OVX 
+ DHEA group and the OVX + E2 group (p > 0.05, 
Figure 1).

Figure 1. DHEA treatment improved BMD in OVX mice. 
(A) The sham group (n = 5) underwent surgery without an 
ovariectomy (OVX). OVX mice were treated with saline 
including 0.1% ethanol daily, 5 mg/kg per day of DHEA, 
or 100 µg/kg per day of E2 (n = 5). All treatments were 
administered to mice intragastrically. (A) Analysis of the 
BMD of the left femur in different groups. (B) Analysis of the 
BMD of the lumbar vertebrae. Data are expressed as the mean 
± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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3.2. DHEA reduced the OVX-induced enhancement 
of osteoclast-mediated bone resorption and improved 
osteoblast-mediated bone formation

As expected, OVX significantly increased bone 
resorption in combination with enhanced bone formation. 
However, increased bone resorption is superior to 
enhanced bone formation. Thus, an imbalance in bone 
transition led to the loss of bone microarchitecture in the 
OVX group in comparison to the sham-treated group 

(Figures 2A and 3A). Analysis of dynamic and static 
bone histomorphometric parameters (i.e. Ob. S/BS, OS/
BS, MS/BS, MAR, and BFR) indicated an increase in 
bone formation in the OVX group in comparison to 
bone formation in the sham group (p < 0.01 or p < 0.05, 
Figures 2B and 3B). Twelve weeks of treatment with 
DHEA increased bone mass and formation (i.e. BV/
TV, Ob. S/BS, OS/BS, MS/BS, and BFR, p < 0.01 for 
all, Figures 2B and 3B) in comparison to bone mass and 
formation in the OVX group, thus indicating further 

Figure 2. DHEA improved the bone phenotype of OVX mice. Static histological analysis of the proximal tibia in each group. 
(A) The first panels are von Kossa staining, the middle panels are toluidine blue staining, and the panels on the far right are 
TRAP staining. (B) The bone volume/tissue volume (%), osteoblast surface/bone surface (%), osteoid surface/bone surface 
(%), osteoclast surface/bone surface (%), osteoclast number/bone perimeter (1/mm), and eroded surface/bone surface (%) were 
measured according to standardized protocols using the Osteo-Measure Histomorphometry System. Data are expressed as the 
mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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enhancement of osteoblast differentiation. However, E2 
administration did not significantly affect osteoblast-
related dynamic bone histomorphometric parameters in 
comparison to those parameters in the OVX group (p > 
0.05, Figures 2B and 3B). 
 Static histomorphometry confirmed the loss of 
bone microarchitecture in OVX mice in comparison 
to sham-treated mice (Figure 2A). Specifically, OVX 
significantly increased osteoclast-related parameters 
(i.e. Oc. S/BS, Oc. N/BP, and ES/BS) in comparison to 

sham treatment (p < 0.01 for all, Figure 2B). After 12 
weeks of treatment, both DHEA and E2 administration 
significantly decreased those parameters in comparison 
to parameters in the OVX group (p < 0.01 for all, Figure 
2B). Dynamic bone histomorphometry parameters 
related to bone resorption did not differ significantly in 
the OVX + DHEA group and the OVX + E2 group (p > 
0.05 for all, Figure 2B).
 In other words, E2 primarily reduced osteopenia 
after OVX by decreasing osteoclast-related parameters, 

Figure 3. Bone dynamic histomorphometry of the proximal tibia. (A) Calcein double labels were measured on bone trabeculae 
by fluorescence microscope measurements with an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and emission wavelength of 510 nm for each 
group. (B) To determine the mineralizing surface/BS, mineral apposition rate and bone formation rate, calcein double labeling was 
analyzed with the Osteo-Measure Histomorphometry System. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

Figure 4. DHEA treatment significantly decreased OVX-induced increases in CD4+ T cells subsets in bone marrow and the 
spleen. Mice were treated as described in Figure 1. (A) CD4+ T cells in the spleen were quantified using flow cytometry. (B) Bar 
graphs indicate the percentage of CD4+ T cells in the spleen or in bone marrow. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD; **p < 0.01 
compared to the OVX group.
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while DHEA alleviated OVX-induced bone loss by 
inhibiting osteoclast-mediated bone resorption and 
by improving osteoblast-mediated bone formation. 
Moreover, DHEA and E2 did not differ significantly in 
terms of their decreasing osteoclast-related parameters. 

3.3. Enhanced TNF-α-production of CD4+ T cells in 
OVX mice is restored by treatment with either DHEA or 
E2

To determine whether DHEA treatment affected the 
endocrine-immune network in PMO, the effects of 
DHEA on the CD4+ T cells and its production of TNF-α 
were analyzed. OVX mice treated for 12 weeks had a 
greater number of CD4+ T cells in bone marrow or the 
spleen in comparison to the sham group. Treatment 
of OVX mice with either DHEA or E2 resulted in a 
significant reduction in the OVX-induced expansion of 
CD4+ T cells in bone marrow or the spleen in comparison 
that in the OVX group (p < 0.01, Figure 4). However, the 
OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T cells did not differ 
significantly in the OVX + DHEA group and OVX + E2 
group (p > 0.05, Figure 4). 
 E2 deficiency is known to increase levels of 
circulating TNF-α (17,30). The current findings indicated 
that OVX led to a significant increase in levels of 
circulating TNF-α (p < 0.01, Figure 5A) and levels of 
TNF-α mRNA in bone marrow CD4+ T cells (p < 0.01, 
Figure 5B) in comparison to levels in the sham group. 
However, treatment with DHEA or E2 led to a significant 
reduction in TNF-α production (p < 0.01, Figure 5). 
Results indicated that TNF-α production did not differ 
significantly in the OVX + DHEA group and the OVX + 
E2 group (p > 0.05, Figure 5).

3.4. DHEA led to a slight elevation of serum E2 levels 
that was eliminated by the aromatase inhibitor letrozole

The findings above indicated that both DHEA and E2 
can prevent bone loss and suppress the OVX-induced 
expansion of CD4+ T cells and TNF-α production. Given 

that DHEA is the pre-hormone for E2, the serum E2 level 
was measured to determine if DHEA improved bone 
mass via its end metabolites. 
 As expected, the serum level of estrogen decreased 
significantly in the OVX group in comparison to that 
in the sham-treated group (P < 0.01, Figure 6A). An 
increase in the E2 level was noted in both OVX + DHEA 
mice and OVX + E2 mice in comparison to OVX mice 
(p < 0.05, p < 0.01, respectively, Figure 6A). However, 
DHEA had less of an effect on the elevation of serum 
estrogen levels (p < 0.01, Figure 6A) than E2 did. Serum 
estrogen levels in the OVX + DHEA group were lower 
than those in the sham-treated group (p < 0.05, Figure 
6A) while serum estrogen levels in the OVX + E2 group 
were higher than those in the sham-treated group (p < 
0.05, Figure 6A). The in vivo experiment (DHEA plus 
letrozole) indicated that a DHEA-induced increase in E2 
was suppressed by injection of the aromatase inhibitor 
letrozole (0.04, 0.2, 2 μg/d) (p < 0.05, p < 0.01, Figure 
6B). However, letrozole did not affect E2 levels in OVX 
mice (p > 0.05, Figure 6B). The findings above indicate 
that conversion of DHEA into estrogen might be one 
way in which DHEA can be used to prevent PMO.

3.5. The DHEA-mediated suppression of the OVX-induced 
expansion of CD4+ T cells and TNF-α production was not 
eliminated by the aromatase inhibitor letrozole

Although DHEA and E2 have almost the same action 
with regard to decreasing osteoclast-related parameters 
and modulating TNF-α-producing CD4+ T cells, DHEA 
only moderately elevated the serum estrogen level. Thus, 
DHEA was hypothesized to inhibit TNF-α-producing 
CD4+ T cells in OVX mice via its conversion into 
metabolites, such as E2. To confirm this hypothesis, 
the effects of DHEA plus letrozole on CD4+ T cells and 

Figure 5. DHEA treatment significantly decreased OVX-
induced increases in TNF-α production. (A) Circulating 
levels of TNF-α were measured in different groups using 
ELISA. (B) Levels of TNF-α mRNA in bone marrow CD4+ T 
cells were measured in different groups using qPCR. Data are 
expressed as the mean ± SD; **p < 0.01 compared to the OVX 
group.

Figure 6. DHEA led to a slight elevation of serum E2 levels 
and this effect was eliminated by the aromatase inhibitor 
letrozole in OVX mice. (A) E2 levels in different group of 
mice treated as described in Figure 1. (B) OVX mice were 
intragastrically administered saline or DHEA (n = 20), and then 
both OVX mice treated with saline (n = 20) and OVX mice 
treated with DHEA (n = 20) were divided into thew following 
4 treatment groups: a group receiving the carrier solvent, and 3 
groups receiving a 0.04, 0.2, or 2-μg/d letrozole injection for 3 
months (n = 5 for each group). After the experiment, mice were 
sacrificed and serum was collected to measure E2 levels. E2 
levels in sera were measured with ELISA. Data are expressed 
as the mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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TNF-α production were analyzed in OVX mice.
 Compared to the OVX group, each group of mice 
treated with DHEA had fewer CD4+ T cells in bone 
marrow or the spleen (p < 0.01, Figures 7A and 7B). 
However, in both OVX mice and mice treated with 
DHEA, treatment with serial concentrations of letrozole 
did not result in significant changes in the OVX-induced 
expansion of CD4+ T cells in either bone marrow or the 
spleen (p > 0.05, Figures. 7A and 7B). Furthermore, both 
DHEA administered alone and DHEA plus letrozole 
administration led to a significant increase in levels of 
circulating TNF-α (p < 0.01, Figure 7C) and levels of 
TNF-α mRNA in bone marrow CD4+ T cells (p < 0.01, 
Figure 7D) in comparison to levels in the OVX group. 
In addition, treatment with letrozole did not affect the 
production of TNF-α in OVX mice treated with DHEA (p 
> 0.05, Figures 7C and 7D). However, when OVX mice 
treated with E2 were subsequently treated with letrozole, 
both the increases in levels of circulating TNF-α and 
levels of TNF-α mRNA in bone marrow CD4+ T cells 
were inhibited (data not shown). Thus, suppression of 
the OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T cells and TNF-α 
production by DHEA was not via its conversion into E2.

4. Discussion

DHEA has been known to function as an inert precursor 

of sex steroids such as E2 and testosterone (4). 
However, the identification of DHEA receptors in the 
liver, kidneys, and testes of rats suggests that DHEA has 
specific physiologic actions of its own (4,31-33). As far 
as existing studies are concerned, DHEA may prevent 
PMO via an indirect or direct pathway. In the indirect 
pathway, DHEA may be converted to estrogen locally 
or systematically (4,8). In the direct pathway, DHEA 
may regulate the function of osteoblasts and osteoclasts 
via its own specific physiologic actions (10,11,34,35). 
The current results revealed the following: (i) DHEA 
treatment improved the bone phenotype of OVX mice 
via its action on osteoclast-related parameters (Figures 
1-3), it reduced the OVX-induced enhancement of 
osteoclast-mediated bone resorption, and it improved 
osteoblast-mediated bone formation (Figures 2 and 
3) while E2 only reduced the OVX-induced increase 
in osteoclast parameters (Figures 2 and 3). (ii) DHEA 
restored the enhanced TNF-α-production of CD4+ 
T cells in OVX mice (Figures 4 and 5). (iii) DHEA 
elevated the serum E2 level, but the effect was moderate 
and was eliminated by the aromatase inhibitor letrozole 
(Figure 6). (iv) Although letrozole suppressed a DHEA-
induced elevation of E2 levels, it did not affect the 
suppression of the OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T 
cells and TNF-α production by DHEA (Figure 7).
 Many studies have suggested a beneficial effect of 

Figure 7. The aromatase inhibitor letrozole did not affect suppression of OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T cells and 
TNF-α production by DHEA. OVX mice were intragastrically administered saline or DHEA (n = 20), and then both OVX 
mice treated with saline (n = 20) and OVX mice treated with DHEA (n = 20) were divided into the following 4 treatment groups: 
a group receiving the carrier solvent, and 3 groups receiving a 0.04, 0.2, or 2-μg/d letrozole injection for 3 months (n = 5 for 
each group). (A) CD4+ T cells in the spleen and (B) CD4+ T cells in bone marrow were quantified using flow cytometry. (C) 
Circulating levels of TNF-α were measured in different groups using ELISA. (D) Levels of TNF-α mRNA in bone marrow CD4+ 
T cells were measured in different groups using qPCR. Data are expressed as the mean ± SD; **p < 0.01 compared to the OVX 
group.
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DHEA administration on the prevention of trabecular 
BMD loss in postmenopausal women (8,9). DHEA 
levels in blood fall following OVX in rats and DHEA 
replacement counters the skeletal effects of OVX 
(36). These results coincide with the current findings. 
The current results indicated that DHEA treatment 
improves the bone phenotype of OVX mice by limiting 
osteoclast-mediated bone resorption and by improving 
osteoblast-mediated bone formation (Figures 1-3). 
However, E2 primarily increases bone mass after OVX 
by decreasing osteoclast-related parameters (Figures 
1-3). A previous study by the current authors also 
noted DHEA's preferential stimulatory effect on bone, 
thus supporting DHEA's potential clinical value over 
estrogen in the prophylactic and therapeutic treatment 
of PMO (10). Furthermore, DHEA and E2 did not 
differ significantly in terms of the extent to which they 
decreased osteoclast-related parameters (Figure 2). 
 Researchers have begun to recognize the fact that 
the skeletal and immune systems mutually regulate 
one another to a much greater degree than previously 
believed, and "osteoimmunology", an interdisciplinary 
research principle, plays many roles in the cross-talk 
between the bone and immune systems (37). PMO is 
known to be associated with a variety of endocrine and 
immune alterations (38). Researchers have contended 
that positive effects on immune status can be achieved 
by altering the hormonal milieu (39). Such cross-talk 
between the endocrine and immune systems might be 
exploited to treat PMO. Various positive immunologic 
actions of DHEA have been noted in various human 
diseases and animal models, e.g. it influences the 
systemic concentrations of inflammatory cytokines, 
it promotes the proliferation of T-lymphocytes, and it 
alters subsets of T-lymphocytes, thus improving immune 
functions (40-44). The current findings indicated that 
OVX caused an expansion of the CD4+ T cell pool in 
bone marrow and the spleen, which may occur as a 
result of increased proliferation of CD4+ T cells and 
cells with a longer lifespan (Figure 5). DHEA and E2 
reduced the proportion of the OVX-induced increase 
in bone marrow and spleen CD4+ T cells (Figure 4). 
The current findings also indicated that OVX led to a 
significant increase in levels of circulating TNF-α and 
levels of TNF-α mRNA of bone marrow CD4+ T cells 
in OVX mice in comparison to levels in sham-treated 
mice (Figure 5). This finding coincides with previous 
results (30). Additionally, treatment with DHEA or E2 
inhibited OVX induced production of TNF-α (Figure 5). 
Together, the current findings suggest that both DHEA 
and E2 limit expansion of the CD4+ T cell pool and the 
systemic and local (via bone marrow T cells) increase 
in TNF-α caused by a deficiency of E2. 
 RANKL is an osteoclastogenic mediator that is 
mainly expressed in bone by cells of mesenchymal 
origin (37). However, T cells can also be an important 
source of RANKL under certain conditions, such as 

PMO (37). CD4+ T cells have the potential to both 
positively and negatively impact osteoclastogenesis 
by secreting pro-osteoclastogenic cytokines like 
RANKL and by secreting cytokines to induce anti-
osteoclastogenic cytokine OPG expression (45,46). 
RANKL/RANK/OPG represents the primary triad 
in the cross-talk between osteoblasts and osteoclasts 
that regulates osteoclastogenesis. Upregulating TNF-α 
directly, or by augmenting RANKL secretion, may lead 
to enhanced osteoclastogenesis (47). 
 DHEA is a pre-hormone for estrogen. In vitro 
analysis indicated that primary human osteoblasts 
exhibit aromatase activity that converts DHEA into 
estrogen (8). The current study also indicated that 
DHEA elevated the serum E2 level in OVX mice 
(Figure 6A), and this phenomenon was eliminated by 
the aromatase inhibitor letrozole (Figure 6B). However, 
the current results indicated that DHEA suppresses 
OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T cells and TNF-α-
production but not via the conversion of DHEA into E2. 
Moreover, DHEA has specific physiologic actions of its 
own. A previous study by the current authors indicated 
that DHEA inhibited osteoclastogenesis via an estrogen 
receptor α-dependent pathway (48). Furthermore, 
another study by the current authors suggested that 
DHEA improved murine osteoblast growth via the 
MAPK signaling pathway, independent of either 
androgen receptors or estrogen receptors (11). Although 
DHEA and E2 did not differ significantly in terms of 
their suppression of OVX-induced expansion of TNF-α-
producing CD4+ T cells and their decreasing osteoclast-
related parameters, serum estrogen levels in the OVX + 
DHEA group were only slightly elevated. Those levels 
were lower than physiological levels in the sham-treated 
group and they were markedly lower than levels in the 
OVX + E2 group. Moreover, the aromatase inhibitor 
letrozole suppressed a DHEA-induced elevation of E2 
levels in OVX mice but it did not affect the suppression 
of the OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T cells and 
TNF-α production by DHEA (Figure 7). This suggested 
that suppression of the OVX-induced expansion of 
CD4+ T cells and TNF-α production by DHEA is not via 
its conversion into a metabolite. Thus, the conversion 
of DHEA into E2 might be one way in which DHEA 
prevents OVX-induced bone loss, but not the only way. 
Another mechanism might account for DHEA's ability 
to modulate immunity and improve the bone phenotype 
after OVX. Further work should be done to establish 
the causal relationship between changes in T-cells and 
bone-preserving effects of DHEA in OVX mice.
 In conclusion, immune function is disrupted in 
OVX mice. DHEA reversed detrimental immunological 
changes due to OVX and it provided protection against 
bone loss. Moreover, these effects were not eliminated 
by the aromatase inhibitor letrozole. Based on the 
current findings, DHEA may prevent bone loss by 
suppressing the OVX-induced expansion of CD4+ T 
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cells and TNF-α production instead of its conversion 
into estrogen, its end metabolite.
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1. Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a severe trauma of the 
central nervous system (CNS) that results in loss of 
blood vessels and disruption of the blood-spinal cord 
barrier (BSCB) (1,2). Previous studies focused largely 
on alleviating neurological manifestations of the injury 
while ignoring pathological changes in the spinal cord 
(3). The compression forces induced by SCI can rupture 

blood vessels, destroy endothelial cells and pericytes, 
disrupt the BSCB, and cause production of numerous 
molecules that result in vascular disruption (4,5).
 Maintaining spinal cord microcirculation in 
required to sustain the normal functioning of spinal 
cord nerve cells. After injury, damaged blood vessels 
allow an influx of blood cells including leucocytes, 
monocytes,  and macrophages,  contributing to 
additional loss of nervous tissue in some way. 
Blood is toxic to nervous tissue probably because 
degradation of hemoglobin releases catalytic metal 
ions, it produces free radicals, and it thereby leads 
to lipid peroxidation. Previous researchers focused 
on improving sensory motor function. However, 
they ignored the microvascular reaction of the spinal 
cord or alterations to the properties of the BSCB. 
Pharmaceuticals may have a considerable effect on 
microcirculation (6). Lycopene, a carotenoid mostly 

Summary The current study aimed to investigate the effect of lycopene on the blood-spinal cord barrier 
(BSCB) after spinal cord injury (SCI) in a mouse model. Lycopene inhibited lipid peroxidation 
and oxidative DNA damage as a highly efficient antioxidant and free radical scavenger. 
Lycopene (4 mg/kg/d) was administrated immediately following SCI. The permeability of 
the BSCB and water content in the spinal cord tissue were evaluated. Additionally, levels of 
expression of tight junction proteins and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) were determined with 
Western blotting. An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay analysis of spinal cord tissue 
homogenates was performed 48 h after SCI to evaluate the expression of inflammation-
related cytokines. In addition, recovery of motor function was assessed 1 d, 2 d, 5 d, 10 d, 
and 15 d after SCI using the Basso Mouse Scale to score locomotion. Compared to the group 
with an untreated SCI, mice with an SCI treated with lycopene had significantly reduced 
spinal cord tissue water content and BSCB permeability. Furthermore, motor function of 
mice with an SCI was also greatly improved by lycopene administration. The expression of 
the proinflammatory factors TNF-α and NF-kB increased markedly 48 h after SCI, and their 
upregulation was significantly attenuated by lycopene treatment. The expression of molecules 
that protect tight junctions, zonula occluden-1 and claudin-5, was upregulated by lycopene 
treatment after SCI. Taken together, these results clearly indicate that lycopene attenuated 
SCI by promoting repair of the damaged BSCB, so lycopene is a novel and promising 
treatment for SCI in humans.
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found in tomatoes and tomato products, possesses 
potent neuroprotective (7), antiproliferative, anticancer 
(8), and hypocholesterolemic activity (9). Lycopene 
reduces proinflammatory cytokine and chemokine-
expressing macrophages (10), it protects cultured 
hippocampal neurons against Aβ and glutamate toxicity 
(11), it protects against microglial activation in focal 
cerebral ischemia in rats (7), and it attenuates cognition 
impairment in the elderly (12). Lycopene is an agent 
that may prove useful in managing neurodegenerative 
disorders because of its ability to cross the blood-brain 
barrier (BBB) (13) and its strong antioxidant properties 
(14). Furthermore, lycopene has been shown to reverse 
neurobehavioral deficits in rats (15). However, the 
mechanism by which lycopene affects the integrity of 
the BSCB after SCI remains unclear. The current study 
used a mouse model of SCI due to impact to investigate 
the mechanism by which lycopene acts on the BSCB.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals

Male C57BL mice weighing 22-25 g (Vital River 
Laboratory Animal Technology Co. Ltd, Beijing, China) 
were housed under standard 12-h light/dark conditions 
and received food ad libitum. All procedures involving 
experimental animals were approved by the Laboratory 
Animal Care and Ethics Committee of Tianjin Central 
Hospital.

2.2. Induction of an SCI

Mice were anesthetized using pentobarbital sodium 
(80 mg/kg body weight). The modified weight-drop 
model was used to produce an SCI (16). A longitudinal 
incision was made along the midline of the back to 
expose the paravertebral muscles, which were dissected 
away to expose the T10 vertebra. The laminae were 
removed. The animal was subjected to an impact of 50 
g/mm (a 5-g weight dropped from a height of 10 mm) 
to the dorsal surface of the spinal cord. Afterwards, 
the muscles were sutured and the incision was closed. 
Following the surgical procedure, the rats were placed 
in a warming chamber. In the SCI groups, the cord 
was compressed for 1 min. Following surgery, 0.2 mL 
of saline was administered subcutaneously in order to 
replace the blood volume lost during surgery. The mice 
were singly housed at 25°C in a temperature-controlled 
room for 48 h. During this period, the animals' bladders 
were manually voided twice a day. Sham-injured 
animals were only subjected to laminectomy.

2.3. Experimental design

Mice were randomly divided into three groups: (a) A 
sham group in which the T10 vertebra was removed but 

no impact was applied and that was treated with saline 
containing 5% ethanol (n = 29); (b) A group in which 
an SCI was produced and treated with saline containing 
5% ethanol (n = 29); and (c) A group in which an SCI 
was produced and treated with lycopene (n = 29) at a 
dose of 4 mg/kg/d (17).

2.4. Evaluation of the permeability of the BSCB

Evans blue (EB) leakage was assessed using an 
established protocol (18). EB (Sigma-Aldrich, USA, 
2% w/v in saline) was injected intraperitoneally. Mice 
were perfused transcardially with saline and rinsed 
thoroughly until no more blue dye flowed out of the 
right atrium 3 h after the injection. The tissues (epicenter 
± 0.5 cm) were dehydrated at 60°C for 48 h. Afterwards, 
they were weighed and extracted in 60% trichloroacetic 
acid for 72 h. To measure EB dye, the tissues were then 
centrifuged at 14000× g for 8 min. A standard curve 
with EB dye was plotted and fluorescence intensity was 
measured in the supernatant using a spectrophotometer 
at an excitation wavelength of 620 nm and an emission 
wavelength of 680 nm. All measurements were within 
the range of detection established by the standard curve. 
R2 of the standard curve was 0.99. The concentration of 
dye was calculated as the ratio of absorbance relative to 
the tissue volume. 

2.5. Evaluation of the water content in spinal cord 
tissue

Lycopene treatment (4 mg/kg/d) was administered 
within 30 min of surgery and then every 24 h. Forty-
eight h after SCI, the injured spinal cord (epicenter ± 
0.5 cm) was extracted and dried at 80°C for 48 h. Water 
content in spinal cord tissue was calculated according 
to the following formula: spinal cord water content (%) 
= (wet weight-dry weight)/wet weight × 100%.

2.6. Functional testing

Functional recovery after SCI was assessed using Basso 
Mouse Scale (BMS) (19). Mice with an SCI were 
tested 1 d, 2 d, 5 d, 10 d, and 15 d after SCI, and they 
were scored in an open-field environment by trained 
investigators.

2.7. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

To detect the levels of inflammation-related cytokines, 
the rats were sacrificed 48 h after SCI and the injured 
spinal cord was used to prepare spinal cord tissue 
homogenates (epicenter ± 0.5 cm). Levels of TNF-α 
and NF-kB were determined using specific enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits according to 
the manufacturer's instructions (Beyotime Institute of 
Biotechnology, Shanghai, China).
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with lycopene (Figure 1).

3.2. Effect of lycopene on the water content in the spinal 
cord 

Water content in the spinal cord was detected to evaluate 
whether lycopene has protective action by reducing 
the level of edema. Water content in the spinal cord 
after injury increased significantly in the group with 
an untreated SCI compared to that in the sham group 
(untreated SCI: 0.72 ± 0.02 vs. sham: 0.47 ± 0.04, p < 
0.001). Water content in the spinal cord decreased in the 
group with an SCI treated with lycopene in comparison 
to that in the group with an untreated SCI (untreated SCI: 
0.72 ± 0.02 vs. SCI treated with lycopene: 0.62 ± 0.06, p 
< 0.05) (Figure 2). 

3.3. Effect of lycopene on the permeability of the BSCB

To determine whether lycopene reduced the increase in 
permeability induced by compression injury, the level of 
EB in injured tissue was determined. The level of EB in 
the group with an untreated SCI increased significantly 
compared to that in the sham group (SCI: 0.48 ± 0.15 
μg/mg vs. sham: 0.01 ± 0.03 μg/mg, p < 0.001). After 
lycopene treatment, the level of EB in the spinal cord 
tissue decreased significantly compared to that in the 
group with an untreated SCI (untreated SCI: 0.48±0.15 
μg/mg vs. SCI treated with lycopene: 0.25 ± 0.10 μg/mg, 
p < 0.05) (Figure 3).

2.8. Western blotting 

Spinal cord samples (epicenter ± 0.5 cm) were collected 
and total protein was prepared with a lysis buffer 
(Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Shanghai, 
China). Protein levels were determined using a protein 
assay kit (BCA, Pierce, Rockford, USA). Protein was 
separated with 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto 
PVDF membranes. The membranes, blocked with 5% 
BSA for 1 h, were incubated with antibodies against 
heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) (1:100, Santa Cruz, USA), 
zonula occluden-1 (ZO-1) (1:100, Santa Cruz, USA) 
and claudin-5 (1:100, Santa Cruz, USA). The primary 
antibodies were detected using horseradish peroxidase-
conjugated rat anti-rabbit, rat anti-mouse, or rabbit anti-
goat IgG secondary antibodies (1:500, Santa Cruz, 
USA). The bands were visualized using enhanced 
chemiluminescence and relative band intensities were 
quantified using Image Pro Plus 7.0 (Media Cybernetics, 
Silver Spring, MD). 

2.9. Statistical analysis

All data are presented as the mean ± SD. Data on the 
two groups were compared using a paired student's t 
test. One-way analysis of variance and Tukey's post-
hoc tests were used to compare groups. p < 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Effect of lycopene on motor function 

Functional recovery of overground locomotion was 
observed 2 d, 5 d, 10 d, and 15 d after SCI in all groups, 
and observations indicated that motor function of the 
group with an SCI treated with lycopene improved 
significantly compared to that of the group with an 
untreated SCI (p < 0.05). At 24 h, there were no 
significant differences in the motor function of the group 
with an untreated SCI and the group with an SCI treated 

Figure 1. Lycopene improved functional recovery. Motor 
function of the group with an untreated SCI and the group 
with an SCI treated with lycopene was assessed using the 
BMS score (n = 8). Two d, 5 d, 10 d, and 15 d after SCI, motor 
function of the group with an SCI treated with lycopene was 
better than that of the group with an untreated SCI. *p < 0.05, 
**p < 0.01.

Figure 2. Lycopene reduced edema of the spinal cord after 
SCI. Water content in the spinal cord was determined (n = 6). 
*p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001.

Figure 3. As indicated by EB levels, lycopene reduced the 
permeability of the BSCB. Shown here are photographs of 
the sham group, the group with an untreated SCI, and the group 
with an SCI treated with lycopene. The length of each tissue 
specimen was 1 cm. The fluorescence intensity of EB in the 
three groups was quantified (n = 6). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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3.4. Effect of lycopene on the expression of pro-
inflammatory cytokines after SCI

Changes in levels of TNF-α and NF-kB in the spinal 
cord were detected with ELISA. Compared to the sham 
group, the group with an untreated SCI had marked 
increased levels of expression of TNF-α (untreated SCI: 
14.03 ± 0.60 pg/mg vs. sham: 9.94 ± 0.05 pg/mg, p < 
0.001) and NF-kB (untreated SCI: 24.03 ± 0.55 pg/mg 
vs. sham: 11.26 ± 0.38 pg/mg, p < 0.001). Compared to 
the group with an untreated SCI, the group with an SCI 
treated with lycopene had markedly decreased levels of 
expression of TNF-α (untreated SCI: 14.03 ± 0.60 pg/
mg, lycopene: 11.59 ± 0.51 pg/mg, p < 0.05) and NF-
kB (untreated SCI: 24.03 ± 0.55 pg/mg, SCI treated 
with lycopene: 14.92 ± 0.88 pg/mg, p < 0.001) (Figure 
4).

3.5. Effect of lycopene on expression of tight junction 
(TJ) proteins and the protein HO-1

Proteins related to the BSCB, i.e. ZO-1, claudin-5, and 
HO-1, were detected. Expression of TJ proteins was 

upregulated by lycopene 48 h after SCI. The levels of 
expression of the proteins ZO-1 and claudin-5 were 
much lower in the group with an untreated SCI than 
those in the sham group 48 h after SCI. However, 
lycopene alleviated the abnormal disruption of 
ZO-1 and claudin-5 in the group with an SCI treated 
with lycopene. The group with a treated SCI had a 
significantly increased level of HO-1 protein 48 h after 
SCI compared to the sham group (p < 0.001). The level 
of HO-1 decreased in the group with an SCI treated 
with lycopene in comparison to that in the group with 
an untreated SCI (p < 0.05) (Figure 5). 

4. Discussion

As a member of the carotenoid family, lycopene has 
numerous potential health benefits, most of which are 
based on its antioxidant properties. Previous researchers 
focused on improving sensory motor function, but 
microvascular reactions of the spinal cord or alterations 
to the properties of the BSCB were neglected. Any 
alterations to the BSCB may change the spinal 
cord microfluid environment, leading to functional 
disturbance. Reducing the breakdown of the BSCB may 
protect the nervous system. However, how lycopene 
acts on the integrity of the BSCB and microcirculation 
after SCI remains unclear.
 Spinal cord edema largely explains the morbidity 
and mortality of SCI (20). Spinal cord edema induces 
openings in the BSCB, leading to an exchange of 
harmful substances between blood and tissue. Disruption 
of the BSCB elicits marked local inflammation with the 
infiltration of neutrophils and macrophages, leading to 
cell death and permanent neurological disability (21,22). 
The current study found that lycopene significantly 
reduced the level of edema after SCI.
 TJs are located at the apical end of the inter-
endothelial space and are connected to adherens 
junctions near the basal end of the inter-endothelial 
space (23). TJ proteins, such as transmembrane proteins 
claudin-5 and the peripheral membrane protein ZO-
1, are essential to the normal functioning of TJs (24). 
Changes in the distribution and expression of TJ-
associated proteins are reported to be closely related to 
the permeability of the BSCB after an SCI (25,26). In 
the current study, expression of ZO-1 and claudin-5 was 
detected and lycopene treatment significantly increased 
the expression of ZO-1 and claudin-5 compared to levels 
in the group with an untreated SCI. This indicated that 
lycopene treatment increased the integrity of the BSCB 
after SCI by regulating ZO-1 and claudin-5.
 Neuroinflammation leads to breakdown of the 
BSCB, which is implicated in the pathogenesis of CNS 
disease. The expression of proinflammatory cytokines, 
including TNF-α and NF-kB, at the site of injury has 
been found to regulate the permeability of the BSCB 
following SCI (27,28). Exposure of the endothelium 

Figure 4. Effect of lycopene on the concentrations of 
inflammation cytokines after SCI. Injured spinal cord tissue 
was used to prepare spinal cord tissue homogenates (epicenter 
± 5 mm) 48 h after SCI, and levels of TNF-α (A) and NF-kB (B) 
were determined using ELISA (n = 6). ***p < 0.001.

Figure 5. Effect of lycopene on expression of the proteins 
ZO-1, claudin-5, and HO-1 at the injured spinal cord 48 
h after SCI (n = 3). (A) Expression of claudin-5, ZO-1, and 
HO-1 in the three groups. (B-D) The relative intensity of 
claudin-5, ZO-1, and HO-1 expression in the three groups. *p < 
0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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to proinflammatory cytokines interrupts the BBB by 
disorganizing cell-cell junctions (29). In the current 
study, the effect of lycopene on the inflammatory 
mediator TNF-α and its regulatory factor NF-kB was 
investigated. Results revealed that lycopene treatment 
significantly decreased the activation of TNF-α and NF-
kB compared to levels in the group with an untreated 
SCI. These results indicate that lycopene inhibited the 
generation of inflammatory mediators, thereby limiting 
disruption of the BSCB and eventually resulting in 
amelioration of pathological changes caused by SCI.
 HO-1 is involved in the rate-limiting step in the 
oxidative degradation of heme. HO-1 expression is 
upregulated in response to oxidative stress, which 
catalyzes the degradation of pro-oxidant heme to carbon 
monoxide, iron, and bilirubin (30). HO-1 expression is 
an adaptive and protective response to oxidative stress. 
HO-1 can be induced by a variety of stimuli and various 
agents that cause oxidative stress, and it protects cells 
from the oxidative damage caused by reactive oxygen 
species (31). Lycopene has been found to protect 
against oxidation of lipids, proteins, and DNA in vivo. 
Therefore, the current study used lycopene to detect an 
anti-oxidant effect after SCI, and the results indicated 
that lycopene significantly decreased the expression of 
HO-1.
 In conclusion, the current findings indicate that 
lycopene could potentially serve as a treatment to reduce 
the severity of SCI. These results should help in studying 
the mechanism and treatment of SCI in humans. This 
study found that lycopene acts on the BSCB after SCI. 
Lycopene improved motor function, it reduced the 
permeability of the BSCB, it increased the number of 
tight junctions, and it reduced inflammatory factors. 
However, how lycopene acts on the components of 
the BSCB (endothelial cells, pericytes, and astrocytes) 
remains unclear. Future studies should concentrate on the 
key molecules mediating neurovascular links among the 
various types of cells of the BSCB and pharmaceuticals 
should be developed to treat SCI and other CNS 
conditions.
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1. Introduction

The prevalence of acute and chronic ischemic heart 
disease and heart failure is as high as 8% in Western 
countries; these conditions account for more than one-
third of all human mortality and remain the leading 
causes of death worldwide (1). The myocardium consists 

Summary The current study examined the serum levels of receptor-interacting protein kinase 3 (RIPK3) 
in 51 patients with New York Heart Association (NYHA) class III-IV heart failure, 53 patients 
with myocardial infarction with ST elevation (STEMI), and 19 healthy subjects serving as a 
control group. An enzyme-linked immunoadsorbent assay (ELISA) was used to measure the 
levels of RIPK3 expression in serum. The area under the receiver operating characteristic 
curve (AUC) was then used to evaluate the predictive performance of RIPK3 and troponin 
I in patients with STEMI. In patients with normal levels of troponin I prior to percutaneous 
coronary intervention (PCI), serum levels of RIPK3 and troponin I after PCI were sufficient 
to differentiate patients with a preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) from those 
with impaired left ventricular function after PCI (AUC = 0.780 (95% CI: 0.565-0.995, p = 
0.043) with a sensitivity of 76.9% and a specificity of 71.4% vs. AUC = 0.735 (95% CI: 0.530-
0.941, p = 0.038) with a sensitivity of 88.2% and a specificity of 63.6% at the optimal cutoff 
values, respectively). Moreover, elevated levels of troponin I after PCI were associated with an 
increased risk of an LVEF < 50% prior to discharge (odds ratio, 1.014; 95 % CI, 1.001 to 1.027; 
p = 0.03), while elevated levels of RIPK3 were not associated with such a risk. The current 
findings suggest that in patients with normal levels of troponin I prior to PCI, serum levels of 
RIPK3 and troponin I can serve as a potential marker to identify patients with a decreased 
LVEF, thus possibly allowing an early shift to more intensive therapy.
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of differentiated cardiomyocytes that are responsible for 
its contractile function. The heart is an organ with limited 
capacity for regeneration and repair. In cardiovascular 
diseases such as myocardial infarction and congestive 
heart failure, there is a significant loss of cardiomyocytes 
(2). Hence, new biomarkers that indicate early cardiac 
cell death need to be found. Much attention has been 
focused on understanding the mechanism of cell death 
in acute and chronic heart diseases in order to improve 
patient outcomes. All types of cell death - autophagy, 
apoptosis and necrosis - participate in the progression of 
heart diseases - with a great uncertainty as to which of 
them prevails (3,4). 
 Recently,  a novel type of cell  death called 
"programmed necrosis" or necroptosis has been reported 
to be involved in the pathogenesis of heart disease (5). 
Similar to apoptosis, this process is tightly regulated by 
distinct molecules and has morphological features of 
both necrosis and inflammation (3,6-9). Nevertheless, 
the exact pathways activating this programmed necrosis 
are not fully understood (10). A study has shown that 
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) is a factor that 
triggers the formation of a complex, called necrosome, 
in the cytoplasm between receptor-interacting protein 
kinase 1 (RIPK1) and receptor-interacting protein 
kinase 3 (RIPK3) (7). In the process of the formation of 
this complex, RIPK3 phosphorylates RIPK1, which is 
an essential step in inducing necroptosis (11). 
 The current study examined the serum levels of 
RIPK3 in 51 patients with New York Heart Association 
(NYHA) class III-IV heart failure, 53 patients with 
myocardial infarction with ST elevation (STEMI), and 
19 healthy subjects. This study sought to determine 
the dynamics of the release of RIPK3 after myocyte 
injury within 48 hours after the onset of symptoms 
in all patients with STEMI. This study examined the 
association between serum levels of RIPK3 and patient 
outcomes like a decreased left ventricular ejection 
fraction (LVEF), mortality, and further hospitalization.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethics Statement

All procedures were approved by the Scientific Research 
Ethics Committee of the Prof. Dr. Paraskev Stoyanov 
Medical University of Varna. Blood samples were 
collected from 53 patients with STEMI (myocardial 
infarction with ST elevation), 51 patients with NYHA 
class III-IV heart failure, and 19 healthy individuals at 
St. Marina University Hospital, Varna after an informed 
consent form (ICF) was obtained from all study 
participants. 

2.2. Patient selection

From October 2014 to April 2016, 123 subjects were 

enrolled - 51 with NYHA class III-IV heart failure, 53 
with STEMI, and 19 healthy individuals serving as 
controls. Every possible attempt was made to ensure that 
selected groups, including healthy controls, were matched 
by age and sex. Patients with STEMI were treated with 
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). All patients 
with STEMI had a post-procedure Thrombolysis in 
Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) flow grade of 3. Serum 
levels of RIPK3 were measured upon admission on Day 
0 (< 12 hours of the onset of symptoms) and on Day 1 
(24-48 hours after the onset of symptoms). Serum levels 
of RIPK3 were not evaluated on Day 2 or later after PCI. 
Inclusion criteria for patients with myocardial infarction 
were: chest pain with significant (minimum 2-mm) ST 
segment elevation according to at least 2 contiguous 
electrocardiogram (ECG) leads, a significant increase in 
cardiac markers (troponin I > 0.2 ng/mL), and < 12 hours 
of the onset of symptoms to primary PCI. All of the 
patients with myocardial infarction underwent cardiac 
catheterization and were treated with primary angioplasty 
and stent replacement. 
 Serum from 51 hospitalized patients with NYHA 
class III-IV heart failure was collected to measure 
RIPK3. The current study defined heart failure in 
accordance with the definition of the European Society 
of Cardiology (12), which defines heart failure as a 
clinical syndrome characterized by typical symptoms 
(e.g. breathlessness, ankle swelling, and fatigue) that 
may be accompanied by signs (e.g. elevated jugular 
venous pressure, pulmonary crackles, and peripheral 
oedema) caused by a structural abnormality resulting 
in a reduced cardiac output and/or elevated intracardiac 
pressures at rest or during stress. Seven (13.7%) of the 
51 patients had NYHA class IV heart failure. For most 
patients (34/51, 66.7%), symptoms of heart failure were 
due to ischemic heart disease or previous myocardial 
infarction. In 9/51 patients (17.6%), heart failure was due 
to idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy, and in 8/51 patients 
(15.6%) heart failure was due to some other reason ‒ 
e.g. heart valve disease or arrhythmia. All patients had a 
decreased LVEF (mean 34.4% ± 8.07). Exclusion criteria 
for all groups were: a current infection, an inflammatory 
disease, or an oncological disease.

2.3. Echocardiography

LVEF was measured using the biplane method of disks 
(Simpson's rule) in accordance with the European 
Association of Cardiovascular Imaging (13). LVEF was 
evaluated prior to PCI and upon discharge. The LVEF 
upon discharge (49.5% ± 9.5) improved significantly 
compared to the LVEF prior to PCI (47.3% ± 11.6).

2.4. Measurement of RIPK3 and troponin I in serum

For patients with STEMI, peripheral venous blood was 
drawn at the beginning of the procedure and then again 
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of demographic variables. Median follow-up was 10 
months for patients with STEMI and patients with heart 
failure. After the follow-up, 5 patients with STEMI and 
5 patients with heart failure died due to cardiac causes. 
Four patients with STEMI were hospitalized again 
during follow-up due to symptoms of heart failure.

3.2. RIPK3 levels in patients with heart failure or 
STEMI and its predictive value

The current study sought to determine if RIPK3 is 
released extracellularly and if it could serve as a marker 
of necroptosis and cellular injury. RIPK3 was measured 
in 51 patients with NYHA class III-IV heart failure and 
19 healthy subjects. Serum levels of RIPK3 did not 
differ significantly in healthy persons (mean 0,253 ng/
mL ± 0.2) and patients with NYHA class III-IV heart 
failure (mean 0,236 ng/mL ± 0.4) (Figure 1). Patients 
with NYHA class III-IV heart failure who died during 
the follow-up (n = 5) had RIPK3 levels that were not 
significantly higher than those in patients who did not 
die. Linear and logistic regression were used to evaluate 
the potential association between baseline variables 
such as the number of previous hospitalizations due to 
heart failure, the decrease in the LVEF, and the serum 
level of RIPK3. No significant associations were noted.
 Serum levels of RIPK3 and troponin I were measured 

between 24-48 hours after the onset of symptoms. For 
patients with heart failure, peripheral blood was drawn 
once during hospitalization. From healthy subjects, 
samples were collected once from 8-12 AM. Blood 
was collected in 5-mL containers and no more than 
15 min later it was centrifuged at 2,500 g for 20 min. 
Serum was stored at -80°C. Samples were analyzed for 
RIPK3 using an ELISA kit (CUSABIO, Wuhan, China) 
according to the manufacturer's instructions. RIPK3 
levels were not used to render clinical decisions about 
patients. Levels of troponin I in serum were measured 
with Immulite 2000 (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany).

2.5. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with SPSS Statistics 
v.23 using descriptive statistics. Categorical variables 
were summarized with frequencies and percentages. 
Variables are expressed as the mean ± standard 
deviation (SD). The Mann-Whitney U test, Wilcoxon 
paired test, Pearson correlation, and χ2 test were used 
to compare and estimate correlations between serum 
levels of RIPK3 and troponin I and demographic and 
clinical characteristics such as gender and age. The 
specificity and sensitivity with which serum levels of 
RIPK3 and troponin I were able to differentiate patients 
with a preserved LVEF (≥ 50%) from patients with 
impaired left ventricular function after STEMI upon 
discharge were evaluated with receiver operating curve 
(ROC) analysis. The diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers 
was also determined by obtaining the largest possible 
area under the curve (AUC) in ROC analysis. Simple 
logistic regression was used to estimate the odds ratios 
with which to predict a decreased LVEF after PCI and 
prior to discharge. Two-tailed p-values (< 0.05) were 
considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics and outcomes

Demographic characteristics of patients with STEMI 
(n = 53) and heart failure (n = 51) are shown in Table 
1. There were no significant differences between 
healthy control subjects and patients with STEMI in 
terms of age. There were no significant differences 
between patients with heart failure and STEMI in terms 

Figure 1. Bar graph, representing serum levels of RIPK3 
in healthy controls, patients with class III-IV NYHA heart 
failure (HF), and patients with STEMI. The Wilcoxon paired 
test was used to detect significant differences in serum levels 
of RIPK3 in patients with STEMI on Day 0 and Day 1. Two-
tailed p-values (< 0.05) were considered significant. (RIPK3: 
receptor-interacting protein kinase 3; STEMI: myocardial 
infarction with ST elevation.)

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of patients with STEMI, patients with heart failure, and healthy control subjects

Demographic characteristics

Age; yrs.
Male, %
Hypertension, %
Diabetes, %
Hypercholesterolemia, %

Patients with heart failure

67.2 ± 9.3
72.9
100
18.6
64.8

Patients with STEMI

63.9 ± 12.9
57.4
100
15.7
70.2

Significance

p = 0.32
p = 0.43

-
p = 0.68
p = 0.13

Healthy control subjects

59.5 ± 10.5
73.7

-
-
-

Significance

p = 0.11
p = 0.12

-
-
-

STEMI: myocardial infarction with ST elevation.
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in 53 patients with STEMI on Day 0 following admission 
to the intensive care unit. All patients underwent PCI 
and a blood sample was collected on Day 1 to measure 
levels of RIPK3 and troponin I (Table 2). Serum levels of 
RIPK3 on Day 0 did not differ significantly from those in 
patients with NYHA class III-IV heart failure. However, 
serum levels of RIPK3 on Day 0 (mean 0,264 ng/mL 
± 0.5) and Day 1 (mean 0.660 ng/mL ± 1.3) did differ 
significantly (Figure 1). Troponin I was more sensitive 
than RIPK3 at detecting early biochemical evidence of 
cardiac myocyte death. The ROC curve was plotted for 
highest levels of troponin I and RIPK3 and the LVEF 
prior to discharge. Neither serum levels of RIPK3 nor 
troponin I were sufficient to differentiate patients with a 
preserved LVEF from those with impaired left ventricular 
function after STEMI. Patients with STEMI who died (n 
= 5) or were hospitalized again (n = 4) during follow-up 
had RIPK3 or troponin I levels that were not significantly 
higher than those in surviving patients with STEMI. 
 The current study divided patients with STEMI (n 
= 53) into two groups - one with increased troponin 
I levels (n = 25) and another with normal troponin I 
levels (n = 28) prior to PCI. In patients with normal 
levels of troponin I prior to PCI, serum levels of RIPK3 
and troponin I after PCI were sufficient to differentiate 
patients with a preserved LVEF and those with impaired 
left ventricular function after PCI (AUC = 0.780 (95% 
CI: 0.565-0.995, p = 0.043) with a sensitivity of 76.9% 
and a specificity of 71.4% vs. AUC = 0.735 (95% CI: 
0.530-0.941, p = 0.038) a sensitivity of 88.2% and 
a specificity of 63.6% at the optimal cutoff values, 
respectively) (Figure 2). Upon discharge, serum levels of 
RIPK3 (mean 0.860 ng/mL ± 1.6) and troponin I (mean 
139.1 ng/mL ± 55.8) in the patients with an LVEF < 50% 
were significantly higher than those in patients with a 
preserved LVEF (Figure 3). Simple logistic regression 
analysis showed that elevated levels of troponin I after 
PCI were associated with an increased risk of an LVEF 
< 50% prior to discharge (odds ratio, 1.014; 95% CI, 
1.001 to 1.027; p = 0.03), while elevated levels of RIPK3 
were not associated with such a risk. There was a weak 
correlation between serum levels of troponin I and 
RIPK3, but that correlation was not significant.

4. Discussion

Cell death plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of the 
major syndromes that affect the heart: heart failure and 
myocardial infarction. The magnitude and time of cell 

death in these syndromes differ significantly. Patients 
with heart failure exhibit ongoing myocyte death over 
months, but patients with myocardial infarction have a 
spike in cell death for several hours only (14).
 RIPK3 is a novel regulator of programmed cell 
death. The goal of the current study was to examine 
the serum levels of RIPK3 expression in patients with 
NYHA class III-IV heart failure and patients with 
STEMI in comparison to levels in healthy control 
subjects. There were no significant differences in the 
serum levels of RIPK3 in patients with NYHA class III-
IV heart failure and patients with STEMI up to 12 hours 
after the onset of symptoms in comparison to levels in 
healthy controls. However, RIPK3 and troponin I were 

Table 2. Dynamic changes in serum levels of troponin I and RIPK3 in patients with STEMI

Items

Troponin I (ng/mL)
RIPK3 (ng/mL)

Up to 12 hours after the onset of symptoms

      7.6 ± 14.8
0.264 ± 0.5

24 hours after the onset of symptoms

    42.7 ± 32.1
0.660 ± 1.3

Significance

p < 0.001
p = 0.02

RIPK3: receptor-interacting protein kinase 3; STEMI: myocardial infarction with ST elevation.

Figure 3. Bar graph, representing serum levels of 
RIPK3 and troponin I in patients with STEMI and 
normal troponin I levels prior to percutaneous coronary 
intervention (PCI) according to the left ventricular ejection 
fraction (LVEF) prior to discharge. The Mann-Whitney 
U test was used to detect significant differences in patients' 
serum levels. Two-tailed p-values (< 0.05) were considered 
significant. (A). RIPK3, (B). Troponin I

Figure 2. Receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis, using 
serum levels of RIPK3 and troponin I to differentiate 
patients with a preserved left ventricular ejection fraction 
(LVEF) and those with impaired left ventricular function 
after PCI. All patients included in this analysis had normal 
troponin I levels prior to percutaneous coronary intervention 
(PCI). Diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers was determined by 
obtaining the largest possible area under the curve (AUC) in 
ROC analysis. (A). RIPK3 AUC = 0.780, (B). Troponin I AUC 
= 0.735
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found to have a potential role in differentiating patients 
with preserved left ventricular function from patients 
with impaired left ventricular function after STEMI 
among patients with normal serum levels of troponin I 
prior to PCI.
 Programmed necrosis mediated by RIPK3 has 
recently been defined as a novel mechanism of cell death 
with major functional importance in several organs, 
including the heart (15). Cell culture experiments in 
human cell lines have shown that an association between 
RIPK1 and RIPK3 in response to TNF-α stimulation 
represents the crucial initial step in programmed 
necrosis (5). Although the exact mechanisms of 
necroptosis remain unknown, necroptosis is believed to 
lead to rapid plasma membrane permeabilization, release 
of cell contents, and exposure of damage-associated 
molecular pattern molecules (16). This provokes a 
strong inflammatory response, resulting in impaired left 
ventricular function (17). RIPK3 is also responsible for 
generation of reactive oxygen species, which may be 
another mechanism for organ damage due to myocardial 
ischemia (5).
 In a study using an in vivo model of myocardial 
infarction 24 hours after permanent ligation of the left 
anterior descending coronary artery, overexpression of 
RIPК3 was detected via an immunoblot test in mouse 
hearts (10). In that study, RIPК3-deficient mice had a 
significantly better ejection fraction and less hypertrophy 
in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies 30 days 
after experimental infarction in comparison to wild-type 
mice. Moreover, the hearts of RIPK3-deficient mice 
were found to have lower levels of B-type natriuretic 
peptide (BNP) and those mice were found to have lower 
serum levels of troponin T (10). Another in vivo study 
found that pharmacological inhibition of necroptosis 
reduces infarct size 24 hours after induction of ischemia 
(18). 
 The widespread use of PCI has hampered the 
diagnosis of myocardial necrosis and infarction. Given 
these circumstances, whether a biomarker alone is 
sufficient to define myocardial infarction without 
angiographic evidence of ischemia is still uncertain (19). 
After PCI, levels of troponin are often elevated without 
clinical symptoms. Several mechanisms, such as distal 
embolization of plaques disrupted by a stent or balloon, 
platelet-rich microthrombi, and vasospasms, have been 
proposed as an explanation (20). Restoring blood flow 
can paradoxically induce cardiac injury, but PCI is 
nonetheless the most effective strategy for improving 
clinical outcomes. Recently, important differences in 
the underlying mechanism of myocardial ischemia and 
reperfusion injury after PCI have been noted (21). The 
current results suggest that RIPK3 is at least partially 
involved in this post-procedure injury. This is consistent 
with previous studies that reported that a deficiency in 
RIPK3 provides profound protection against cardiac 
injury induced by reperfusion (22). Several studies in 

patients with normal levels of troponin prior to PCI 
have found that an increase in troponin levels after PCI 
is associated with myocardial necrosis according to 
MRI and a poor outcome (23-25). The current results 
suggest that in patients with normal levels of troponin 
prior to PCI, serum levels of RIPK3 and troponin I 
after PCI can differentiate patients with preserved 
left ventricular function and impaired left ventricular 
function (AUC = 0.780 (95% CI: 0.565-0.995, p = 0.043) 
with a sensitivity of 76.9% and a specificity of 71.4% 
vs. AUC = 0.735 (95% CI: 0.530-0.941, p = 0.038) with 
a sensitivity of 88.2% and a specificity of 63.6% at the 
optimal cutoff values, respectively) (Figure 2). RIPK3 
is not specific to the heart, so other reasons besides 
myocardial infarction for elevated levels of RIPK3 on 
Day 1 cannot be ruled out. Only a few studies of human 
pathology have examined levels of RIPK3 expression 
and their association with clinical outcomes (26,27). 
The current results suggest that the serum level of 
RIPK3 increased significantly 24 hours after the onset 
of symptoms. Unfortunately, the current results provide 
no direct evidence that necroptosis is the dominant form 
of cell death in myocardial damage after PCI. Troponin 
I is a more specific and sensitive marker than RIPK3 in 
detecting the level of cardiomyocyte death, but whether 
existing biomarkers alone and to what extent they are 
sufficient enough to define PCI-related myocardial 
injury without the presence of angiographic ischemia 
is uncertain (24). Significantly elevated serum levels of 
RIPK3 on Day 1 (after PCI) may indicate myocardial 
injury after PCI. Therefore, RIPK3 may have the 
potential to be specific marker for myocardial injury 
after PCI. However, larger studies are necessary to 
determine whether RIPK3 can serve as a specific marker 
of necroptosis and to define its role as a biomarker in 
patients with myocardial infarction.
 A study has indicated that apoptosis is a key factor in 
the pathogenesis of heart failure (28). The prevalence of 
necrosis in heart failure has not been studied intensively. 
Several mice models suggested that necrosis plays a role 
in the progression of heart failure (29,30). A limitation 
of the current study, besides its relative small sample, 
is that most patients had serum levels of RIPK3 close 
to the minimum detection limits of the assay used. The 
expected difference in the serum levels of RIPK3 in 
patients with heart failure and healthy controls was in 
a very low range that the assay was able to detect. This 
means that the sensitivity issue is unresolved (31).
 In summary, the current results suggest that RIPK3 is 
significantly elevated in patients with STEMI after PCI, 
implying that RIPK3 may be involved in post-procedure 
injury. In patients with normal troponin I levels prior to 
PCI, elevated levels of RIPK3 and troponin I can serve 
as a potential marker with which to identify patients 
with a decreased LVEF prior to discharge. This may 
allow an early shift to more intensive therapy to improve 
clinical outcomes.
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Age does not affect complications and overall survival rate after 
pancreaticoduodenectomy: Single-center experience and systematic 
review of literature
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1. Introduction

In the early 1990s, pancreaticoduodenectomy (PD) 
was rarely performed in elderly patients because of the 
high postoperative morbidity and mortality rates, even 
in young patients. During the last two decades, the 
mortality rates after pancreatic resection have decreased 
to no more than 2% in experienced centers (1,2), with 
an acceptable morbidity rate. 
 Several reports have shown that postoperative 
complication rates of surgical resection in elderly 
patients are similar to those in younger patients, and the 
overall survival is comparable (3-5). Others have shown 

the contrary, i.e., elderly patients have a higher mortality 
rate, have a tendency to stay longer in the intensive care 
unit, have higher incidences of postoperative cardiac 
events, experience more nutritional and functional 
difficulties, and show a higher rate of readmission 
compared to younger patients (6-8). 
 The aim of the present study was to compare the 
postoperative complication rate and overall survival 
between patients younger and older than 70 years 
old who underwent PD. Moreover, we performed 
a systematic review of the literature related to 
complications of PD in elderly patients.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

A prospectively collected database of 206 patients who 
underwent PD from January 2008 to December 2015 
in our department was retrospectively analyzed. The 
patients who had a performance status of 2 or more, 

Summary We aimed to evaluate the feasibility of pancreaticoduodenectomy (PD) in elderly patients. We 
retrospectively analyzed data from 206 patients who underwent PD between 2008 and 2015. 
The patients were divided into two groups: patients aged < 70 years (n = 117) and those aged ≥ 
70 years (n = 89). To update the outcome of PD in elderly patients, we performed a systematic 
review of published work. The preoperative patient characteristics were similar between the 
two groups except for hypertension, which was significantly more frequent in the older group 
(25% vs. 52%; p < 0.001). There was no difference in the mortality (0% vs. 1%; p = 0.43) or 
morbidity (26% vs. 20%; p = 0.41) rates between the two groups. The overall survival rate 
in patients with pancreatic cancer between the two groups did not differ (p = 0.40). Twenty-
one studies, including our own, were identified in the published work. The overall median 
morbidity and mortality rates of the elderly patients were 41.5% (range, 20-78%) and 5.8% 
(range, 0-10.5%), respectively. PD is feasible in elderly patients with acceptable morbidity and 
mortality rates.
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symptomatic cardiac or pulmonary insufficiency, renal 
failure with dialysis, or dementia were considered 
as contraindicated for PD regardless of age in our 
department. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy 
was not performed.
 Patients who underwent PD were divided into two 
groups: patients aged < 70 years (young group) and 
patients aged ≥ 70 years (old group). The two groups 
were compared in terms of preoperative demographic 
features ,  comorbidi t ies ,  surgical  procedures , 
postoperative outcomes, nutritional status, and survival. 
Preoperative comorbidities included diabetes mellitus, 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, 
coronary artery disease, cardiac insufficiency, renal 
insufficiency, and cerebrovascular disease. 
 The surgical procedure included exploration, tumor 
resection and regional lymph node dissection. Subtotal 
stomach-preserving PD with reconstruction through 
pancreaticojejunostomy or pancreaticogastrostomy was 
performed. Pancreaticogastrostomy was performed 
in patients with soft pancreatic texture or a small 
pancreatic duct. In patients with portal vein invasion, 
portal vein resection was associated with PD. One 
of the two staff surgeons in our institution always 
participated in the operation as either the operator or 
instructor, and PD was performed in the same manner 
for all patients.
 Postoperative mortality was defined as death within 
30 days after the operation or during hospitalization. 
A postoperative pancreatic fistula (POPF) was defined 
according to the criteria of the International Study 
Group of Pancreatic Fistula (ISGPF) (9); postoperative 
pancreatic hemorrhage (PPH) according to the criteria 
of International Study Group of Pancreatic Surgery 
(ISGPS) (10); bile leakage according to the International 
Study Group of Liver Surgery (ISGLS) (11), delayed 
gastric emptying (DGE) according to the ISGPS criteria 
(12). Postoperative abdominal complications were 
recorded and graded according to the Dindo-Clavien 
classification (13). Grade III or IV complications were 
categorized as severe complications. Nutritional status 
was evaluated using prognostic nutritional index (PNI) 
(14). PNI was calculated by the following formula: 10 
× serum albumin level (g/dL) × absolute lymphocyte 
count (number/mm2). PNI was evaluated preoperatively 
and 6 months postoperatively. 

2.2. Review of literature

To understand the outcomes of PD in elderly patients, 
we performed a systematic review of published work 
on this topic based on the data available on PubMed 
(1976-2015). The search strategy used the following 
terms: "pancreaticoduodenectomy, complication, aged, 
and 70." Related citations in the retrieved articles were 
also reviewed. Postoperative mortality and morbidity 
rates and the length of hospital stay were analyzed.

2.3. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using JMP 11 software 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC). Categorical variables 
were analyzed using Chi-square or Fisher's exact test, as 
appropriate. Continuous variables were analyzed using 
the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The overall survival curves 
were determined using the Kaplan-Meier method and 
compared using the log-rank test. All statistical analyses 
were two-tailed and p-values < 0.05 were considered to 
indicate statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Patient characteristics

During the study period, 206 patients underwent PD 
in our department: 117 patients belonged to the young 
group and 89 patients belonged to the old group. Patients 
underwent PD for pancreatic cancer (47%), bile duct 
cancer (26%), intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm 
(13%), ampullary cancer (8%), and other diseases (6%). 
The preoperative patients characteristics were similar 
between the two groups except for hypertension, which 
was significantly more frequent in the old group (25% 
vs. 52%; p < 0.001), and the preoperative hemoglobin 
level, which was significantly lower in the old group 
[12.3 g/dL (interquartile range: 11.4-13.6) vs. 11.7 g/dL 
(interquartile range: 10.7-12.6); p = 0.005] (Table 1).
 There were no differences in the operative time, 
pancreatic texture, anastomosis, concomitant other 
procedures (e.g., colectomy and hepatectomy), or the 
vascular resection frequency between the two groups 
(Table 2). However, intraoperative blood loss was larger 
[823 mL (interquartile range, 548-1269 ml) vs. 1020 mL 
(interquartile range, 655-1564 mL); p = 0.04] and the red 
blood cell transfusion rate was higher in the old group 
(20% vs. 33%; p = 0.04).

3.2. Short-term outcomes

Of the 206 patients,  only one patient  died of 
postoperative pancreatic fistula. There was no difference 
in the mortality rate (0% vs. 1%; p = 0.43) and 
complication rates (26% vs. 20% p = 0.41) between the 
two groups (Table 3). The most frequent complication 
in both groups was pancreatic fistula: grade A [6/117 
(5%) vs. 2/89 (2%); p = 0.47], grade B [24/117 (21%) 
vs. 13/89 (15%); p = 0.35] grade C [1/117 (1%) vs. 
2/89 (2%); p = 0.57]. There were no differences in 
the postoperative length of hospital stay: 23 days 
(interquartile range, 18-29 days) vs. 23 days (interquartile 
range, 19-31 days); p = 0.95.
 There were no differences in the mortality rate [0/101 
(0%) vs. 1/83 (1%); p = 0.45] and complication rate 
[23/101 (26%) vs. 17/83 (20%); p = 0.72] between the 
two groups in the malignancy patients sub-group.
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Table 1. Preoperative baseline characteristics of the younger (age < 70) and the elderly (age ≥ 70) groups

Items

Age (median (range), y)
Sex (Male/Female)
Body mass index (median (range), kg/m2)
ASA score 
     1-2
     3-4
Comorbidities
     Diabetes mellitus
     COPD
     Hypertension
     Coronary artery disease
     Cardiac insufficiency
     Renal insufficiency
     Cerebrovascular disease
Tabacco use
Ethanol use
Hemoglobin level (median (IQR), g/dL)
Malignancy
     Pancreatic cancer
     Bile duct cancer
     Ampullary cancer 
     Other 

Age < 70, n = 117 

     63 (40-69)
70/47 (60/40)
  21.5 (14-34.3)

   107 (91%)
     10 (9%)

     29 (25%)
     23 (20%)
     29 (25%)
       6 (5%)
       1 (1%)
       4 (3%)
       5 (4%)
     58 (50%)
     39 (33%)
  12.3 (11.4-13.6)
   101 (86%)
     56 (48%)
     30 (26%)
       8 (7%)
       7 (6%)

Age ≥ 70, n = 89 

       75 (70-86)
  51/38 (57/43)
    21.6 (15.6-31.2)

     76 (85%)
     13 (15%)

     24 (27%)
     23 (26%)
     46 (52%)
       8 (9%)
       4 (5%)
       4 (5%)
       6 (7%)
     32 (36%)
     33 (37%)
  11.7 (10.7-12.6)
     83 (93%)
     42 (47%)
     25 (28%)
       9 (10%)
       7 (8%)

ASA, American society of anesthesiologist; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; IQR, interquartile range.

p-value

< 0.001
0.77
0.78

0.19

0.75
0.31

< 0.001
0.40
0.17
0.73
0.54
0.07
0.66
0.005
0.17
0.92
0.69
0.40
0.59

Table 2. Intraoperative data of the younger (age < 70) and the elderly (age ≥ 70) groups

Items

Operative time (median (IQR), min)
Portal vein resection
Pancreatic texture
     Hard
     Soft
Anastmosis
     Pancreaticogastrostomy
     Pancreaticojejunostomy
Additional procedure
Blood loss (median (IQR), mL)
Patients requiring RBC transfusion
Patients requiring FFP  transfusion

Age < 70, n = 117

435 (IQR, 385-500)
  20 (17%)

100 (85%)
  17 (15%)

    5 (4.3%)
112 (95.7%)
  18 (15%)
823 (IQR, 548-1269)
  23 (20%)
    8 (7%)

Age ≥ 70, n = 89

  440 (IQR, 378-525)
    21 (24%)

    83 (93%)
      6 (7%)

      3 (3.4%)
    86 (96.6%)
    11 (12%)
1020 (IQR, 655-1564)
    29 (33%)
    12 (13%)

IQR, interquartile range; RBC, red blood cells; FFP, fresh frozen plasma.

p-value

0.48
0.29
0.12

1.00

0.69
0.04
0.04
0.15

Table 3. Short-term outcomes of the younger (age < 70) and the elderly (age ≥ 70) groups

Items

Postoperative complication
     Pancreatic fistula*

          Grade A
          Grade B
          Grade C
     Delayed gastric emptying
     Hemorrhage
     Bile leakage
     Cholangitis
     Heart failure
     Pneumonia
Overall complication 
Postoperative length of stay (median (IQR), d)
Mortality 

Age < 70, n = 117 

  6 (5%)
24 (21%)
  1 (1%)
  1 (1%)
  0
  1 (1%)
  0
  0
  0
30 (26%)
23 (IQR, 18–29)
  0 (0%)

Age ≥ 70, n = 89 

  2 (2%)
13 (15%)
  2 (2%)
  0
  0
  0
  1 (1%)
  1 (1%)
  0
18 (20%)
23 (IQR, 19–31)
  1 (1%)

Grade III to IV according to Dindo et al. Classification; *according to the criteria from the International Study Group of Pancreatic Fistula; IQR, 
interquartile range.

p-value

0.47
0.35
0.57

1
0
1

0.43
0.43

0
0.41
0.95
0.43
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3.3. Long-term outcomes

Adjuvant chemotherapy was performed in 90 patients. 
There was no difference in the frequencies of adjuvant 
chemotherapy between the two groups (54% vs. 42%; p 
= 0.102). The preoperative and postoperative PNIs were 
not different in both groups (Figure 1). 
 Of the 206 patients, 98 patients underwent PD for 
pancreatic cancer. Among the 98 patients, there were 
no differences in the frequencies of R0 resection [45/56 
(80%) vs. 27/42 (64%); p = 0.11], histological papillary 
or well differentiated adenocarcinoma [16/56 (29%) vs. 
8/42 (19%); p = 0.35], and the Union for International 
Cancer Control (UICC) cancer stage I or II [5/56 (9%) 
vs. 3/42 (7%); p = 1.00] between the two groups.
 The median survival time of the young group and 
old group was 23 and 17 months, respectively (Figure 
2). The overall survival between the two groups did not 
differ (p = 0.40). The overall 1-, 3-, and 5-year survival 
rates of the young group were 62%, 42%, and 25%, 
respectively, and those of the old group were 56%, 
28%, and 28%, respectively.

3.4. Systematic review

A review of the published work on the complications 

of PD in the elderly is shown in Table 4. A total of 21 
studies were identified (15-34). A total of 6,933 PDs 
were collected, and of these, 1,931 PDs (27.9%) were 
performed in elderly patients. The overall median 
morbidity and mortality rates of the elderly patients 
were 41.5% (range, 20-78%) and 5.8% (range, 
0-10.5%), respectively. Fourteen studies showed 
that the outcome after PD was not different between 
the young and old groups. Two studies showed that 
morbidity and mortality of elderly patients were worse 
than those of younger patients. Five studies showed that 
either the morbidity or the mortality of the old group 
was worse than that of the young group.

4. Discussion

In the present study, patients aged ≥ 70 years had similar 
outcomes compared to those aged < 70 years, with no 
differences in the morbidity, mortality, or pancreatic 
fistula rates. The older group also had lengths of hospital 
stay similar to that of the young group. There was 
no difference in the postoperative nutritional state or 
tolerance of adjuvant chemotherapy between the two 
groups. Overall survival after the resection of pancreatic 
cancer was similar between the two groups. Therefore, 
PD is feasible and can be safely performed in elderly 
patients with acceptable postoperative survival.
 We set 70 years as the cut-off value, because it was 
the most frequent value used in the literature. Several 
papers showed that age is one of the risk factors for 
postoperative complications. Kimura et al. reported that 
age was a risk factor for mortality using the Japanese 
national clinical database (6). However, the indication 
of PD in the elderly differs among institutions. 
One of the reasons why there was no difference in 
the morbidity rate in the present study may be the 
appropriate patient selection criteria in our department. 
The patients who had a performance status of 2 or 
more, symptomatic cardiac or pulmonary insufficiency, 
renal failure with dialysis, or dementia were considered 
as contraindications for PD regardless of age in our 
department, similar to the criteria proposed by Tzeng 

Figure 2. Overall survival of pancreatic cancer patients in 
the younger (age < 70) and the elderly (age ≥ 70) groups.

Figure 1. The prognostic nutritional index (PNI) before and after surgery of the younger (age < 70) and the elderly (age ≥ 
70) groups.
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et al. (35). Postoperative hemorrhage, pancreatic 
fistula and delayed gastric emptying are the three 
most common surgical complications after PD. The 
incidence of these complications varies among studies. 
DiCarlo et al. (17) reported that patients aged ≥ 70 
years had more relaparotomies and hemorrhagic 
complications following pancreatic resection. A French 
study by Scurtu et al. (36) demonstrated a statistically 
higher incidence of delayed gastric emptying in the 
old group. However, our study showed that there were 
no significant differences in these three complications 
between the two groups with similar postoperative 
length of hospital stay; this result was similar to 
that reported by Kanda et al. (30), Usuba et al. (37), 
and Hatzaras et al. (38). However, in our study, the 
red blood cell transfusion rate was higher in the old 
group. This may be due to the fact that elderly patients 
had preoperative anemia more frequently and more 
intraoperative blood loss than the young patients.
 A literature review concerning PD in elderly 
patients is summarized in Table 4. In the vast majority 
of studies, the reported postoperative mortality and 
complication rates after PD were slightly higher in the 
group defined as elderly, but the difference was not 
statistically significant (Table 4) (15-34). Many of these 
series concluded that PD is feasible in elderly patients 
with acceptable morbidity and mortality rates, which is 
consistent with our conclusion. 
 Several single-institution studies have described 
long-term survival following PD in elderly patients 
for malignancy. The reported median overall survival 
ranged from 14-38 months and 5-year survival rates 
ranged from 12-31% (15,17,27,39). In the present 
study, the median survival time of the two groups were 

17 months in the old group and 23 months in the young 
group. Furthermore, the 5-year survival rate was 28.3% 
and 24.7%, respectively. One of the reasons that the 
older patients exhibited a good long-term outcome, as 
well as the younger patients is patient selection. We 
performed PD for selected patients who were in good 
condition, without cardio-pulmonary disease and severe 
renal insufficiency. Thus, the older patients in this 
study had a good long-term outcome. These results are 
comparable with the previous reports and justify PD in 
elderly patients with pancreatic cancer. 
 A limitation of our study is the relatively small 
number of elderly patients and the retrospective nature 
of the study. Therefore, we attempted to overcome this 
limitation by adding a systematic review of the published 
work. There may be a selection bias (i.e., all subjects 
were a selected subset of relatively fit patients in the old 
group): however, the preoperative characteristics were 
similar between the two groups. As shown in the recent 
evidence (33,40), PD is certainly a feasible procedure in 
selected elderly patients. 
 Several studies have shown that age is a risk factor 
for postoperative morbidity and mortality following 
PD (27,41). However, others (including ours) have 
demonstrated that there are no differences in the 
incidence of postoperative complications between the 
two groups (3-5). These results may indicate that the 
patient selection and preoperative recognition of high-
risk patients are important in elderly patients before 
PD. Several methods for assessing the surgical risk of 
the old group have been introduced in clinical practice: 
Charlson comorbidity index (42), G8 geriatric screening 
tool (43), and Adult Comorbidity Evaluation-27 (44). 
These scoring systems may be helpful in selecting 

Table 4. Postoperative outcome of pancreaticoduodenectomy for elderly patients published in the English literature

Author

Fong (15)
Richter (16)
Dicarlo (17)
Bottger (18)
al-Sharaf (19)
Hodul (20)
Muscari (21)
Brozetti (22)
Kang (23)
Ouaissi (24)
Shin (25)
de Franco (26)
Haigh (27)
Lahat (28)
Brachet (29)
Kanda (30)
Sun (31)
Adham (32)
Zhang (33)
Urbonas (34)
Present case

         n

  350 vs. 138
  293 vs. 45
    85 vs. 33
  300 (total)
    47 vs. 27
    74 vs. 48
  248 vs. 52
  109 vs. 57
    66 vs. 11
  150 (total)
    36 vs. 19
    41 vs. 41
1633 vs. 977
  173 vs. 120
  173 (total)
  272 (total)
  208 vs. 88
  228 vs. 116
  148 vs. 70
  251 (total)
  117 vs. 89

Mortality (%)

   4 vs. 6
1.9 vs. 4.3
   4 vs. 6
3.2 vs. 2.3
   4 vs. 7
1.4 vs. 0
   8 vs. 17
3.7 vs. 10.5
1.5 vs. 0
   0 vs. 16
2.7 vs. 0
2.5 vs. 5
1.7 vs. 4.3
2.3 vs. 5.8
4.1 vs. 12
   0 vs. 0
1.0 vs. 1.1
3.9 vs. 13
3.4 vs. 8.8
2.8 vs. 8.3
   0 vs. 1

p-value

NS
Not reported

NS
NS
NS
NS

< 0.03
NS
NS

Not reported
NS
NS

< 0.001
0.02
NS
NS
NS

0.003
NS
NS
NS

Morbidity (%)

   39 vs. 45
   22 vs. 39
   33 vs. 39
22.1 vs. 30.2
   46 vs. 45
   35 vs. 40
   38 vs. 42
   46 vs. 49
   38 vs. 73
   36 vs. 56
52.8 vs. 57.9
   78 vs. 71
   34 vs. 41
   29 vs. 41
Not available
   40 vs. 35
   61 vs. 78
   68 vs. 72
   54 vs. 41
22.4 vs. 29.6
   26 vs. 20

p-value

NS
Not reported

NS
Not reported

NS
NS
NS
NS

0.049
NS
NS
NS

0.001
0.01
0.002
NS

0.003
NS
NS
NS
NS

Postoperative hospital stay (d)

   20 vs. 20
Not reported
   17 vs. 17
Not reported
   16 vs. 13
   11 vs. 12
Not reported
   16 vs.16
   23 vs. 29
   19 vs. 21
30.2 vs. 37.8
   29 vs. 30
Not reported
   20 vs. 28
Not available
Not reported
   28 vs. 30
   23 vs. 25
   20 vs. 25
Not reported
   23 vs. 23

p-value

NS
Not reported

NS
Not reported

NS
NS

Not reported
NS
NS
NS

0.148
NS

Not reported
< 0.0001

Not available
Not reported

NS
NS

0.013
Not reported

NS

Year

1995
1996
1998
1999
1999
2001
2006
2006
2007
2008
2011
2011
2011
2011
2012
2014
2014
2014
2015
2015
2016

NS, not significant.
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elderly patients before PD. 
 In conclusion, PD is feasible in elderly patients with 
acceptable morbidity and mortality rates. Moreover, the 
overall survival rate in patients with pancreatic cancer 
did not differ between the old and young groups.
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1. Introduction

Graves' disease (GD) is one of the most common causes 
of hyperthyroidism worldwide, especially in iodine-

sufficient areas. GD accounts for nearly 90% of all cases 
and the incidence rate is about 1 in 1,000 per year (1). In 
China, the prevalence of hyperthyroidism is about 3%, 
with 88% to 90% being caused by GD (2). The treatment 
strategy varies around the world. In the United States 
and Europe, radioactive iodine-131 treatment is the first 
therapeutic choice and is widely accepted by physicians 
and patients (3). After more than 60 years of experience 
with iodine-131, it has been shown to be an inexpensive, 
safe, and effective treatment for hyperthyroidism (4,5). 
However, despite a high rate of recurrence, anti-thyroid 

Summary Whether radioactive iodine treatment of Graves' disease (GD) during pregnancy will increase 
pregnancy loss and affect fetal development is still a matter of concern. From May 2005 
to December 2015, 2,276 childbearing-age women with GD received iodine-131 treatment 
in our departments and were retrospectively enrolled in our study. When some of them 
were found to have been pregnant, their thyroid functions were measured every 4 weeks, in 
addition, thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) was measured 6 weeks after delivery. When 
necessary, levothyroxine or propylthiouracil (PTU) was given in order to control their TSH 
levels during pregnancy. Finally, 69 pregnant women (29 ± 3.5 years old) and 1346 women 
who were not pregnant during the follow-up period were enrolled into this study. They were 
all hyperthyroid before or during pregnancy. Among 69 pregnant women, the administrated 
amount of iodine-131 was 254.9 ± 99.9 MBq. Fifty patients became subclinically hypothyroid 
after treatment and were administrated levothyroxine (55 ± 25 μg/d). Seven patients were 
diagnosed with subclinical hyperthyroidism during pregnancy and they received PTU (25 
± 12.5 mg/d). Twelve patients with normal thyroid function were also clinically followed. 
Among 69 women, 63 had a single birth, 3 had dizygotic twins, 2 had two pregnancies and 
1 had a single twin birth. Sixty five babies were born full-term, while 9 were premature (4 
± 1 weeks early) with birth weight 3.2 ± 0.5 kg. Six new born babies were considered to be 
low birth weight infants (< 2.5 kg) while 5 were high birth weight (> 4 kg), but the weights of 
all the infants were within the normal range. During the period of observation to December 
2015, all the infants were found to grow and develop normally. Among 1346 women who were 
not pregnant were in the further follow-up. Our study found no detrimental effects of the 
iodine-131 treatment in the pregnant women or their offspring so far. 
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drugs (ATDs) such as methimazole and propylthiouracil 
(PTU) were still used as the preferred treatment for 
GD in China and other countries in Asia. The main 
concern among general practitioners is iodine-131 
induced hypothyroidism, because many rural patients 
do not comply with lifelong regular levothyroxine 
(L-T4) replacement (2). Nevertheless, changing 
economic factors and high relapse rates observed after 
discontinuation of ATD treatment, the use of iodine-131 
has dramatically increased. 
 Although iodine-131 therapy is generally well 
tolerated, potential side effects may occur, such as 
radiation-induced thyroiditis, sialadenitis, bone marrow 
depression, pulmonary fibrosis, and rarely induction of 
a second primary malignancy (6-8). Besides, transient 
or chronic hypospermia can be detected (9,10), as well 
as possible early onset of menopause (11) and menstrual 
cycle abnormalities (12). The mentioned severe side 
effects were all observed in those who receive high dose 
iodine-131 treatment in thyroid cancer instead of the 
lower doses used in the treatment of GD. Considering 
the much lower dose of iondine-131 administrated in 
GD than in cancer, we investigated  whether iodine-131 
treatment in GD would increase pregnancy loss and alter 
fetal development. Here, we aimed to investigate the 
pregnancy outcomes of childbearing-age women with 
GD who inadvertently received iodine-131 treatment in 
our hospitals.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

From May 2005 to December 2015, 2,276 childbearing-
age (from 20 to 40 years old ) women with GD received 
iodine-131 treatment in Ruijin Hospital and Ruijin 
Hospital North (Shanghai Jiaotong University, School 
of Medicine, Shanghai, China) and were retrospectively 
enrolled. We excluded patients who delivered 
before iodine-131 treatment, and were unwilling to 
participate or failed to appear for follow-up for this 
study. Eventually, we enrolled 69 pregnant women and 
1346 women who were not pregnant during the whole 
treatment and follow-up period.

2.2. Hyperthyroidism Treatment

The diagnoses of hyperthyroidism were based on serum 
free triiodothyronine (FT3), free thyroxine (FT4) and 
thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) levels, 24 hours 
thyroid radioactive iodine uptake (RAIU). Thyroid 
weight was based on color Doppler ultrasonography 
inspection and palpation. Accordingly, nuclear medicine 
physicians calculated and checked the required activity 
of iodine-131 (Shanghai Anshengkexing Pharmaceutical 
Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China) for individual patients. 
When necessary, repeated treatments were performed 

as needed in other studies (13). Before iodine-131 
treatment, women of childbearing age underwent 
routine detection of serum β-HCG, which was an 
endocrine indicator of pregnancy. If the pregnant 
woman was found to have severe hyperthyroidism, 
she was advised to interrupt the pregnancy and receive 
treatment two months later. If the woman became 
pregnant within 6 months after iodine-131 treatment, 
and her hyperthyroid symptoms persisted unabated, 
the patient was recommended for therapeutic abortion 
in accord with the maternal condition and fetal 
development status.
 Patients were informed of radiation safety guidelines 
before iodine-131 treatment, and they all agreed and 
signed informed consents.

2.3. Follow-up

The follow-up was divided into two parts. One was 
regular follow-up after iodine-131 treatment for all 
women enrolled in our study, the other was specific 
for pregnancy and birth follow-up after iodine-131 for 
69 pregnant women. Regular follow-up observation 
after iodine-131 treatment was conducted at 1 month, 3 
months, 6 months and 1 year after iodine-131 treatment. 
Measurements of serum FT3, FT4 and TSH levels of 
the treated patients were performed to indicate thyroid 
functional restoration and measurement of the volume 
of thyroid was conducted at the same time. During the 
follow-up, if women had significantly increased FT3 or 
FT4, and goiter (over I degree goiter) after treatment, 
they had another iodine-131 treatment (3~6 months 
after previous treatment) as an outpatient. If women 
had slightly increased FT3, FT4 or TSH without goiter, 
they received moderate anti-thyroid drugs (ATDs) or 
levothyroxine (L-T4), or continued observation as an 
ordinary outpatient. As for 69 pregnant women, they 
first had serum β- Human chorionic gonadotropin 
(hCG) and mode-B ultrasonography for baby at 4 to 8 
gestational weeks to confirm pregnancy. The thyroid 
functions of pregnant women were monitored every 4 
weeks. The thyroid function was measured at 6 months 
postpartum, and the height, weight and intelligence 
development of babies were also monitored at the same 
time.

2.4. Pregnancy management

Management of thyroid function during pregnancy: i) 
According to the follow-up measurements of thyroid 
function and related hormones at 1 months, 3 months, 
6 months and 1 year after iodine-131 treatment, 
the treated patients were classified in three thyroid 
function states: euthyroid, subclinical hyperthyroid and 
subclinical hypothyroid; ii) The treated women patients 
were administered adjustable doses of L-T4 as needed, 
depending on the serum TSH level; iii) The treated 
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L (reference value range: 0.35-4.94 mU/L). Before 
treatment, each individual's 24 hour thyroid RAIU was 
more than 50%. Accordingly, the nuclear medicine 
physicians calculated and checked the required activity 
of iodine-131 for individuals, and considered much 
concern about hypothyroidism after treatment. The 
administered patient-specific doses were conservatively 
among low and medium dosage, most ranged from 111 
to 333 MBq (average 222 MBq). 

3.1. Analysis of the 69 pregnant women

The nuclear medicine physicians calculated and checked 
the required activity of iodine-131 for individuals, 254.9 
± 99.9 MBq (range from 92.5-740 MBq) of iodine-131 
(Table 1, Figure 1A). Before pregnancy, 55 patients 
received one single dosage, 11 patients received two 
treatments, 1 patient was treated three times (No.67) and 
the other 2 had four treatments (No. 68 and No. 69). The 
interval between first and second iodine-131 treatment 
was 7 ± 6 months, interval between second and third 
iodine-131 treatment was 6 ± 2 months, and interval 
between second and third iodine-131treatment was 6 ± 1 
months (Figure 1B).
 On the other hand, the interval between pregnancy 
and iodine-131 treatment was 22 ± 16 months (range 
from 4-76 months) in all 69 participants. Because an 
increased risk of miscarriage, fetal or neonatal death 
is correlated with higher maternal TSH levels in 
pregnancy (14), the mothers' serum TSH levels should 
be manipulated to lower levels before they become 
pregnant. After iodine-131 treatment, 50 women patients 
were subclinically hypothyroid, and they needed L-T4 
to control TSH and circulating thyroid hormones to 
maintain normal thyroid function. The administration 
doses were 55 ± 25 μg/d. Pregnant women were 
administered adjusted doses of L-T4 depending on 
TSH levels measured every 4 weeks to control TSH 
levels below 2.5 mU/L. The administered doses during 
pregnancy were changed from 12.5-25μg/d. 7 patients 
were subclinically hyperthyroid after iodine-131 
treatment, and their administered PTU doses were 25 
± 12.5 mg/d. While the other 12 euthyroid patients had 
normal thyroid function test results.
 A retrospective analysis showed that the morbidity 
of birth disorders in the region was 1.06% in the 
recent year and congenital heart disease, multi 
finger (toe), hypospadias, cleft lip, and palate and 
deformity of external ear were the 5 top birth defects. 
Compared to infants born with no birth defects, male, 
low birth weight, twins and multiple births were 
statistically higher in infants (15). Complication of 
labor and pregnancy, pregnant infection, fetal growth 
restriction (FGR), birth disorders can be the first five 
reasons related to stillbirth (16). In the 8th and 16th 
gestational weeks, the 69 pregnant women received 
mode-B ultrasonography studies to detect their fetal 

women were recommended to avoid  pregnancy until 
more than 6 months after iodine-131 treatment. L-T4 
for hypothyroid patients was administered and PTU 
was prescribed for hyperthyroid patients to control the 
serum TSH level below 2.5 mU/L. The objective serum 
TSH level in pregnancy ranges from 0.1 to 2.5 mU/L in 
early stage, from 0.2 to 3.0 mU/L in middle stage and 
from 0.3 to 3.0 mU/L in late stage.
 Those pregnant women enrolled in our study 
underwent antenatal care regularly in order to monitor 
the normal growth and development status of the 
fetuses, and healthy condition of mothers, mainly 
including fetal malformation screening, periodic 
mode-B ultrasonography, and amniotic cell karyotype 
analysis would be done if it was necessary to further 
confirm numerical and structural fetal chromosomal 
aberrations.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out using software 
package SPSS17.0, and statistically significant 
differences were assessed by one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey's test. A p value of less than 0.05 
was considered to be statistically significant. All 
descriptive data was reported as median ± standard 
deviation (x̅̅ ± s).

3. Results

Among 2,276 childbearing-age women with GD 
who received iodine-131 treatment during May 2005 
to December 2015, 769 women delivered before 
iodine-131 treatment, 92 women were unwilling 
to participate or failed to appear for follow-up for 
this study for individual reasons except for healthy 
problems. The reasons we failed to follow-up were 
mainly that patients came from all around China often 
went back to their hometown after treatment, and 
thus it was hard to follow when they changed their 
contact information. It was also hard to look for their 
information in researching birth registries in the region 
because it didn't cover all distant places around China. 
Those women were excluded from our study. Finally, 
1,346 women did not become pregnant after therapy 
and 69 successfully pregnant women were enrolled 
for further analysis. They were all hyperthyroid before 
pregnancy, and received iodine-131 treatment in our 
hospital. Some patients received treatment several 
times, and the earliest treatment started from May 3nd, 
2005. The circulating thyroid hormone hormones levels 
were measured by chemiluminescent immunoassay, 
and the results showed the FT3 levels of these patients 
before treatment were all above 5.7 pmol/L (reference 
value range: 2.63-5.70 pmol/L), FT4 levels were all 
above 19 pmol/L (reference value range: 9.01-19.04 
pmol/L), and TSH levels were less than 0.3 mU/
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Table 1. Iodine-131 treatment and pregnancy outcomes of 69 cases of hyperthyroid women patients (until 12-30-2015)

Treatment
times

1

2

3
4

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

I-131 dose
(MBq)

111
111
111
111
111
111
111
111

129.5
129.5
148
148

162.8
185
185
185
185

203.5
203.5
203.5
214.6
222
222
222
222
222
222
222

240.5
240.5
259
259
259
259
259
259
259
259
259
259

277.5
277.5
277.5
296
296
296
296
296
333
333
333
333
333

351.5
351.5

185/222
259/166.5
259/203.5
259/222
259/222
259/92.5

277.5/277.5
296/240.5

314.5/203.5
333/370
481/296

259/296/259
333/370/370/203.5
333/555/740/370

Abbreviation: L-T4, levo thyroxine; PTU, propylthiouracil; M, male; F, female; MT, monozygotic twins; DT, dizygotic twin.

L-T4 (μg)

75
50

62.5
50
125

50
25

25
100

25
75
25
25
50

37.5

100
75

37.5
25
50

12.5

50
50

50
62.5
50
50
75
75
50

75
100
50

50
50
50
50

25
100
50
100
50
50
50

3.75

25

50
50

87.5/85
100

PTU (mg)

25

25

12.5
25

25

12.5

50

Interval between pregnancy 
and treatment (month)

16
9
5
33
30
15
5
11
9
41
13
8
15
22
12
14
38
16
31
69
25
13
29
8
49
48
22
8
10
16
7
21
32
53
11
35
10
75
6
14
34
32
22
55
10
16
13
35
19
10
36
11
18
11
13
28
20

12/31
14
10
11
11
14
10
7

7/64
4
14
6

Infant age
(years)

2.7
3.0
4.1
2.6
1.9
1.2
1.1
1.4
5.6
2.7
7.4
0.2
4.7
1.1
5.9
5.4
0.6
3.9
3

1.3
4.1
5.9
4.5
2.2
1.4
1.2
1.2
3.0
6.0
3

4.9
5

2.1
1.8
1.7
2/2

7.4/7.4
0.7
4.2
0.8
3.0
2.2

3.7/3.7
1.7
6.0
5.1
3.1
0.4
3.2
6.7
3.8
3.6
2.7
5.9
3.3
4.3
1.5

4.8/3.2
6

4.4
0.4
4.2
3.8
4.5
3.7

5.8/1
5.1/5.1

2.1
4.7

Infant gender
(M/F)

F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

MT:M/M
DT:M/F

F
M
F
F
F

DT:F/M
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M

F/M
F
M
F
M
F
F
F

M/M
DT:M/F

F
M

Birth-weight 
(kg)

3
3

3.8
3.8
3.5
3.3
3.3
4.1
3.4
3.5
2.6
3.05
2.85
3.9
3.4
3.3
4

3.05
2.8
3.05
3.45
3.2
2.85
3.3
4.01
3.5
2.45
2.75
2.85
3.3
3.5
3.3
3.1
3.3
2.8

2.5/2.5
3/2.9
3.5
4.2
3.3
2.75
2.3

2.2/2.3
3.3
2.8
3.35
3.5
3.35
2.4
3.6
3.9
4.25

3
3.6
2.5
2.9
3.6
3/3
3.5
3.5
3

3.25
3.25
3.2
3.9

2.7/3.25
2.5/2.6

3.3
2.35

Thyroid function management 
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development stage. The inspections showed normal 
growth and development status of the fetuses. The 
predictive analysis of prenatal screening in the 16th 
gestational week indicated the mothers were at low 
risk for fetuses with Down's syndrome. Two of these 
mothers received amniotic cell karyotype analysis in 
the 20th gestational week to diagnose whether their 
fetus' chromosomes were indicative of a malformation 
abnormality, and the results showed no structural 
change in these cases. Fetal quickening, heart 
monitoring and mode-B ultrasonography inspections 
were performed once every 4 weeks after the 24th 
gestational week to monitor the fetuses developmental 
status, and to assess whether the fetuses were all in 
normal condition. One treated patient became pregnant 
4th months after iodine-131 treatment (No.67), and 
mode-B ultrasonography inspection showed the mother 
conceived dizygotic twins. All inspection parameters 
of both twins remained normal during pregnancy. The 
treating physicians discussed in detail and deliberatively 
reached an agreement to continue the pregnancy with 
approval of the patient's family.
 Among these 69 pregnant patients with successful 
childbirth, 63 mothers had singleton pregnancies, and 3 
had dizygotic twin pregnancies (No. 37, 43 and 67), and 
among 2 two singleton pregnancies, one successively 
(No. 66) gave birth to two baby boys, while the other 
(No. 58) had a baby girl and a baby boy, and 1 had 
monozygotic twins (No. 36) with two identical baby 
boys.
 The sex ratio of 75 newborn infants was 41 boys vs. 
34 girls (Figure 2). In all 75 babies, 65 babies were full-
term birth while only 9 were premature (4 ± 1 weeks 
early). Their birth  weight  was  3.2 ± 0.5  kg;  6  new-
birth  babies  (No. 27, 42, 43, 49, 69) were considered 
to be low birth weight infants (< 2.5 kg) while the other 

5 babies' (No. 8, 17, 25, 39, 52) were high birth weight 
(> 4 kg) (Figure 3).
 Of 75 newborn infants, screening for evidence of 
neonatal diseases, done by analysis of blood samples 
collected from their heels, showed normal blood 
physiological and biochemical indices and TSH levels 
(0-10 mU/L) in the normal range.
To date, the infants of iodine-131-treated mothers show 

Figure 1. Administration of Iodine-131 in 69 pregnant women (till 2015-12-30). (A) 69 pregnant women with hyperthyroid were 
administrated iodine-131 at different times, the administered amount was 242.8 ± 79.5 MBq in all 69 women for the first time, 266.9 
± 111.4 MBq in 14 women for the second time,  456.3 ± 205.6 MBq in 3 women for the third time, and 286.8 ± 117.7 MBq in 2 
women for the fourth time. (B) Among 69 pregnant women, 14 women had a second administration, the interval time between first 
and second time was 7±6 months, 3 women had a third administration, the interval time between second and third time was 6 ± 2 
months, 2 women had a fourth administration, the interval time between third and fourth time was 6 ± 1 months. Abbreviation: 1~2, 
between the first and second iodine-131 administration; 2~3, between the second and third iodine-131 administration; 3~4, between 
the third and forth iodine-131 administration.

Figure 2. Birth sex ratio of 75 newborn infants. 69 pregnant 
patients has 75 babies with successful childbirth,  the sex ratio 
of 75 newborn infants was 41 boys vs. 34 girls. The male 
proportion was 55%, and the female proportion was 45%.

Figure 3. Birth weight of 75 newborn infants. 69 pregnant 
patients has 75 babies with successful childbirth,  the birth 
weight of 75 newborn infants was 3.2 ± 0.5 kg.
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the same developmental progression as do the children 
of untreated euthyroid mothers with respect to when 
they sit, crawl, stand, walk, run and talk. The oldest 
child is now 7.4 years old, and this child's thyroid 
function, developmental status and intelligence does not 
show any difference compared to children of the same 
age. One premature infant of low birth-weight is now 
4.7 years old, and his weight at 2 years' old is lighter 
than children of the same age, but thyroid function and 
intelligence is the same as his peers.

3.2. Analysis of the 1346 women who were not pregnant

The times of iodine-131 treatment in 1346 women 
who were not pregnant range from 1 to 5. These 1346 
women that were hyperthyroid were administrated 
iodine-131 at different times, the administered amount 
was 237.7 ± 87.3 MBq in all 1346 women for the 
first time, 251.83 ± 89.82 MBq in 289 women for the 
second time, 280.0 ± 110.2 MBq in 44 women for the 
third time, 375.3 ± 167.4 MBq in 7 women for the 
fourth time, and 333.0 ± 314.0 MBq in 2 women for the 
fifth time (Figure 4A). Among 1346 pregnant women, 
289 women who had a second administration, the 
interval time between first and second time was 6.5 ± 
3.9 months, 44 women who had a third administration, 
the interval time between second and third time was 7.1 

± 4.6 months, 7 women who had a forth administration, 
the interval time between third and fourth time was 8.3 
± 4.6 months, 2 women who had a fifth administration, 
the interval time between fourth and fifth time was 
5.0 ± 0 (Figure 4B). After iodine-131 treatment, 70% 
of women turned to subclinical hypothyroid and 
administered LT-4 (dose ranges from 50 to 100 mg), 
20% of women turned to subclinical hyperthyroid 
and administered PTU (dose ranges from 12.5 to 50 
mg). While the other 10% of euthyroid patients had 
normal thyroid function test results. All patients had 
no other special side reactions reported so far. Until 
December, 12th, 2015, 5 were found pregnant among 
the 1346 patients (gestational weeks ranged from 6 to 
9 months). 3 of them were subclinically hypothyroid 
and administered LT-4, 1 of them turned to subclinical 
hyperthyroid and administered PTU and of them 
1 had normal thyroid function test results. We had 
further follow-up and observed 2 of them had full-term 
delivery, however one of newborn babies died after 
birth because of congenital heart disease and the other 
died 3 days after birth because of cerebral hemorrhage. 
These two babies did not undergo an autopsy. Two 
patients were found pregnant among the 1346 patients 
who took the iodine-131 treatment, thus they chose to 
take PTU to control the hyperthyroidism and put off the 
iodine-131 treatment until after delivery (Table 2)

Figure 4 Administration of Iodine-131 in 1346 women with Grave's disease (until 12-30- 2015). (A) 1346 hyperthyroid women 
were administrated iodine-131 at different times, the administered amount was 237.7 ± 87.3 MBq in all 1346 women for the first 
time, 251.83±89.82 MBq in 289 women for the second time, 280.0 ± 110.2 MBq in 44 women for the third time, 375.3 ± 167.4 
MBq in 7 women for the fourth time, and 333.0 ± 314.0 MBq in 2 women for the fifth time. (B) Among 1346 pregnant women, 
289 women had a second administration, the interval time between first and second time was 6.5 ± 3.9 months, 44 women had a 
third administration, the interval time between second and third time was 7.1 ± 4.6 months, 7 women had a forth administration, 
the interval time between third and fourth time was 8.3 ± 4.6 months, 2 women had a fifth administration, the interval time between 
fourth and fifth time was 5.0 ± 0 months. 

Table 2. Thyroid function after iodine-131 treatment and pregnancy outcomes of 1346 women with Grave's disease (until 
12-30-2015)

Items

Subclinically hypothyroid
Subclinically hyperthyroid
Euthyroid

Percent of different
thyroid function states

70%
20%
10%

Number of women
under pregnancy

3
1
1

Pregnancy outcome

2 had full-term delivery and neonatal death, 2 chose to take PTU to 
control the hyperthyroidism and put off the iodine-131 treatment.
-
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4. Discussion

Although iodine-131 treatment of hyperthyroidism has 
been used in clinical practice for over half a century, 
data about possible damage to the female gonads 
after administration for therapeutic purposes are still 
inconclusive. There are only a few literature reports 
dealing with this issue and the majority of them deal 
with high dose treatment for thyroid cancer (17). For 
women patients, the effects of iodine-131 therapy on 
gonadal function are a critical consideration because 
many are of childbearing-age and wish to have healthy 
children. Female gonads may be affected during 
iodine-131 therapy from circulating radioiodine in the 
blood, as well as radiation from the bladder and bowel 
sequestration during and for a few days post therapy. 
Therefore, patients are instructed to drink large amounts 
of fluids and use laxatives if constipated in order to 
avoid unnecessary radiation to the ovaries (18). 
 According to the guidelines established by the 
Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, 
female patients who have the potential to be pregnant 
must always be tested for pregnancy using a urine or 
serum β-HCG test before iodine-131 treatment (19). 
Iodine-131 therapy is absolutely contraindicated in 
pregnant women and one attempts to avoid inadvertent 
exposure and this continues to be recommended in the 
literature. However, Hyer S, et al. (20) demonstrated 
that exposure to iodine-131 at this very early stage 
of pregnancy (pre implantation) is unlikely to result 
in malformations or thyroid dysfunction in surviving 
embryos; only exposure during thyroidogenesis (from 
10 weeks gestation) and organogenesis (from 2 weeks 
gestation) may result in fetal thyroid ablation, birth 
defects and in later life, growth retardation and reduction 
in IQ. Generally speaking, women are advised to delay 
pregnancy at least 6 months after iodine-131 treatment 
in China, at which time there should be no risk of them 
suffering from miscarries or other dangers (21). 
 Another concern regarding iodine-131 treatment 
for childbearing-age women in China is the possible 
result of hypothyroidism. Nevertheless, many experts 
in western countries consider hypothyroidism after a 
single dose of iodine-131 a desired outcome of therapy 
because it avoids frequent office visits and laboratory 
testing to detect the late onset of hypothyroidism and 
thereby decreasing the risk of untreated, persistent, or 
recurrent hyperthyroidism (19). Once identified, use 
of replacement L-T4 can adjust the patients' thyroid 
function to the normal range diminishing possible 
concern regarding hypothyroid induction. 
 Previous studies in female patients have shown 
no significant effects of iodine-131 in treating thyroid 
cancers on fertility rate, birth weight, or congenital 
anomalies in offspring (22-29). In our study, we have 
the same experience in treating patients for GD. Among 
these 26 women patients we observed only successful 

pregnancy and childbirth, and no birth defects or other 
malformations were detected.
 Of course, the present study has several limitations. 
The first is the retrospective nature of the study. Another 
limitation is the relatively small number of patients, 
which can lead to selection bias. Considering the non-
zero frequency of mild and moderate birth disorders in 
untreated pregnancies, the same fraction would also be 
expected in the treated group. We haven't seen it yet, 
mainly due to the relatively small number of patients 
we have had so far. Our study is still in progress at 
present, and more patients and cases will be included in 
the next stage of our study. We will also concentrate on 
expanding the sample size, and strengthen the follow-
up of treated patients by cooperation of obstetrics 
with endocrinology. Thus we may be able to get more 
powerful analysis on birth disorders, still births, normal 
live births and so on. We expect we can get a more 
authoritative data statistics in the next few years. For 
these reasons, we suggest further clinical trials should 
be undertaken, especially a prospective and multi-
center study.
 In conclusion, no significant harm to fetuses has 
been observed on child-bearing age  women with GD 
who received iodine-131 treatment before pregnancy. 
No significant risk of abnormal fetal development 
has been observed on pregnant women with GD after 
a 6-month period of iodine-131 treatment. In order 
to more firmly establish these conclusions, it will be 
necessary to study larger numbers of subjects in a 
prospective multicenter study.
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1. Introduction

The GENCODE project identified about 20,000 
protein-coding genes in the human genome (1). The 
DNA in the human genome that is not genes and 
that does not produce proteins is referred to as "non-
coding DNA" (2). Some parts of "non-coding DNAs" 
produce introns and the others are transcribed into 
functional non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). NcRNAs are 
classified into small ncRNAs (less than 200 nts) and 

long ncRNAs (lncRNAs, more than 200 nts). Small 
ncRNAs, and particularly microRNAs (miRNAs), are 
widely considered to be post-transcriptional regulators 
of mRNAs and their roles in cancer progression are 
increasingly being studied (3,4). A great number of 
lncRNAs have been identified thus far, and there is a 
rapidly growing number of studies of the biological 
functions of lncRNAs in human cancers, such as 
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), gastric cancer, 
prostate cancer, bladder cancer, renal cancer, colorectal 
carcinoma, and glioma (5-9). Numerous studies have 
suggested that lncRNAs are related to the proliferation, 
invasion, and metastasis of cancers as well as their 
poor prognosis. The relationship between lncRNAs 
and cancers implies that lncRNAs might serve as 
biomarkers and therapeutic targets. As an example, 
TUG1 was found to increase in different types of 
cancers, including B-cell malignancies, esophageal 

Summary Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a highly prevalent cancer with a high mortality rate 
and HCC is always accompanied with a hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection, unlike many 
other types of cancers. Over the past few years, cancer-related long non-coding RNAs 
(lncRNAs) and virus-related lncRNAs have attracted the attention of many researchers, 
and a number of previous studies have examined the relationship between lncRNAs and 
various cancers and viruses. The current study used The Cancer Genome Atlas database to 
screen for lncRNAs up-regulated in HCC in order to identify cancer biomarkers. Results 
revealed five lncRNAs that were the most up-regulated. This result was then verified in 10 
HCC cell lines and two normal liver cell lines. Quantitative real-time PCR revealed that the 
five lncRNAs were substantially up-regulated in HCC cell lines. Several of the five lncRNAs 
were expressed at higher levels in a few HCC cell lines that were infected with HBV or that 
were positive for its protein or DNA than in HCC cell lines that were not infected with HBV 
or that were negative for its protein or DNA. These findings suggest that the five lncRNAs 
might play a role in the progression of HCC and/or HBV infection, and these findings need 
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squamous cell carcinoma, bladder cancer, HCC, 
and osteosarcoma (10). MALAT1 was identified as 
a prognostic marker for survival and metastasis in 
nonsmall cell lung cancer, cervical cancer, pancreatic 
cancer, and breast cancer (11). Another widely studied 
lncRNA, HOTAIR, was up-regulated and was used as 
an independent prognostic biomarker for breast cancer, 
cervical cancer, colon cancer, and gastric cancer (12). 
Unfortunately, most of the molecular mechanisms of 
lncRNAs have yet to be elucidated. 
 HCC is a type of highly malignant cancer with a 
poor prognosis according to many studies. Over the past 
few years, abnormal expression of a few lncRNAs has 
been found to be related to recurrence and metastasis 
of HCC as well as its poor prognosis (13). A special 
feature of HCC is the fact that some patients with the 
cancer are infected with a hepatitis virus. To the extent 
known, viruses play important roles in the progression 
of a few cancers, such as human papillomavirus in 
cervical cancer and the hepatitis B virus (HBV) and 
hepatitis C virus (HCV) in HCC (14,15). Numerous 
studies have suggested that some lncRNAs could affect 
virus infection and replication. For example, EGOT 
affects the antiviral response to HCV, lncRHOXF1 
promotes replication of the Sendai virus, and NEAT1 
is related to infection with the influenza virus (16-
18). Thus, significant components of HCC treatment 
are steps to counter the tumor and viruses. The current 
study focused on five new lncRNAs from the Cancer 
Genome Atlas database. lncRNAs with the highest level 
of expression in HCC were identified and their level 
of expression was detected in HCC cell lines that were 
infected or not infected with HBV.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Cell lines

Ten human HCC cell lines, BEL-7402, HLF, HLE, 
HepG2, HepG2.2.15, Huh-1, Huh-7, PLC/PRF/5, 
Hep3B, and SK-Hep-1, and two normal human liver 
cell lines, hNHEPs and L02, were cultured in high 
glucose Dulbecco's Modified Eagle medium (DMEM, 
Gibco, USA), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS, Gibco, USA) in a humidified chamber at 
37°C in 5% CO2.

2.2. Identification of candidate lncRNAs from the TCGA 
database

The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database was 
searched to identify candidate lncRNAs. The TCGA 
online database is the result of a project, begun in 2005, 
to catalogue genetic mutations responsible for cancer, 
using genome sequencing and bioinformatics. The 
TCGA database contains the results of high-throughput 
genome analysis of about 30 sets of paracancerous 

tissue and cancer tissue from patients with HCC. The 
current study arranged lncRNAs by level of expression 
from highest to lowest in order to identify lncRNAs 
that were up-regulated in cancer. The five lncRNAs that 
were up-regulated the most were selected to examine 
their expression in HCC.

2.3. Reverse transcription PCR

After cells were collected, total RNA was extracted 
from cells with the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, USA) 
in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. 
The mRNA was then reverse-transcribed to produce 
cDNA using a Reverse Transcription System (Promega, 
Madison, USA) and random primers in accordance with 
the manufacturer's instructions.

2.4. Real-time PCR

cDNA was quantified using the StepOneTM Real-Time 
PCR System (Applied Biosystems, USA). A polymerase 
chain reaction (PCR) was performed using the primers 
(designed with Primer 3Plus online software and 
synthesized by Invitrogen) shown in Table 1. GAPDH 
served as a positive control. FastStart Universal SYBR 
Green Master (Rox) (Roche) was used to amplify 
and detect DNA during the reaction. Thermal cycling 
parameters for the target genes and GAPDH consisted 
of a hot start for 2 min at 94°C, followed by 40 cycles 
of 94°C for 15 s and 60°C for 30 s, and then 72°C for 
30 s. The specificity of the PCR products was verified 
using melting curve analysis.

2.5. Statistical analysis

All experiments were performed in triplicate and the 
results were analyzed with one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) in GraphPad Prism 4, followed by Student's t 
test in Microsoft Office Excel. p < 0.05 was considered 
to indicate a significant difference.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Identification of candidate lncRNAs from the TCGA 
database

The TCGA database was searched to identify candidate 
lncRNAs. As a result, several lncRNAs with abnormal 
levels of expression were identified. Five of these 
lncRNAs, PRC1-AS1 (Chromosome 15: 90966369-
90988624), CRNDE (Chromosome 16: 54918863-
54929189),  RP11-334E6.12 (Chromosome 11: 
119417951-119419114), LINC00665 (Chromosome 19: 
36313061-36331718), and AC092171.4 (Chromosome 
7: 5475804-5479811), were significantly up-regulated, 
so these lncRNAs were selected for further research 
(Figure 1).
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HepG2.2.15, and Huh-1 (Figure 2B). RP11-334E6.12 
was expressed at a higher level in HLF, HepG2, 
HepG2.2.15, and Huh-1 (Figure 2C). LINC00665 was 
markedly expressed in HepG2, HepG2.2.15, Huh-1, and 
Hep3B (Figure 2D). AC092171.4 was expressed at a 
higher level in HLE, HepG2, Huh-1, and Hep3B (Figure 
2E). These results indicate that all five of the lncRNAs 
were significantly up-regulated in HCC cell lines, but 
each lncRNA was expressed at higher levels in certain 
cell lines. This finding suggests that some cell lines are 
a better choice for differential expression of lncRNAs. 
 The level of lncRNA expression in normal liver 
cell lines and HCC cell lines was analyzed. Figure 2F 
shows that all five of the lncRNAs were expressed 
at a significantly higher level in cancer cell lines 
than in normal liver cell lines. This finding coincides 
with the results from the TCGA database. Although 
each lncRNA was not expressed to the same extent 
as indicated in the TCGA database, the levels of 
expression were reasonable given the differences in 
clinical samples and cell lines and differences in genetic 
backgrounds.

3.3. lncRNA expression was markedly up-regulated in 
HCC cell lines infected with HBV

In addition to the high level of expression of the five 
lncRNAs in 10 HCC cell lines, results also indicated 
that HCC cell lines that were infected with HBV or that 
were positive for its protein or DNA seemed to have 
a higher level of expression of lncRNAs than other 
HCC cell lines that were negative for HBV protein or 
DNA (Figure 3A). In addition, the average level of 
expression of each lncRNA was compared in normal 
cell lines, HCC cell lines not infected with HBV, and 
HCC cell lines infected with HBV. Results revealed 
significant differences in expression of PRC1-AS1, 
LINC00665, and AC092171.4 (Figure 3B). There were 
no significant differences in expression of CRNDE 
and RP11-334E6.12 in all HCC cell lines not infected 
with HBV and all HCC cell lines infected with HBV. In 
contrast, expression of CRNDE differed significantly 
in HCC cell lines not infected with HBV and the PLC/
PRF/5 cell line. Expression of RP11-334E6.12 differed 
significantly in HCC cell lines not infected with HBV 
and the HepG2.2.15 cell line. These results suggest 
that the five lncRNAs might interact with HBV or its 
protein or DNA. Thus, future research should involve 
study of the potential interaction between candidate 
lncRNAs and HBV.
 In summary, the current study suggested that five 
lncRNAs were substantially up-regulated in 10 HCC 
cell lines in comparison to two normal liver cell lines. 
HCC cell lines that were infected with HBV or that 
were positive for its protein or DNA had a higher level 
of expression of lncRNAs than HCC cell lines that 
were not infected with HBV or that were negative for 

3.2. Five lncRNAs were substantially up-regulated in 10 
HCC cell lines

The level of expression of the five candidate lncRNAs 
was measured in 10 HCC cell lines (BEL-7402, HLF, 
HLE, HepG2, HepG2.2.15, Huh-1, Huh-7, PLC/PRF/5, 
Hep3B, and SK-Hep-1) and two normal liver cell lines 
(hNHEPs and L02). Reverse transcription PCR and 
quantitative real-time PCR were used to detect the 
expression of these five lncRNAs in the 12 liver cell 
lines (Table 1). Results indicated that the five lncRNAs 
was significantly up-regulated in all of the 10 cancer 
cell lines in comparison to two normal liver cell lines 
(Figure 2 and Table 2). 
 All five lncRNAs were highly up-regulated in all 
of the cancer cell lines, but they tended to be expressed 
at a much higher level in certain cell lines. PRC1-
AS1, which was the lncRNA with the highest level 
of expression in TCGA database, was markedly up-
regulated in BEL7402, HepG2.2.15, Huh-1, and 
Hep3B; that level of expression was more than four-
fold that in normal liver cell lines (Figure 2A). The 
lncRNA that was expressed at the next highest level was 
CRNDE, which was up-regulated in all HCC cell lines. 
CRNDE was expressed at higher levels in HLF, HLE, 

Figure 1. Five up-regulated lncRNAs identified from the 
TCGA database.

Table 1. Primers for quantifying lncRNAs

Primer

PRC1-AS1_F
PRC1-AS1_R
CRNDE_F
CRNDE_R
RP11-334E6.12_F 
RP11-334E6.12_R
LINC00665_F
LINC00665_R
AC092171.4_F
AC092171.4_R
GAPDH_F
GAPDH_R

Product 
size (bp)

108 bp

189 bp

135 bp

153 bp

160 bp

117 bp

         Sequence (5' to 3')

CTCAGAGCTTTCGGTGGTTC
GGATTTCGTGGCTGGAGATA 
TGCCACTGGAAATGTTGAAA
CTTCTGCGTGACAACTGAGG
GACAGACCATGTCCGTGCTA 
ATGTGAGGGGTAGTGGGATG 
CCATCCACCTTTCTTGTGGT
CAGCTGGCCTCTTTTTCACT
GGTTGCAGGGGACACTAAAA
CCTGGGTGTCCTGTTCTCAT
AGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAAC
AGTTGAGGTCAATGAAGGGG
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Figure 2. Relative expression of five lncRNAs in 12 cell lines. (A) The level of PRC1-AS1 expression in 12 cell lines. (B) 
The level of CRNDE expression in 12 cell lines. (C) The level of RP11-334E6.12 expression in 12 cell lines. (D) The level 
of LINC00665 expression in 12 cell lines. (E) The level of AC092171.4 expression in 12 cell lines. (F) Comparison of the 
expression of five lncRNAs in normal liver cell lines and HCC cell lines. N: normal liver cell lines; C: HCC cancer cell lines. 
Green bar: normal liver cell lines; blue bar: HCC cell lines not infected with HBV; yellow bar: HCC cell lines infected with HBV; 
wine red bar: HCC cell lines. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. (n = 3). *p < 0.05 vs. normal liver cell lines.

Table 2. Relative average level of expression of five lncRNAs in liver cell lines

Cell lines

hNHEPS
L02
BEL7402
HLF
HLE
HepG2
Huh-7
SK-Hep-1
HepG2.2.15*
Huh-1*
PLC/PRF/5*
Hep3B*

PRC1-AS1

1.000000
1.100222
4.486377
2.005248
2.663165
2.100222
2.389504
2.366716
6.918878
4.242769
2.700666
6.204443

CRNDE

1.000000
1.024768
2.243313
3.922631
6.190015
2.422593
2.326131
1.351478
4.072771
2.820624
1.57057
2.204493

*HCC cell lines that were infected with HBV or that were positive for its protein or DNA.

RP11-334E6.12

1.000000
1.03541
2.272536
12.25951
4.084482
9.781447
1.974695
2.367365
14.71719
10.59926
3.211381
2.686601

LINC00665

1.000000
0.923571
2.257758
2.496699
2.900079
7.655874
1.532592
2.316163
5.375211
12.87392
3.346897
11.57074

AC092171.4

1.000000
1.044776
1.971264
1.528039
2.565964
2.639765
1.809742
1.339115
1.716978
3.794856
2.209993
2.91626

Long non-coding RNAs
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its protein or DNA. These results indicate that these 
lncRNAs might play important roles in the progression 
of HCC and/or HBV infection.
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Figure 3. Comparison of HCC cell lines infected or not 
infected with HBV. (A) The average level of lncRNA 
expression in 12 cell lines. The dotted line represents the 
highest average level of expression in HCC cell lines not 
infected with HBV. (B) Comparison between HCC cell 
lines infected with HBV and HCC cell lines not infected 
with HBV. Cell lines expressing lncRNAs were divided into 
three groups: normal liver cell lines (N), HCC cell lines not 
infected with HBV (H), and HCC cell lines that were infected 
with HBV or positive for its protein or DNA (V). Green bar: 
normal liver cell lines; blue bar: HCC cell lines not infected 
with HBV; yellow bar: HCC cell lines infected with HBV. 
Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. (n = 3). *p < 0.05 vs. 
HCC cell lines not infected with HBV.
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Cloning, purification, crystallization and X-ray crystallographic 
analysis of the periplasmic sensing domain of Pseudomonas 
fluorescens chemotactic transducer of amino acids type A (CtaA)
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1. Introduction

Pseudomonas fluorescens  belongs to the plant 
growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR), the group 
of bacteria that provide nutrients for plant growth, 
induce systemic resistance against diseases, and 
help plants to tolerate abiotic and biotic stress (1-
3). Some strains of P. fluorescens exert beneficial 
effects on plants by inhibiting the growth, or actions 
of, phytopathogenic microorganisms such as Pythium 
ultimum, Gaeumannomyces graminis and Fusarium 
oxysporum (2). They produce different types of 
secondary metabolites including antibiotics (mupirocin, 
pyrrolnitrin, pyoluteorin and 2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol), 
siderophores (pyocheline and pyoverdine) and hydrogen 

cyanide, that prevent plant seeds and roots from 
fungal infection (4-6). Furthermore, some strains of P. 
fluorescens can degrade pollutants including styrene, 
trinitrotoluene and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (7-
9). In humans, P. fluorescens is part of the gut microflora 
(10). It can cause bacteraemia in immunocompromised 
patients (11).
 Root colonization by PGPR promotes soil fertility 
and nutrient uptake by plants (2). Plant root exudates 
contain amino acids (12), organic acids (13) and sugars 
(2) that serve as nutrients for PGPR, and therefore 
are sensed by bacteria as attractants. Previous studies 
showed that mutation of the gene encoding the central 
chemotaxis regulatory protein CheA in P. fluorescens 
WCS365 resulted in less efficient colonization of 
tomato roots in comparison to the wild-type strain (14). 
Furthermore, a hyper-motile mutant of P. fluorescens 
F113 was shown to be a more efficient root-tip colonizer 
and to have a more significant effect in biological 
control of plant pathogenic fungi in comparison to the 
wild-type strain (15). Therefore, chemotaxis towards 
nutrients is thought to play a crucial role in effective root 
colonization by P. fluorescens.
 Methyl-accepting chemotaxis proteins (MCPs) are 
membrane-embedded receptors that mediate chemotaxis 

Summary Chemotaxis towards nutrients plays a crucial role in root colonization by Pseudomonas 
fluorescens. The P. fluorescens chemotactic transducer of amino acids type A (CtaA) mediates 
movement towards amino acids present in root exudates. In this study, the periplasmic 
sensory domain of CtaA has been crystallized by the hanging-drop vapor diffusion method 
using ammonium sulfate as a precipitating agent. A complete data set was collected to 1.9 Å 
resolution using cryocooling conditions and synchrotron radiation. The crystals belong to 
space group I222 or I212121, with unit-cell parameters a = 67.2, b = 76.0, c = 113.3 Å. This is an 
important step towards elucidation of the structural basis of how CtaA recognizes its signal 
molecules and transduces the signal across the membrane.
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by recognizing chemical signal molecules (16). The 
binding of these molecules to the periplasmic sensing 
domains of MCPs initiates a chemotactic signalling 
cascade (16). The genome of P. fluorescens Pf0-1 
encodes genes for 37 MCPs. Information on the ligands 
recognized by these receptors is limited. Three MCPs 
have been identified as chemotactic transducers of 
amino acids (CtaA, CtaB and CtaC) – receptors that 
recognize naturally-occurring amino acids (17). MCPs 
Pfl01_3768, Pfl01_0728 and Pfl01_0728 were reported 
to recognize L-malate, succinate and fumarate (18). The 
metabolism of the aromatic compound 2-nitrobenzoate 
was shown to  involve the chemoreceptor  for 
2-nitrobenzoate NbaY (19). 
 CtaA has a very broad ligand specificity and 
recognizes 16 different amino acids (17). The structural 
basis behind ligand recognition and the mechanism 
of signalling in response of ligand binding to CtaA 
remains unknown. A BLAST search against the known 
structures available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
revealed that the periplasmic sensing domain of CtaA 
(CtaAperi) has 30%, 24%, and 20% sequence identity with 
V. cholerae chemoreceptor MCP37 (PDB code 5AVE 
(20)), Methanosarcina mazei histidine kinase (PDB code 
3li8, (21)) and Campylobacter jejuni chemoreceptor Tlp3 
(PDB code 4xmr (22)), respectively. The periplasmic 
sensing domain of an amino acid chemotaxis receptor 
PctA from Pseudomonas aeruginosa that has 65% amino 
acid sequence identity with CtaAperi (17) was crystallized 
in 2013 (23), but no report of the structure followed. 
The Pfam analysis (24) using the primary sequence 
of CtaAperi revealed the presence of a Cache (calcium 
channels and chemotaxis receptors) motif (residues 
107-185) (25), which suggests that CtaAperi belongs to 
the family of receptor proteins with two Per-Arnt-Sim 
(PAS) sensing domains. Recently, we have reported 
the crystal structure of the periplasmic sensing domain 
of C. jejuni transducer-like protein 3 (Tlp3) harboring 
two PAS domains. Tlp3 recognizes its ligand isoleucine 
directly, via its membrane-distal PAS domain (22). The 
structural analysis of Tlp3 and structure-guided sequence 
alignments revealed that receptors for amino acids, that 
have a tandem-PAS sensing domain that recognizes the 
ligand directly, contain a conserved consensus motif 
DXXX(R/K)CWYXXA (22). We note that CtaAperi 
contains this motif and is therefore likely to bind at least 
some of its amino acid ligands directly. To investigate 
the structural basis of how CtaA recognizes its signal 
molecules and transduces the signal across the membrane, 
we have initiated structural studies on recombinant 
CtaAperi. Here, we report its cloning, purification, co-
crystallization with one of its putative ligands (serine) 
and initial X-ray crystallographic analysis.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Gene cloning and overexpression

The two transmembrane helices of CtaA from P. 
fluorescens Pf0-1 (GenBank: ABA76168.1) have been 
predicted to comprise residues 7-33 and 278-301 by the 
TMHMM sever v.2.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
TMHMM-2.0/) (26) (Figure 1). The sequence for the 
periplasmic sensing domain (CtaAperi, residues 34-277) 
was codon-optimized for expression in Escherichia 
coli and synthesized and ligated into the expression 
vector pET151/D-TOPO (Invitrogen) by GenScript. 
The protein construct had an N-terminal His6-tag 
separated from the CtaAperi coding sequence by the linker 
GKPIPNPLLGLDSTENLYFQ↓GIDPFT containing 
a Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease cleavage site 
(underlined). The E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells (Novagen) 
were transformed with the expression vector, grown 
at 310 K in Luria Bertani broth supplemented with 50 
mg/mL ampicillin to OD600 of 0.6, and then protein 
expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl-b-D-1-
thiogalactopyranoside (Thermo Scientific) for 3.5 h at 
310 K. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,000 
g for 15 min at 277 K. 

2.2. Purification

The cells were resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer 
pH 8.0 and 200 mM NaCl, lysed using sonication and 
centrifuged at 12,000 g for 30 min at 277 K. NaCl and 
imidazole were then added to the supernatant to final 
concentrations of 500 and 15 mM, respectively, and the 
sample was loaded onto a 5 mL HiTrap Chelating HP 
column (GE Healthcare) pre-washed with buffer A (20 
mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 500 mM NaCl, 15 mM imidazole). 
The protein was eluted with buffer A, supplemented 
with 500 mM imidazole, after the column was washed 
with 20 column volumes of buffer A containing 20 mM 
imidazole. The N-terminal tag was cleaved with His6-
TEV protease overnight at 277 K whilst dialyzing the 
sample against buffer B [50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2 mM 
dithiothreitol, 200 mM NaCl, 1% (v/v) glycerol]. NaCl 

321

Figure 1. The predicted membrane topology of P. fluorescens 
CtaA and the boundaries (amino acid residue numbers) of 
the periplasmic sensory domain CtaAperi characterized in this 
study.
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CCD detector on the MX1 beamline of the Australian 
Synchrotron (AS) (Figure 4). A total of 90 images were 
collected using a 0.5º oscillation width. The data were 
processed and scaled using iMosflm (28) and AIMLESS 
(29) from the CCP4 suite (30). The statistics of data 
collection and processing are summarized in Table 1.

3. Results and Discussion

Recombinant P. fluorescens CtaAperi was over-expressed 
in E. coli BL21 (DE3) harboring pET151/D-TOPO 
plasmid upon induction of T7 polymerase. The protein 
was purified to >98% electrophoretic homogeneity 
based on Coomassie Blue staining of SDS-PAGE gels 
(Figure 2). It consists of amino-acid residues 34-277 
of CtaA with six additional residues at the N terminus 
originating from the TEV cleavage site (GIDPFT). 
The protein migrated on SDS-PAGE with an apparent 
molecular weight of 25 kDa, which is in agreement with 
the value calculated from the amino acid sequence (27 
kDa). It eluted as a single peak during size-exclusion 
chromatography (SEC). Estimation of its molecular 
weight from the mobility on the SEC column calibrated 
with reference to the mobility of globular proteins of 

and imidazole were then added to the sample to final 
concentrations of 500 and 15 mM, respectively, and the 
TEV protease and the uncleaved protein were removed 
on a HiTrap Chelating HP column. The flowthrough 
was concentrated to 2 mL in an Amicon Ultracel 10 
kDa cutoff concentrator and purified further by passing 
through a Superdex 200 HiLoad 26/60 gel-filtration 
column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with buffer C 
(10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl). Protein 
concentration was determined using the Bradford assay 
(27). The protein purity was estimated to be greater than 
98% (Figure 2).

2.3. Crystallization

Prior to crystallization, the protein sample was 
concentrated to 10 mg/mL, mixed with serine solution 
(final concentration 2 mM), centrifuged for 20 min 
at 13,000 g and transferred into a clean tube. Initial 
crystallization screening was performed by the vapour-
diffusion method in the hanging-drop format using an 
automated Phoenix crystallization robot (Art Robbins 
instruments) and Crystal Screen HT, Index Screen HT 
and PEG/Ion Screen HT (Hampton Research). The 
initial crystallization droplets comprised 100 nL protein 
solution mixed with 100 nL of the reservoir solution 
and equilibrated against 50 µL of the reservoir solution 
in a 96-well Art Robbins Crystalmation Intelli-Plate 
(Hampton Research). After one day, crystals appeared 
from condition No. 6 of Index Screen HT, which 
contained 2.0 M ammonium sulfate and 0.1 M Tris-HCl 
pH 8.5. This condition was further optimized to improve 
the crystals quality, yielding an optimal crystallization 
reservoir solution consisting of 2.0 M ammonium sulfate 
and 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 (Figure 3). 

2.4. Data collection and processing

Prior to data collection, crystals were transferred from 
the crystallization drop into a cryoprotectant solution 
containing 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 2.2 M ammonium 
sulfate, 2 mM serine and 30% (v/v) glycerol, and flash-
cooled by plunging in liquid nitrogen. A complete X-ray 
diffraction data set was collected from a single crystal 
to 1.9 Å resolution using an ADSC Quantum 210r 

Figure 2. Coomassie Blue-stained 15% SDS-PAGE gel of 
recombinant CtaAperi. The left lane contains molecular-
weight marker (labelled in kDa).

Figure 3. Crystals of a putative CtaAperi complex with 
serine.

Figure 4. A representative 0.5° oscillation image of the data 
collected using an ADSC Quantum 210r CCD detector on 
the MX1 station of the Australian Synchrotron, Victoria, 
Australia. A magnified rectangle shows diffraction spots 
beyond 1.9 Å resolution.
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a known mass gave the value of approximately 23 
kDa, which suggested that P. fluorescens CtaAperi is 
monomeric in solution under the tested conditions.
 An X-ray diffraction data set was collected for a cryo-
cooled crystal of CtaAperi grown in the presence of serine 
to 1.9 Å using the AS facility (Figure 4). Data analysis 
by the autoindexing routine in iMosflm was consistent 
with a body-centred orthorhombic crystal system (I222 
or I212121), with unit cell parameters a = 67.2, b = 76.0, 
c = 113.3 Å. The average I/σ(I) value was 12.7 for all 
reflections (resolution range 33.8-1.9 Å) and 2.5 in the 
highest resolution shell (1.94-1.90 Å). Data processing 
gave an Rmerge of 0.051 for intensities (0.346 in the 
resolution shell 1.94-1.90 Å) and these data were 92% 
complete (94% completeness in the highest resolution 
shell). 
 The calculated Matthews coefficient (31) for one 
subunit of CtaAperi was 2.64 Å3 Da-1, which suggests 
that the asymmetric unit is highly likely to contain one 
protein molecule. The corresponding solvent content is 
approximately 53%. Molecular replacement approaches 
with the structures of the sensing domains of V. cholerae 
MCP37, M. mazei histidine kinase or C. jejuni Tlp3 
did not yield a reliable solution. A search for heavy-
atom derivatives with the aim to solve the structure 
using multiple isomorphous replacement and/or multi-
wavelength anomalous dispersion methods is in progress. 
Structural analysis of the CtaA would be an important 
step towards our understanding of how CtaA senses its 
environmental signals and communicates inside the cell 
via the membrane.
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1. Introduction

Over the past five year, the Chinese Government has 
been exploring and establishing a tiered system of 
medical care tailored to China as a key step toward 
greater reform of the medical and healthcare system. 
In order to rationally allocate medical resources and 
promote equal access to basic medical and health care, 
the Chinese Government began to establish general 
practitioners system in 2011 (1). 
 Moreover, on June 6, 2016, family physicians 
contracted healthcare was officially launched as a mode 
expected to open a new prospect for tiered system 
of medical care in China, intending to facilitate such 
healthcare be universal coverage by 2020 (2). This form 
of care will promote healthcare reform if it provides 
a "Cardiotonic" that alleviates the long-standing 
inequitable allocation of healthcare resources. However, 
this form of care faces many obstacles given the current 
state of medical care in China. Thus, family physicians 

contracted healthcare may be a "Band-Aid" that acts as 
a stopgap, temporarily alleviating the medical needs of 
the general public in China.

2. The shortage of family physicians will limit 
implementation

Registered general practitioners at primary care facilities 
are key providers of family physicians. The Chinese 
Government began to establish general practitioners 
system in 2011 (1). Thus far, approximately 180,000 
general practitioners have been fostered, accounting 
for 6% of all medical practitioners. The annual growth 
number of general practitioners is about 30,000 from 
2012 to 2014 (Figure 1). According to the data from 
Chinese Medical Doctor Association, if by the standard 
of a general practitioner serving every 2,000 residents, 
China needs at least 700,000 general practitioners (3,4). 
How can more than 500,000 general practitioners be 
rapidly fostered in just 5 years? Given the strained 
physician-patient relationship in China (5-7), how can 
family physicians contracted healthcare be made more 
attractive to primary care physicians? Can the quality of 
healthcare be ensured amidst unmet primary care needs? 
As a novel form of highly attentive medical care, how 
will family physicians earn the trust of patients? All of 
these obstacles are hampering successful implementation 
of contracted family physicians contracted healthcare.

Summary On June 6, 2016, as a mode expected to open a new prospect for tiered system of medical 
care in China, family physicians contracted healthcare was officially launched, intending 
to facilitate such healthcare be universal coverage by 2020.There are some doubts as to 
whether this goal is possible. The role of family physicians contracted healthcare in China 
should also be carefully identified. We hold that family physicians contracted healthcare 
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Aid" if the aforementioned issues of the shortage of family physicians, coordination with 
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3. Giving priority to referrals will impact the 
"public" nature of public hospitals

Family physicians will have a certain proportion of 
specialists assigned, appointments will be made, and 
beds will be allocated, facilitating the preferential 
treatment and admission of contracted residents. For 
public hospitals, such priority will impact the "public" 
nature in light of many patients face difficulties in 
registration at large hospitals (8), while some patients 
can be provided an express route for "on-demand" 
healthcare. Given an imbalance in the supply of 
and demand for medical resources, having an initial 
diagnosis made by a family physician, and mutual 
referrals and coordination between referring hospitals 
and primary care facilities will also present problems. 
Coordinating referrals is not just the concept of a 
contract between family physicians, public, and 
referring hospitals. It is also a contract to reallocate the 
current medical resources.

4. Oversight to limit expenses is incomplete

Although the public is being encouraged and guided 
contract with nearby family physicians, the transregional 
contract can also be made to create an impetus for 
competition. In accordance with the principle of income 
elasticity of demand, the high income groups will pursue 
better medical care recruiting renowned and qualified 
medical personnel, which will further exacerbate the 

imbalance in healthcare resources. Furthermore, family 
physicians will provide diversified care in medication 
and health insurance for contracted residents. A powerful 
mechanism for oversight of contracted primary care is 
indispensable to controlling medical expenses and health 
insurance costs. Unfortunately, standards and measures 
for that oversight are lacking.
 In conclusion, we sincerely hope that family 
physicians contracted healthcare will be a "Cardiotonic" 
that injects new vitality into healthcare reform in China. 
Nevertheless, the state of medical care in China will 
restrict effective implementation of this form of care. 
Family physicians contracted healthcare will just be a 
"Band-Aid" if the aforementioned issues of the shortage 
of family physicians, coordination with referring 
hospitals, and incomplete oversight are not resolved.
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Figure 1. The number of medical practitioners and general 
practitioners in China from 2012-2014 based on the data 
from China Health Statistical Yearbook (2013-2015). *The 
medical practitioners include licensed medical practitioners and 
licensed assistant medical practitioners.
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